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Assistant AD for Communications  ....Dan Wallenberg
Director ..............................................Shelly Poe
Associate Director  ....................... Leann Parker
Assistant Directors .................Alissa Clendenen 
 Jerry Emig, D.C. Koehl, Kendra Lee 
 Danielle Warner, Adam Widman
Interns......................Alex Morando, Brett Rybak
Web site  ......................OhioStateBuckeyes.com
Main Offi ce Phone  .......................614-292-6861
Fax  614-292-8547
Wrestling Contact  .................... Danielle Warner
Offi ce Phone  ................................614-292-3270
E-mail  ..............................warner.238@osu.edu
Mailing Address  ..................610 Fawcett Center
 2400 Olentangy River Road
 Columbus, OH 43210-1166
GAME DAY MANAGEMENT 
PHONE NUMBERS
Facility Operations ........................ 614-292-0269
Ticket Offi ce .................................. 614-292-2624
Fan Experience & Promotions ...... 614-292-3672
Training Room .............................. 614-292-7860
Equipment Room .......................... 614-292-1679
THE BIG TEN CONFERENCE 
Phone ...........................................847-696-1010
Fax/Web site ................ 847-696-1110/bigten.org
Mailing Address ............. 1500 West Higgins Rd.
 Park Ridge, IL 60068-6300
Asst. Commissioner, Media Relations..Scott Chipman
E-mail ..............................schipman@bigten.org
Wrestling Contact .............................. Bob Healy 





Enrollment .............. 56,064 (Columbus campus) 
 and 64,077 (all campuses)
Nickname.............................................Buckeyes
Colors ...................................... Scarlet and Gray
Mascot ....................................... Brutus Buckeye
Conference .................................. Big Ten (1913)
President ....................Gordon Gee (Utah, 1968)
Director of Athletics/Associate VP .. Gene  Smith 
 (Notre Dame, 1977) 
Faculty Representative ..................... John Bruno 
WRESTLING HISTORY
First Year .................................................... 1921
All-Time Dual Meet Record .............. 695-492-28
Big Ten Record ................................. 240-317-16
Big Ten Championships ............... 2 (1923, 1951)
All-America Selections.................................... 73
Individual National Champions ....................... 14
Individual Big Ten Champions ........................ 33
Academic All-Big Ten Selections .................. 104
Practice Facility............Steelwood  Athletic Training
Arena (Capacity)........... St. John Arena (13,276)
TEAM FACTS
Head Coach/Alma Mater ...Tom Ryan/Iowa (‘93)
Ohio State Record (Year)  ...63-26/25-15 Big Ten (6th)
Career Record (Year) ..............172-109-1 (17th)
Assoc. Head Coach/Alma Mater ....Lou Rosselli
 Edinboro (‘93)
Assistant Coach/Alma Mater .............. J Jaggers
 Ohio State (‘09)
Vol. Assistant Coach/Alma Mater Ross Thatcher
 Penn State (‘00)
Director of Operations .....................Alex Picazo 
2010-11 Dual Meet Record ..........................2-11
2010-11 Big Ten Record ............................... 1-7
NCAA Qualifi ers Returning/Lost ....................4/1
All-Americans Returning/Lost ........................0/1 
Big Ten Tournament Finish ............................8th
NCAA Tournament Finish ............................29th
Letterwinners Returning/Lost.........................9/4 
OHIOSTATEBUCKEYES.COM
This is the offi cial web site of the Ohio State Athletics 
Department. Ohio State wrestling releases, as well 
as a wide variety of related wrestling and athletics 
department information, such as audio and video 
highlights, can be found on the web. Links to all 
36 varsity sports also are available.
STUDENT-ATHLETE INTERVIEWS
Media wishing to conduct interviews with any 
member of the Ohio State wrestling team 
should contact Danielle Warner of the Athletics 
Communications offi ce. Please call at least one 
day in advance to allow setup time. 
ROAD REQUESTS
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio 
State’s road matches to the host school’s sports 
information director. 
WEEKLY RELEASE
The weekly release, which includes notes and 
statistics, is available each week on the offi cial 
Ohio State Athletics Department web site at 
OhioStateBuckeyes.com. 
MATCH DAY MEDIA SERVICES
Match notes and starting lineups will be made 
available to the media prior to each match. Any 
additional requests should be directed to Danielle 
Warner. 
RADIO BROADCASTS
Any member of the media wishing to broadcast 
Ohio State matches should contact Danielle 
Warner at least 48 hours prior to the match.
PHOTO REQUESTS
All still photography requests of Ohio State student-
athletes and coaches must be e-mailed to Kyle 
McKee. He can be reached at 614-247-7202 or 
electronically at mckee.470@osu.edu.
POSTMATCH PROCEDURES
No formal press conference is held after each 
match. Special requests should be made to 
Danielle Warner prior to the end of the match. 
Requested interviews will begin about 10 
minutes after the match ends. Student-athletes 
and coaches will be available in a designated 
media area.
VIDEO SERVICES
For information regarding video services and 
match footage, contact Mark Smith, manager of 
video services at 614-688-5359.
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2 0 1 1 - 1 2  S C H E D U L E
Date Opponent/Tournament Time
Nov. 5 at Eastern Michigan Open All Day1  
Nov. 12 at Harrisburg Duals All Day2  
 North Carolina TBD
 Old Dominion TBD
 Utah Valley State TBD
Nov. 20  Virginia Tech 4 p.m.  
Dec. 2-3 at Cliff Keen Las Vegas Invitational All Day3 
Dec. 9 at Pittsburgh 7 p.m.  
Dec. 11 at Kent State  1 p.m.   
Dec. 18 Indiana  2 p.m. 
Jan. 6 at Nebraska  7 p.m. 
Jan. 8 at Minnesota  2 p.m. 
Jan. 12 Purdue  7 p.m. 
Jan. 20 Iowa 7 p.m. 
Jan. 29 at Penn State  2 p.m. 
Feb. 3 Michigan 6 p.m. 
Feb. 5 at Michigan State 2 p.m. 
Feb. 12 at National Duals - Regionals All Day4
Feb. 19 at National Duals - Final Four All Day5
March 3-4 at Big Ten Championships All Day6
March 15-17 at NCAA Championships All Day7
1Ypsilanti, Mich.; 2Harrisburg, Pa.; 3Las Vegas; 4Stillwater, Okla.; 
5Campus Sites; 6West Lafayette, Ind.; 7St. Louis, Mo. 
2011-12  OPPONENT INFORMATION
North Carolina Tar Heels
Sat. Nov. 12, TBA Harrisburg, Pa.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 4-6  
Head Coach: C.D. Mock    




Sat. Nov. 12, TBA Harrisburg, Pa.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 3-1
Head Coach: Steve Martin     
Contact: TBA  
Email: TBA
Phone: 757-683-5581 
Utah Valley State Wolverines
Sat. Nov. 12, TBA Harrisburg, Pa.
Series History: First Meeting  
Head Coach: Greg Williams   




Sun. Nov. 20, 4 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 11-1 
Head Coach: Kevin Dresser   




Fri. Dec. 9, 7 p.m. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Series History: Ohio State leads, 10-9  
Head Coach: Rande Stottlemyer     
Contact: Matt Jackson  
Email: mjackson@athletics.pitt.edu
Phone: 412-648-8240 
Kent State Golden Flashes
Sun. Dec. 11, 1 p.m. Kent, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 11-6  
Head Coach: Jim Andrassy   




Sun. Dec. 18, 2 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 45-34-2  
Head Coach: Duane Goldman    




Fri. Jan. 6, 8 p.m. ET Lincoln, Neb.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 1-6  
Head Coach: Mark Manning     




Sun. Jan. 8, 2 p.m. ET Minneapolis, Minn.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 14-32-2  
Head Coach: J Robinson     




Thur. Jan. 12, 7 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State leads, 47-23-7  
Head Coach: Scott Hinkel     




Fri. Jan. 20, 7 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State trails, 2-37   
Head Coach: Tom Brands    
Contact: Traci Wagner  
Email: traci-wagner@hawkeyesports.com 
Phone: 319-335-9411
Penn State Nittany Lions
Sun. Jan. 29, 2 p.m. University Park, Pa.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 11-14  
Head Coach: Cael Sanderson    




Fri. Feb. 3, 6 p.m. Columbus, Ohio
Series History: Ohio State trails, 61-17-3   
Head Coach: Joe McFarland    




Sun. Feb. 5, 2 p.m. East Lansing, Mich.
Series History: Ohio State trails, 24-40-1  
Head Coach: Tom Minkel     
Contact: Ben Phlegar  
Email: phlegarb@ath.msu.edu 
Phone: 517-355-2271
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Name .......................................Weight ...Eligibility ........................... Hometown (Previous School)
Nyle Bartling ...............................197 ........... FR ........................................ Syracuse, Neb. (Syracuse)
Jarrod Boone ..............................141 ........... FR ..........................Columbus, Ohio (Olentangy Liberty)
Colton Bowers ............................197 ......... R-SO ............................ Prospect, Ohio (Marion Pleasant)
Joe Bruewer ...............................149 ........... SO ...................................... Cincinnati, Ohio (Deer Park)
Andrew Campolattano ................197 ........... FR ..............................Bound Brook, N.J. (Bound Brook)
Peter Capone ............................HWT ....... RS-SO........................... Johnson City, N.Y. (Johnson City)
Kenny Courts ..............................184 ........... FR ..............................Harrisburg, Pa. (Central Dauphin)
Josh Demas................................157 ..........R-FR .........................Columbus, Ohio (Westerville North)
Johnni Dijulius ............................125 ........... FR ....................................... Aurora, Ohio (Walsh Jesuit)
Orry Elor ....................................HWT .......... FR ........................... Walnut Creek, Calif. (College Park)
Mike Fee .....................................149 ........ RS-SO...................... Mentor, Ohio (Mentor Lake Catholic)
Derek Garcia ..............................165 ........... FR ..................... Sedro Woolley, Wash. (Sedro Woolley)
Alex Gordon................................149 ..........R-FR .....................................Dublin, Ohio (Dublin Scioto)
Ray Gordon ................................197 ........... SO .............................................Fairfi eld, Ohio (Fairfi eld)
Joe Grandominico ......................149 ........... SO .................................... Westerville, Ohio (Olentangy)
Darin Heavilin .............................125 ........... SO ...................... Bloomingdale, Ohio (Harrison Central)
Nick Hefl in ..................................174 ........ RS-SO............................Massillon, Ohio (Massillon Perry)
Kosta Karageorge......................HWT .......... FR ..................Worthington, Ohio (Thomas Worthington)
Randy Languis............................141 ........... SO .......................................Dublin, Ohio (Dublin Scioto)
Carlos Lugo ...............................HWT .......... FR ...........................Akron, Ohio (St. Vincent St. Mary’s)
C.J. Magrum ...............................184 .........RS-JR .............................. Oak Harbor, Ohio (Oak Harbor)
Mike Manuche ............................133 ........... FR ..................................... San Diego, Calif. (Westview)
Ian Paddock................................133 ..........R-JR ............................................Warsaw, N.Y. (Warsaw)
Tim Rigel ....................................149 ......... R-SO ................................... New Carlisle, Ohio (Ashland)
Kyle Riley-Hawkins .....................174 ........... FR ........................... Bradenton, Fla. (Lakewood Ranch)
Hunter Stieber ............................149 ........... FR ................................. Monroeville, Ohio (Monroeville)
Logan Stieber .............................133 ..........R-FR ............................... Monroeville, Ohio (Monroeville)
Cam Tessari ................................149 ........... FR ................................. Monroeville, Ohio (Monroeville)
Craig Thomas .............................165 ........... FR ..........................Columbus, Ohio (Olentangy Liberty)
Bo Touris .....................................125 ........ RS-SR ..........................West Chester, Ohio (Lakota West)
Devin Visconti .............................149 ........... FR ..................  North Reading, Mass. (Malden Catholic)
Kyle Visconti ...............................125 ........... FR ................... North Reading, Mass. (Malden Catholic)
Josh Whitt ...................................125 ........ RS-SO................................ Toledo, Ohio (Ohio University)
COACHING AND SUPPORT STAFF
Tom Ryan - Head Coach
Lou Rosselli - Associate Head Coach
J Jaggers - Assistant Coach
Ross Thatcher - Volunteer Assistant Coach
Alex Picazo - Director of Operations/Strength & Conditioning
Victor Puskas - Manager
Steve Ruthen - Manager
Alex Wong - Athletic Trainer
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It is hard to imagine it has already been six years 
since head coach Tom Ryan’s arrival to campus. 
Taking over the Buckeye wrestling team in the 
spring of 2006, Ryan knew expectations were high 
and right then and there quickly went to work. He 
began rebuilding a program that was part of a tough 
Big Ten conference and needing to contend on that 
scale before making its mark on the national map. 
Needless to say, Ryan has not failed to deliver. A 
look at the numbers and facts:
 2009 National Coach of the Year
 Consecutive NCAA runner-up fi nishes in 2008 and 2009
 16 All-America honorees, the most by an Ohio State head coach in a 
fi ve-year span
 3 NCAA individual champions in Mike Pucillo and J Jaggers (two-time 
champion)
 Coached 2009 Ohio State Male Athlete of the Year J Jaggers
 Mentored Ohio State’s second four-time All-American Lance Palmer
 2 Big Ten Champions in Mike Pucillo (184 in 2008) and Lance Palmer 
(149 in 2010)
 7 have been recognized by the National Wrestling Coaches Associa-
tion (NWCA) with prestigious NWCA All-Academic Team accolades 
- J.D. Bergman, J Jaggers, C.J. Magrum (two-time), Corey Morrison 
(two-time), Ian Paddock, Mike Pucillo and Colt Sponseller (two-time). 
Sponseller and Paddock were named to the NWCA Division I True-
Freshman All-Academic Team as well
 24 Academic All-Big Ten selections have been honored
 50 have earned Ohio State Scholar-Athlete laurels
 Ryan believes community service is crucial to building “Life Champi-
ons,” and therefore the Buckeyes are active participants in the Second 
& Seven Foundation reading program that strives to “Tackle Illiteracy” 
in Central Ohio and routinely volunteers at Nationwide Children’s Hos-
pital and the annual Wrestle against Autism Tournament
 Presented with a Resolution of Expression from Columbus City Coun-
cil member A. Troy Miller Sept. 21, 2009 in council chambers to rec-
ognize the program’s commitment to community service, academics 
and athletics
 Instrumental in fi lling the seats of St. John Arena as the historic venue 
was packed with a Buckeye wrestling record 5,341 fans who watched 
Ohio State beat Michigan, 16-15, in 2008. 
For all the successes, whether on the athletics or academic landscape, 
Ryan and the Buckeyes are still seeking two important pieces to the puzzle 
- Big Ten and NCAA titles. Ryan and company came close to winning the 
program’s fi rst national crown in 2009, fi nishing second to Iowa by only 4.5 
points. The achievements are defi nitely worth noting, but Ryan takes no 
solitude in moral victories. The program has had unprecedented success 
during Ryan’s tenure, but quite frankly it is not enough. Coupled with the 
fact the Scarlet and Gray has never won an NCAA title, their last Big Ten 
championship came in 1951.
However, Ryan will also be the fi rst to admit bringing together all the parts 
for the good of the cause will eventually reward those who buy into the 
system. 
In 2008, proof of just what Ryan brought to the Buckeye wrestling program 
was witnessed by many as Ohio State became a legitimate contender on 
the national stage. Backed by three individual fi nalists, Ohio State compiled 
79 points for its fi rst of two runner-up fi nishes and highest placing in pro-
gram history. Also, Ohio State fi nished with back-to-back 7-1 seasons in 
the conference in 2009 and 2010, a feat never accomplished until Ryan’s 
arrival.
During his collegiate wrestling career, Ryan was a two-time NCAA Division 
I All-American for Iowa (second in 1991, third in 1992) as a member of the 
Hawkeyes’ 1991 and 1992 national and Big Ten championships teams. He 
also was a two-time Big Ten champion in 1991 and 1992. Prior to enrolling 
at Iowa, Ryan wrestled at Syracuse, where he was the 1989 Eastern Inter-
collegiate Wrestling Association Champion.
Family: Wife, Lynette; Children, Jordan, Jake, Teague and Mackenzie
Degree: Bachelor of Science in Education (Iowa, 1993)
Coaching: Head coach at Hofstra from 1995-2006; seven-time conference 
coach of the year (Eastern Collegiate Wrestling Association and Colonial 
Athletic Association); two-time New York State Coach of the Year, led Pride 
to six consecutive conference titles; recorded a 47-match (46-0-1) confer-
ence unbeaten streak in dual action - the nation’s longest conference un-
beaten streak; was an assistant at Indiana from 1992-1994; reached 150 
career wins following 26-13 win over Illinois Feb. 15, 2009.
Hired by head coach Tom Ryan in the spring of 2006, Lou Rosselli has 
entered his third year as the associate head coach and sixth overall with the 
Buckeyes. Working primarily with the lighter weight classes, Rosselli was 
promoted by Ryan following the 2008-09 season.
Like Ryan, Rosselli’s accomplishments and 
credentials are impressive. The 2009 NWCA 
Assistant Coach of the Year, Rosselli coached two-
time 141-pound NCAA champion J Jaggers (2008 
and 2009). There is no question Rosselli’s work 
behind the scenes had a tremendous impact on the 
Buckeyes’ back-to-back second-place fi nishes in the 
2008 and 2009 NCAA Championships in St. Louis 
as well.
Rosselli also has coaching commitments away from Ohio State. For the 
third time in his coaching career, Rosselli led the U.S. World Freestyle 
Team at the University World Championships in Torino, Italy, last October. 
This past fall, he also helped lead the Red, White and Blue at the World 
Championships in Istanbul, Turkey. Previously he was part of the U.S. 
Freestyle coaching staff at the 2007 and 2006 World Championships in 
Baku, Azerbaijan, and Guangzhou, China, respectively. In spring 2009, 
Rosselli worked with the U.S. National team as the squad competed at the 
2009 Pan American Championships in Maracaibo, Venezuela. The U.S. 
squad tallied 58 points en route to the gold medal. Rosselli also was one of 
fi ve fi nalists for the volunteer freestyle coaching position for the U.S. men’s 
team that competed in the 2008 Olympics.
Rosselli has been lauded with several honors, including the 2007 Terry 
McCann Award and USA Wrestling’s Freestyle Coach of the Year honor. 
A 1993 graduate of Edinboro, Rosselli also was honored by the Edinboro 
University of Pennsylvania Alumni Association at the Distinguished Alumni 
Awards ceremony with the Young Alumni Award. That honor complements 
his memberships in the Edinboro and Eastern Wrestling League halls of 
fame. Rosselli was added to a third hall of fame in October of 2009 when he 
was offi cially enshrined into the Greater Buffalo Sports Hall of Fame. As an 
international competitor, Rosselli qualifi ed for the 1996 U.S. Olympic Team 
for the Atlanta Games (114.5 pounds) and was a three-time U.S. Open 
champion in 1995, 1996 and 1999.
A letterwinner for the Fighting Scots from 1989-1993, Rosselli was a two-
time All-American (1991 and 1993) and three-time Pennsylvania State 
Athletic Conference champion at 118 pounds. In 1989, Rosselli was named 
EWL Freshman of the Year and became the fi rst Edinboro freshman to 
earn a trip to the NCAA championships. Following his senior year in 1993, 
Rosselli earned EWL and PSAC Wrestler of the Year honors after winning 
titles in both conferences.
Rosselli graduated with a degree in health and physical education in 1993. 
He and his wife, Amy, have three children, Jordan, Ty and Jaxson.
Tom Ryan - Head Coach (6th Season)
Lou Rosselli - Associate Head Coach (6th Season)
FILLING IN THE PIECES
TOM RYAN, THE STUDENT-ATHLETE
WANT TO KNOW MORE?
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Two-time NCAA champion J Jaggers made a 
seamless transition from student-athlete to coach 
in 2009-10 as the volunteer assistant coach and 
now is in his second year as a full-time assistant. 
“Jaggers brings a successful resume to the Buck-
eye program,” Tom Ryan, head coach, said. “He 
has accomplished many great things as a competi-
tor and student.  His deep-rooted passion for the 
Buckeyes makes him a great addition to the staff.”
In addition to his integral role in the gym and his 
coaching duties during matches, Jaggers so assists the Ohio State Ath-
letics Department’s Fan Experience and Promotions staff in marketing all 
home matches. The 2009 Ohio State Male Athlete of the Year, Jaggers 
works heavily in securing fundraising dollars for a program that has grown 
tremendously in terms of competition status. 
Jaggers concluded his Buckeye career in impressive fashion, becoming 
just the third wrestler in program history to win two national titles. A three-
time All-American and four-time NCAA qualifi er, Jaggers compiled 107 wins 
during his career. After winning his fi rst national title in 2008, he was hon-
ored by the Greater Cleveland Sports Commission with Collegiate Athlete 
of the Year.  
Excelling in the classroom, Jaggers was a three-time NWCA All-Academic 
Team member, two-time Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-
Athlete recipient. Jaggers earned his bachelor’s degree in communication 
in March 2009.
Jaggers and his wife Kara reside in Columbus.
Ross Thatcher returns to the Ohio State wrestling 
program this season after previously working with 
the team from 2005-08 as the volunteer strength 
and conditioning coach. Most recently, Thatcher 
served as the volunteer assistant coach at Okla-
homa, a position he held since 2009. Thatcher was 
part of the coaching staff that helped the Sooners 
fi nish fi fth at the 2010 NCAA Championships.
A graduate of Bishop Ready High School, Thatch-
er began his coaching career at his alma mater, 
Penn State in 2000. An assistant coach for the 
Nittany Lions until 2003, Thatcher continued his 
coaching career at Ohio State. He was part of the Buckeye coaching staff 
that guided the Scarlet and Gray to its fi rst of two runner-up fi nishes at the 
NCAA championships in 2008. During that season, the Buckeyes boasted 
three NCAA fi nalists - J Jaggers, Mike Pucillo, and J.D. Bergman - with Jag-
gers and Pucillo winning NCAA titles.
A three-time fi nalist and two-time Ohio state champion for Bishop Ready, 
Thatcher was a four-time letterwinner at Penn State. In 2000, he was named 
team captain and capped his career by garnering All-America honors. Fol-
lowing his career at PSU, Thatcher wrestled for the New York Athletic Club, 
where he was a two-time Sunkist International Open champion, champion 
at the New York Athletic Club International Open, Dave Schultz Interna-
tional Open champion and was named Northeast Regional Outstanding 
Wrestler and champion. Additionally, he was a Bronze medalist for the 2001 
U.S. Pan-American team and was a member of the U.S. World University 
Games Freestyle and Greco Roman squads.
Thatcher graduated from Penn State in 2000 with a bachelor’s degree in 
health and human development. Thatcher arrives in Columbus with his 
wife, Jen and daughter Emma.
Arguably one of the most taxing positions on any 
sports team, the director of operations duties 
are handled by Alex Picazo. Entering his fourth 
season in that capacity, Picazo handles the day-
to-day logistical responsibilities. He also will con-
tinue his role with strength and conditioning.
A 2008 Ohio State graduate (business), Picazo 
has been involved with Buckeye wrestling since 
2003 - his freshman season. During a fi ve-year 
span as a student-athlete, he became a four-time Academic All-Big Ten 
recipient and fi ve-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete. In 2006, Picazo was 
named the team captain and the following year in 2007 became a Univer-
sity Nationals All-American.
During the spring 2008, Picazo was the recipient of the Ohio State Men’s 
Varsity O Scholarship following an impressive undergraduate career in 
which he earned the highest grade point average of any graduating stu-
dent-athlete from the Fisher College of Business. The award provides a 
male scholar-athlete with a one-time stipend of $4,000 for postgraduate 
studies at Ohio State.
J Jaggers - Assistant Coach (3rd Season)
Ross Thatcher - Volunteer Assistant Coach (1st Season)
Alex Picazo - Director of Operations (4th Season)
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Colton Bowers 
Redshirt Sophomore - 197
Prospect, Ohio - Marion Pleasant
Exploration
Prior to Ohio State – Considered No. 1 wrestler in Nebraska at 189 
pounds, won fi rst state title this past spring … runner-up in 2010 … 
entered 2011 state tournament with a 36-1 record, with lone loss coming 
at the hands of eventual Class D unbeaten state champion Cory Brester; 
fi nished season 40-1, school season record … helped lead Syracuse to 
a third-place fi nish at states as team captain in 2011 … three-time state 
qualifi er … fi nished high school career with 117-18 record … three-time 
district and Capitol Conference champion … owns Syracuse record for 
fastest fall at eight seconds.   
Personal – Son of James and Angela … has one brother, Dylan … 
hobbies include hunting and fi shing and being outdoors … plans after 
graduation include returning to family farm to start his own hog operation.   
Prior to Ohio State – Ohio High School state tournament qualifi er 
… earned fi rst-team OCC honors … placed fi rst at sectionals, state 
tournament alternate and compiled a 35-10 overall record in 2010-11 
… during senior year, fi nished fi rst in sectionals, fourth at districts and 
fi nished 40-9 overall … 2010-11 team captain … part of two-time sectional 
championship team and district championship team … also lettered in 
soccer. 
Personal – Son of Jay and Cathie … has two brothers, Kyle and Logan 
… hobbies include paintballing … lists greatest sports thrill as becoming 
Olentangy’s  fi rst sectional champion and one of few state qualifi ers.  
2010-11 Season – In fi rst season with Buckeyes, compiled 12-10 record.
Prior to Ohio State – 2008 and 2009 First Team Cincinnati Hills League 
... 2010 CHL Champion ... CHL Wrestler of the Year ... placed third at Ohio 
High School state championships in 2009 (130 pounds) and fourth in 2010 
(140 pounds) ... owns multiple school records for most career wins (123) 
and most career takedowns (149) ... also lettered in cross country, track 
and football.
Personal – Son of Joe and Lisa ... has a younger sister, Autumn ... 
hobbies include playing video games, spending time with family and 
friends and working out ... would like to attend graduate school ... 
honored with Award of Merit from Ohio State Board of Education ... 
named Distinguished Athlete from United States Marine Corp ... earned 
Outstanding Academic Excellence from U.S. President’s Education 
Awards Program ... recipient of CHL award for Athletic Students with at 
least a 3.25 grade point average.
Prior to Ohio State – Ranked No. 1 at 215 pounds as four-time 
New Jersey state champion; only second wrestler in state history to 
achieve feat; won fi rst three titles at 189 pounds before winning fourth 
championship at 215 pounds; named Outstanding Wrestler in 2011 … 
concluded career with 178-1 record, including 44-0 mark senior season 
… became New Jersey’s all-time wins leader and also recorded the most 
pins in state history with 117 … also credited with 10 technical falls, 12 
major decisions and 20 decisions … for his career, compiled 16-0 state 
tournament record with seven decisions, fi ve pins, two technical falls, 
one injury default and one major decision … also won four District 18 and 
four Region 5 titles … ASICS/Vaughan Junior Nationals Greco Roman 
champion … 2010 ASICS All-America Second Team honoree … 2011 
state winner of Dave Schultz High School Excellence Award … First Team 
All-Somerset County by Star Ledger in football.   
Personal – Son of Angela Campolattano … has two brothers, Mike and 
Joe. 
P L AY E R  B I O S
Nyle Bartling
Freshman - 197












Columbus, Ohio - Olentangy Liberty
Engineering
2010-11 Season – Did not compete for the Buckeyes because of injury … 
Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.  
2009-10 Season – Redshirted for Buckeyes.
Prior to Ohio State – After fi nishing fi fth in 2008 at 189 pounds in Ohio 
High School state tournament, was runner-up in 2009; 2007 state qualifi er 
... fi nished senior campaign with 29-3 record ... 2008 NHSCA All-American 
... All-Metro in 2008 ... two-time district and sectional champion ... three-
time MOAC champion ... helped Marion Pleasant to runner-up fi nishes in 
state tournament in 2007 and 2008 ... also ran cross country in 2006.
Personal – Son of Bret and Elaine ... has an older brother, Justin and a 
niece, Lily and nephew, Jett ... enjoys working out.
Bruewer Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 12-10 0-0 0-0 1 1 2 0
Total 12-10 0-0 0-0 1 1 2 0




Columbus, Ohio - Westerville North
Exploration
2010-11 Season – Earned at-large bid to NCAA championships following 
seventh-place fi nish at Big Ten championships (March 5-6) ... began 
season wrestling at 184 pounds until Cliff Keen/NWCA National Duals 
(Jan. 8-9) where he moved to 197 pounds; 2-0 after wins over Maciej 
Jochym of Cornell (7-0) and Joe Johnson of Northern Iowa (Fall 2:57) 
in Cedar Falls … by far one of the busiest Buckeyes, wrestling in a total 
of 37 matches on the season … fi nished third at Buffalo Open (Nov. 7) 
… garnered fourth-place fi nish at Michigan State Open (Nov. 13) … in 
dual action, faced six Top 20 wrestlers, including No. 2 Trevor Brandvold 
of Wisconsin (Feb. 13) … scored impressive win over No. 19 Tyler 
Dickenson of Michigan State, 3-1, to help Buckeyes to 19-16 victory (Jan. 
16) … ended regular season on high note, defeating Northwestern’s 
John Schoen, 2-1 (Feb. 19) … fi nished season with 1-2 record at NCAA 
championships (March 17-19).
2009-10 Season – Finished campaign with 14-4 record at 174 pounds ... 
competed in four open tournaments, including fi rst-place fi nish in Eastern 
Michigan Open (Nov. 7, 2009) ... also garnered third-place fi nishes in 
Michigan State Open (Nov. 15, 2009) and Cleveland State Open (Dec. 13, 
2009).
Prior to Ohio State – 2008 New York State champion at 152 pounds ... 
state qualifi er in 2007 ... helped Johnson City win team state title in 2006 
... also was a soccer midfi elder from 2004-08.
Personal – Son of Sue and Pete ... has one sister, Emily ... enjoys 
hanging out with friends and playing video games ... lists greatest sports 
thrill as winning New York state title in 2006.
Prior to Ohio State – As No. 3 wrestler in the nation at 189 pounds, won 
Pennsylvania Interscholastic Athletic Association title twice as three-time 
fi nalist; won state titles as a junior at 171 pounds (went undefeated) and 
as a senior at 189 pounds; was runner-up sophomore year at 160 pounds 
… helped CD to PIAA Class 3A team championship earlier this year … 
three-time winner of Beast of the East Tournament … 2010 ASICS All-
America honorable mention.   
Personal – Son of Jackie and Ken … has one sibling, Corry … would like 
to coach following graduation … enjoys playing basketball … lists greatest 
sports thrill as winning state title. 
Prior to Ohio State – Slated fi fth-best wrestler at 130 pounds as three-
time Ohio High School state champion … competed in 2010 Junior Duals 
Freestyle Tournament and helped Team Ohio to third-place fi nish with 7-1, 
1-0 decision over Wisconsin’s Justin Mudlaff.
Personal – Son of John DiJulius … has two brothers, Bo and Cal.
Prior to Ohio State – Finished third at California state championships 
… three-time league champion … two-time sectional champion … Cadet 
Greco National Champion … Greco Roman champion at Junior Nationals 
in Fargo in summer 2010 … Cadet Greco Roman Northeast regional 
champion … two-time Cadet Greco All-American … FILA All-American … 
lettered in football for Las Lomas.   
Personal – Son of Yair and Elana; Yair was a 1980 Moscow Games 
Olympian for Israel in the shot-put (did not compete because of boycott) 
… has fi ve siblings, Amit, Aviv, Oshry, Ronny and Gilly  … hobbies include 
hiking and playing basketball … greatest sports thrill includes winning 
Cadet Greco Roman Nationals. 
2010-11 Season – After participating in open tournaments – Buffalo Open 
(Nov. 7) and Harris Open (Nov. 20), entered starting lineup at Cliff Keen/
NWCA National Duals (Jan. 8-9) vs. No. 2 Kyle Dake of Cornell … saw 
action in six more duals … competed in Big Ten championships (March 
5-6).
Peter Capone
Redshirt Sophomore - HWT












Redshirt Sophomore - 149
Mentor, Ohio - Mentor Lake Catholic
Management and Industry Exploration
Kenny Courts
Freshman - 184
Harrisburg, Pa. - Central Dauphin
Exploration
Capone Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 20-17 4-9 2-6 1 4 1 31
2009-10 14-4 0-0 0-0 0 1 5 0
Total 34-21 4-9 2-6 1 5 6 31
P L AY E R  B I O S
2010-11 Season – Ohio State Scholar-Athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State – Four-time Ohio state placewinner at Westerville 
North ... wrestled 130 pounds as a freshman and finished second ... third 
at 145 pounds as a sophomore ... state champion at 152 pounds as a 
junior ... state champion at 171 pounds senior season.
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Ray Gordon
Sophomore - 197
Fairfi eld, Ohio - Fairfi eld
Electrical and Computer Engineering
2009-10 Season – Compiled an 11-3 record in four open tournaments, 
including fi rst-place fi nish in Eastern Michigan Open (Nov. 7) ... also 
fi nished sixth in Michigan State Open (Nov. 15).
Prior to Ohio State – Finished second at 145 pounds in Ohio High 
School State Tournament ... completed career third all-time at Lake 
Catholic in wins (139) ... team captain and team MVP ... fi ve-time 
tournament MVP ... AAU Junior Olympics All-American ... Ohio National 
Freestyle Team member.
Personal – Son of Gary and Katie ... has two brothers, Matt and Sean 
and one sister, Molly ... enjoys watching football, camping and tubing ... 
lists his greatest sports thrill as qualifying for state fi nals his senior year.
2010-11 Season – Competed in six matches in open tournament action 
for the Buckeyes. 
Prior to Ohio State – Two-time state qualifi er in 2008 and 2010 ... also 
ran track and played football ... regional qualifi er in 4x4 in track ... named 
to second-team all-league (OCC) in 2008 and 2009 ... earned all-district 
and MVP distinctions in 2008.
Personal – Son of Joe and Mary ... has four siblings, Brett, Tiffany, Casey 
and Kaitlyn.
2010-11 Season – In fi rst season with Buckeyes, competed in 16 matches 
… posted three pins and two major decisions out of seven wins … Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete.
Prior to Ohio State – Earned All-Greater Miami Conference, fi rst-team 
Cincinnati, most outstanding and most valuable wrestler at Fairfi eld 
High School ... fi nished fi fth (heavyweight) at Ohio High School state 
tournament ... also lettered in football (defensive tackle) and track (shot 
put).
Personal – Son of Donita Brown and Ray Gordon ... has one sister, 
Tasha.
2010-11 Season – Competed for Buckeyes mostly in open tournament 
action … in starting lineup at 149 pounds vs. Wisconsin (Feb. 13) and 
Northwestern (Feb. 19) … Ohio State Scholar-Athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State – Two-time Ohio High School state placer ... fi nished 
10th in 2010.
Personal – Son of David and Machelle ... has one sister, Nikki.
Joe Grandominico
Sophomore - 149




Dublin, Ohio - Dublin Scioto
Exploration
Fee Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 5-13 0-7 0-5 0 2 1 0
2009-10 11-3 0-0 0-0 0 1 2 0
Total 16-16 0-7 0-5 0 3 3 0
R. Gordon Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 7-9 0-0 0-0 0 3 2 0
Total 7-9 0-0 0-0 0 3 2 0
 Grandominico Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 4-8 0-2 0-2 0 0 1 0
Total 4-8 0-2 0-2 0 0 1 0
Prior to Ohio State – No. 1 in the nation at 160 pounds … four-time 
Washington state champion; just sixth wrestler in state history to win four 
individual titles … named to 2010 ASICS First Team All-America roster 
… trained with U.S. National Team in Colorado Springs, Colo., for fi ve 
months … competed at Petko Sirakov/Ivan Illiev Junior International 
tournament in Bulgaria and fi nished fi fth … 2009 Outstanding Wrestler at 
Junior Nationals … quarterback at Sedro Woolley; led team to Class 3A 
state playoffs; Skagit Valley Herald Offensive Player of the Year.
Personal – Son of Jeret and Donna Garcia … has one sister Jalysse.   
Derek Garcia
Freshman - 165
Sedro Woolley, Wash. - Sedro Woolley
Agriculture Systems Management
A. Gordon Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 2-4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0
Total 2-4 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0
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Randy Languis
Sophomore - 141
Dublin, Ohio - Dublin Scioto
Engineering
2010-11 Season – Big Ten runner-up at 174 pounds (March 5-6); opened 
fi rst collegiate conference championships with 2-1 win vs. Michigan’s 
Justin Zeerip ... downed Wisconsin’s Ben Jordan, 2-1, in semifi nals ... 
dropped 8-5 decision to Penn State’s and No. 1-seed Ed Ruth in fi nal ... 
second on team in wins with 20 … Buffalo Open Champion (Nov. 7) … 
won 174-pound division at Michigan State Open (Nov. 13) … fi nished 
seventh at Cliff Keen Las Vegas Collegiate Wrestling Invitational (Dec. 
3-4) … fi rst-career collegiate dual start was vs. Pittsburgh in Buckeye 
Duals (Nov. 21), where he faced No. 17 Ethan Headlee … returned to 
dual action at Edinboro where he downed Chris Hrunka in 2:33 (Dec. 
12) … subsequently, faced four Top 20 wrestlers, including No. 3 Mack 
Lewnes of Cornell at Cliff Keen/NWCA National Duals (Jan. 8-9) … 
following loss to Lewnes, won six of eight matches, notably 3-2 win vs. 
Curran Jacobs to help lift Ohio State to 19-16 win over MSU … concluded 
season with 3-2 mark at NCAA championships (March 17-19). 
2009-10 Season – Redshirted for the Buckeyes.
Prior to Ohio State – 2009 Ohio High School State Tournament 
Champion at 171 pounds ... fi nished senior season with a 42-2 record ... 
state runner-up at 152 pounds in 2008 ... helped Perry to a pair of second-
place fi nishes in Division I team race ... High School Junior National 
All-American.
2010-11 Season – Opened season with fi fth-place fi nish at Buffalo Open 
(Nov. 7); after dropping fi rst match, won four-consecutive matches before 
winning fi fth-place matchup based on opponent injury forfeit … cracked 
starting lineup at Cliff Keen Las Vegas Collegiate Wrestling Invitational 
(Dec. 3-4) … fi rst dual start of collegiate career came at Edinboro (Dec. 
12) … achieved fi rst dual win at Cliff Keen/NWCA National Duals vs. 
Alec Hoffman of Northern Iowa, 12-0 … two Big Ten wins were vs. Joel 
Trombly of Michigan State (Jan. 16), 6-5, and Daniel Arnel of Wisconsin, a 
pin in 1:35 … in all, faced fi ve Top 20 conference wrestlers, including No. 
1 Kellen Russell of Michigan, No. 2 Mike Thorn of Minnesota and No. 4 
Jimmy Kennedy of Illinois … competed in Big Ten championships (March 
5-6) … Ohio State Scholar-Athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State – 2010 Ohio High School Athletic Association 
Champion at 140 pounds ... All-American ... named All-Ohio and All-OCC 
... also lettered in track.
Personal – Son of Joni and David ... has two brothers, Jeremy and Dylan 
... lists winning Ohio High School state tournament as his greatest sports 
thrill ... favorite hobbies include boating and visiting his grandparents in 
Florida ... plans to earn his masters degree in Biomedical Engineering and 
Research and Development.
Prior to Ohio State – Finished third at Ohio state championships for St. 
Vincent St. Mary’s High School … fi nished fi rst at districts and sectionals 
… team captain … team placed fi fth in state tournament senior year.  
Personal – Son of Christine and Manuel; Christine swam for Ohio State 
… has one brother, Diego … greatest sports thrill was wrestling in the 
Ohio High School State Tournament.  
Carlos Lugo
Freshman - 285
Akron, Ohio - St. Vincent St. Mary
International Studies
Nick Hefl in
Redshirt Sophomore - 174
Massillon, Ohio - Massillon Perry
Human Nutrition 
Languis Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 10-16 3-8 2-6 0 1 3 15
Total 10-16 3-8 2-6 0 1 3 15
2010-11 Season – Did not compete for the Buckeyes … Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete. 
Prior to Ohio State – Named to Buckeye-8 all-conference team ... 
Ohio High School state tournament qualifi er in 2008 ... named captain 
of wrestling and football teams ... posted 73-42 career record, 121 
takedowns, 79 escapes and 35 pins ... Harrison Central earned its fi rst 
OVAC Championship in school history and prior to that was an OVAC 
semifi nalist ... also played baseball ... named to Ohio Valley Athletic 
Conference All-Academic Team ... All-State Army Reserve Scholar-Athlete 
of the Year.
Personal – Son of Darin and Jamie ... has two sisters, Morgan and Alexis 
and a brother, Anthony ... aspires to become an offi cer in the United 
States Marine Corps ... hobbies include wood working, listening to music 
and playing video games ... lists greatest sports thrill as helping Harrison 
Central’s football team advance to its fi rst playoff berth.
Darin Heavilin
Sophomore - 125
Bloomingdale, Ohio - Harrison Central
Computer Engineering
Hefl in Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 23-9 7-4 5-2 0 2 1 40
Total 23-9 7-4 5-2 0 2 1 40
Kosta Karageorge
Freshman - HWT
Worthington, Ohio - Thomas Worthington
Early Childhood Education
Prior to Ohio State - First-team OCC ... earned all-district honors ... 
fi nished sixth at 2010 Ohio High School state tournament ... All-American 
at Junior Nationals for Team Ohio.
Personal - Son of George and Susan ... has one sister, Sophia.
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Mike Manuche
Freshman - 133
San Diego, Calif. - Westview
Biology 
Ian Paddock
Redshirt Junior - 133
Warsaw, N.Y. - Warsaw
Agribusiness and Applied Economics
Prior to Ohio State – California state qualifi er for Westview High 
School …  CIF champion … two-time team captain … 2011 Team MVP 
… compiled most takedowns in school history with 398 … football 
letterwinner. 
Personal – Son of Michael and Judy … has two brothers, Anthony and 
Nicholas … lists greatest sports thrill as defeating the three-time state 
champion in overtime … member of the Ohio State Honors College … 
plans to be a dentist and also coach wrestling … named Scholar-Athlete 
of the Year at Westview … enjoys fi shing and reading. 
Ohio State Career – Two-time NCAA championships qualifi er … Big Ten 
Wrestler of the Week (Nov. 7, 2010) … Buffalo Open Champion (Nov. 7, 
2010) … NWCA All-Academic Team recipient (2010-11) … Academic All-
Big Ten … two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete. 
2010-11 Season – Finished sixth at Big Ten championships (March 
5-6); defaulted fi nal two matches because of injury; prior to defaults, 
won back-to-back matches vs. Akif Eren of Purdue, 3-2, and Levi Mele 
of Northwestern, 4-3 ... Buffalo Open champion (Nov. 7) … named Big 
Ten Wrestler of the Week after outscoring opponents 35-6 en route to 
title in Buffalo; defeated Bloomsburg’s Jeremiah Biddle by 17-2 technical 
fall in opening round, followed by 2-0 overtime decision vs. Edinboro’s 
Matthew Hasbrouck, then took 10-4 decision against Edinboro’s Mitchell 
Port to advance to fi nal, where he defeated 14th-ranked Kevin Smith of 
Buffalo, 6-0 … fi nished sixth at Cliff Keen Las Vegas Collegiate Wrestling 
Invitational (Dec. 3-4)… went 2-0 at National Duals (Jan. 8-9), downing 
Cornell’s Joe Stanzione, 9-7, and Northern Iowa’ s Ryan Jauch, 8-5 … 
missed fi nal three Big Ten dual matches because of injury … fi nished 
season with 1-2 record at NCAA championships (March 17-19) … … 
NWCA All-Academic Team recipient (2010-11) … Academic All Big-Ten … 
Ohio State Scholar-Athlete. 
2009-10 Season – Completed freshman campaign with 24-14 overall 
record, including 13-7 mark in dual action and 4-4 ledger in Big Ten ... 
competed in fi rst NCAA championships (March 18-20) and went 2-2; both 
wins earned Buckeyes bonus points - pinned Alex Radsky of Davidson 
in 4:38 in fi rst round and downed Justin Paulsen of Stanford in his third 
match, 11-2 ... fi fth at 2010 Big Ten Championships (March 6-7) ... fi nished 
Magrum Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 13-13 5-8 4-4 0 0 1 21
2009-10 19-17 11-8 4-4 1 1 5 48.5
2008-09 16-4 0-0 0-0 0 3 1 0
Total 48-34 16-16 8-8 1 4 7 69.5
Ohio State Career – Two-time NCAA championships qualifi er … Harris 
Open Champion (Ashland, Ohio) ... … NWCA All-Academic Team 
recipient (2010-11) … two-time Big Ten Distinguished Scholar ... two-time 
Academic All-Big Ten honoree ... three-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
2010-11 Season – As seventh seed, fi nished fourth at Big Ten 
championships (March 5-6); in all went 4-2 at conference championships, 
including a win over No. 5 seed Tony Dallago of Illinois, 9-3 ... began 
season at 197 pounds before dropping to 184 pounds at Cliff Keen/
NWCA National Wrestling Duals (Jan. 8-9) … runner-up at Buffalo Open 
(Nov. 7) … after moving down a weight class, faced four Top 20 wrestlers, 
including No. 4 Steve Bosak of Cornell at National Duals … scored 7-4 
win vs. Shawn Fendone to help lift Ohio State to 31-14 win (Dec. 12) over 
Edinboro … concluded season with 1-2 record at NCAA championships 
(March 17-19) … … NWCA All-Academic Team recipient (2010-11) … Big 
Ten Distinguished Scholar … Academic All-Big Ten … Ohio State Scholar-
Athlete.  
2009-10 Season – Completed fi rst full year of competition with 19-17 
overall record, including 11-8 dual mark and 4-4 ledger in Big Ten ... 
fi nished seventh at Big Ten championships (March 6-7) ... earned bid to 
NCAA championships in Omaha, Neb., and went 2-2, recording a 15-0 
technical fall over Parker Burns of Campbell in 4:49 and beating Micah 
Burak of Penn, 3-1 ... recorded fi rst-career Big Ten win against Penn 
State’s David Crowell (Jan. 24) ... won three-straight Big Ten matches, 
including 16-5 major decision over Illinois’ Clinton Polz (Feb. 12) during 
that run; also downed John Schoen of Northwestern (Feb. 7), 3-1 and 
Tyler Dickenson of Michigan State, 3-1 (Feb. 14) ... recorded 22-second 
pin against Cleveland State’s Gahad Suleiman at the Buckeye Duals in 
St. John Arena (Nov. 22) ... fi nished fourth at Oklahoma Gold Classic 
(Dec. 14) ... NWCA All-Academic Team member ... Big Ten Distinguished 
Scholar ... Academic All-Big Ten recipient ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
2008-09 Season – Harris Open (Ashland, Ohio) Champion at 174 pounds 
(Nov. 15) ... notched pair of runner-up fi nishes in Buffalo Open (Nov. 2) at 
174 pounds and Edinboro Open (Feb. 7) at 184 pounds ... fi nished fourth 
at 174 pounds in Cleveland State Open (Dec. 14) ... also competed in 
Kent State Open (Jan. 17) ... fi nished season with 16-4 record ... Ohio 
State Scholar-Athlete.
Prior to Ohio State – Three-time Ohio High School State champion 
in 2008 (189 pounds), 2007 (171 pounds) and 2006 (171 pounds) ... 
impressed mark upon Oak Harbor with 157 wins (17 losses) and 96 
falls ... instrumental in guiding Rockets to back-to-back Sandusky Bay 
Conference titles in 2007 and 2008 ... Oak Harbor was 2007 and 2008 
runner-up and third-place fi nishers in Division II state championships ... 
granted 2007-08 team captaincy ... won fourth-consecutive SBC League 
championship in 2008 ... winner of 2008 Oak Harbor Tournament and 
Dave Schultz High School Excellence Award ... four-time Academic All-
Ohio recipient and Oak Harbor Scholar-Athlete.
Personal – Son of Gene and Sheri ... has one brother, Michael ... would 
like to become a teacher and wrestling coach following undergraduate 
studies ... enjoys playing softball ... lists greatest sports thrill as winning 
third state title after his two best friends won state titles.
C.J. Magrum
Redshirt Junior - 184
Oak Harbor, Ohio - Oak Harbor
Communication
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Tim Rigel
Redshirt Sophomore - 149









Monroeville, Ohio - Monroeville
Exploration
Logan Stieber
Redshirt Freshman - 133
Monroeville, Ohio - Monroeville
Business Administration
and all-state at linebacker … defensive captain; two-time county runner-
up in powerlifting. 
Personal – Son of Kim and Sandy … has one sibling, Blake … plays the 
saxophone.
Prior to Ohio State – 2008 Division I Miami Valley Wrestler of the Year 
… two-time state runner-up … two-time district champion and four-time 
sectional champion … CBC champion … fi rst-team all-area … team 
captain … compiled 170-31 overall record; 70 pins … member of two-time 
CBC championship team … football letterwinner.  
Personal – Son of Sandra and Tim … has one sister, Allison … would 
like to attend law school … lists defeating three-time state champion for 
league title as greatest sports thrill.  
Prior to Ohio State – Finished third at Florida state championships …
district and regional champion … four-year team captain … fi rst wrestler 
in school history to amass more than 100 wins; compiled 131-10 overall 
record … four-time MVP … named Most Dedicated Wrestler … lettered in 
football and powerlifting; defensive MVP for football … named all-county 
Prior to Ohio State – Ranked No. 1 at 135 pounds … four-time Ohio 
High School state champion; one of three Monroeville wrestlers to 
become four-time state champions in 2011 … won state title at 103 
pounds freshman year, followed by back-to-back championships at 119 
pounds sophomore and junior seasons; won last title at 135 pounds … 
compiled 54-0 record senior year; fi nished career with 197-2 record … 
helped Monroeville to state team title in 2010 … 2010 Walsh Ironman 
Outstanding Wrestler; also two-time winner at nationally elite tournament 
… Junior National Duals Freestyle champion; named to Junior Nationals 
All-Tournament team, helping Team Ohio to fi rst-place fi nish … National 
Cadet Freestyle champion … honorable mention ASICS All-America team.
Personal – Son of Jeff and Tina … has one brother, Logan, who also 
wrestles for the Buckeyes.
2010-11 Season – Competed in Buckeye Duals (Nov. 21) and Cliff Keen 
Las Vegas Collegiate Wrestling Invitational (Dec. 3) before hand injury 
concluded season.
Summer 2011 – Runner-up (60kg/132-pounds) at 2011 FILA Junior World 
Championships in Bucharest, Romania; posted 4-0 record en route to 
reaching fi nal; dropped  1-1, 4-6 decision to Toghrul Asgarov of Azerbaijan 
in fi nal. 
Prior to Ohio State – Four-time Ohio High School state champion ... 
Dave Schultz High School Excellence National Award recipient and 
Junior Hodge Trophy honoree ... named 2010 Ohio Wrestler of the Year 
... 19th wrestler in OHSAA history to become four-time state champion; 
recorded 16-0 ledger during four-year championship run ... ended high 
school career with 179 consecutive wins and lost only one match entire 
high school career (184-1) ... amassed 134 pins ... USA Wrestling 
national championships titlist in freestyle division ... Cadet and Junior 
Greco-Roman champion ... FILA Freestyle Junior National Champion ... 
runner-up at Junior World Team Trials ... third at 2009 U.S. Open ... fourth 
at World Team Trials ... four-time football letterwinner (running back and 
linebacker).
Personal – Son of Jeff and Tina ... has younger brother, Hunter ... would 
like to wrestle in Olympics ... lists greatest sports thrill as becoming four-
time Ohio High School state champion.
Paddock Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 18-10 6-4 1-4 1 2 2 34
2009-10 24-14 13-7 4-4 1 5 9 74
Total 42-24 19-11 5-8 2 7 11 108
season tied for second on the team in major decisions with nine ... went 
2-2 at NWCA/Cliff Keen National Duals (Jan. 9-10, 2010) with wins over 
Arizona State’s Ben Ashmore, 5-3, and Thane Antczak of Minnesota, 6-4 
... in fi rst collegiate action, fi nished third at Oklahoma Gold Classic (Nov. 
14, 2009); 5th seed, downed No. 4 Jordan Thome of Army, 9-5, and again, 
8-0, in third-place matchup ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
Prior to Ohio State – Four-time New York State champion as a fi ve-time 
qualifi er ... advanced to fi fth fi nal during senior campaign, but fell short of 
his bid to become a fi ve-time champion, dropping a close 4-3 decision at 
135 pounds ... compiled a 268-7 high school record ... six-time Livingston 
County champion ... six-time sectional champion ... Section V all-time 
wins leader ... second all-time in wins in New York state ... named Division 
II Most Outstanding Wrestler in 2008 after winning 130-pound class ... in 
2007, was New York state champion at 119 pounds and helped Warsaw to 
team championship ... NHSCA champion sophomore year; fi nished fourth 
junior year; second senior year ... Cadet and Junior Nationals seven-time 
All-American ... Warsaw was four-time LCAA DII champions and three-
time Section V champions.
Personal – Son of Brad and Jeanie ... has three sisters, Jessica, Nikki 
and Ellen and fi ve brothers, Paul, Luke, Joey, Burke and Aaron ... plans to 
pursue an international wrestling career before working in family business 
... enjoys hunting and fi shing ... lists greatest sports thrill as competing in 
state championships junior year.
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Devin Visconti
Freshman - 149








Columbus, Ohio - Olentangy Liberty
Business
Bo Touris
Redshirt Senior - 125




North Reading, Mass. - Malden Catholic
Business
2008-09 Season – Garnered runner-up fi nish in Kent State Open (Jan. 
17) at 125 pounds ... also notched sixth-place fi nish at Edinboro Open 
(Feb. 7) ... competed in Buffalo Open (Nov. 2) and Cleveland State Open 
(Dec. 14) ... fi nished season with 7-5 record.
2007-08 - Competed in several open tournaments, including third place at 
Ashland Open and sixth at Cleveland State Open.
Prior to Ohio State - Won 2007 Ohio High School State Championship 
at 112 pounds ... career 145 wins and 46 pins ... Fargo Nationals Cadet 
Greco-Roman National Champion ... won Ohio Cadet Greco-Roman 
and freestyle titles ... fi nished fourth at 2007 NHSCA Senior Nationals 
Tournament ... ranked in Top 10 in Ohio for three years ... two-time 
conference, three-time sectional and two-time district champion.
Personal – Son of Jim and Sandy ... has three siblings, Kenny, Lauren 
and Lexi ... lists winning state title in Value City Arena as greatest sports 
thrill ... hopes to teach history and coach wrestling following studies at 
Ohio State ... full name is James Patrick Touris.
Prior to Ohio State – Massachusetts state champion … New England 
champion … NWCA Wrestler of the Year in Massachusetts … compiled a 
50-0 record senior year … lacrosse letterwinner. 
Personal – Son of Rob and Kim … has two brothers, Kyle and Ryan; Kyle 
also wrestles for the Buckeyes; has one sister, Emily.
Prior to Ohio State – State champion; at New England championships, 
fi nished fourth junior year … fi nished second at state championships and 
fi rst at New England championships … team captain.  
Personal – Son of Rob and Kim … has two brothers, Devin and Ryan; 
Devin also wrestles for the Buckeyes; has one sister Emily … plans to go 
into real estate following undergraduate studies … lists greatest sports 
thrill as winning the New England title after losing to rival two weeks prior. 
Prior to Ohio State – No. 1-ranked wrestler in the country at 140 
pounds … won fourth Ohio High School state title this past March; one 
of three Monroeville wrestlers to become four-time state champions in 
2011 … won titles at 112, 125 and 140 pounds … fi nished career with 
189-6 record, including 52-1 mark his senior season … 53-0 ledger his 
junior campaign helped Monroeville win state team title … for fourth 
individual championship, beat Shane Brown of Akron Manchester who 
was undefeated at 46-0 … runner-up at Walsh Ironman tournament (140 
pounds) before winning during junior season … 2009 Junior Nationals 
Champion; named to all-tournament team and helped Team Ohio to fi rst-
place fi nish … 2010 ASICS All-America honorable mention … 2011 state 
winner of Dave Schultz High School Excellence Award.  
Personal – Son of Mark and Carla … has two siblings, Nick and Anna. 
Prior to Columbus – Ohio High School state qualifi er … 2010 sectional 
and district champion. 
Personal – Son of Bill and Sherry … has two brothers, Ryan and Connor 
and a sister, Jessica.
2010-11 Season – Entered starting lineup Dec. 12 at Edinboro … would 
face tough competition the rest of the season, matching up against fi ve 
Top 20 wrestlers, including No. 2 Matt McDonough of Iowa (Jan. 23), No. 
3 Brandon Precin of Northwestern (Feb. 19) and No. 5 Zach Sanders of 
Minnesota (Feb. 5) … gained fi rst dual win of career at Illinois (Feb. 4) 
against Logan Arils, 11-6 … competed in Big Ten championships (March 
5-6).
2009-10 Season – Competed in Eastern Michigan Open (Nov. 7).
L. Stieber Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 5-3 2-0 0-0 2 0 1 17
Total 5-3 2-0 0-0 2 0 1 17
Touris Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 2-11 2-9 1-7 0 0 0 9
2009-10 0-1 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0
2008-09 7-5 0-0 0-0 0 1 2 0
Total 9-17 2-9 1-7 0 1 2 9
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P L AY E R  B I O S
Josh Whitt
Redshirt Sophomore - 125
Toledo, Ohio - Ohio University
Mathematics 
2010-11 Season – Competed in nine matches for Buckeyes in open 
tournament action … Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
Prior to Ohio State – Compiled 89-23 high school career record ... 
named second-team all-city ... two-time district qualifi er ... sectional 
champion ... fi rst-team city all-academic ... helped Clay High School to two 
city and sectional championships in 2008 and 2009 ... also played football 
... transferred from Ohio University.
Personal – Son of Dawn Cramer ... has one brother, Ted ... enjoys 
hanging out with friends and working out ... plans to become an architect.
Whitt Records/Statistics
 Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Dec. Tm. Pts.
2010-11 3-6 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0
Total 3-6 0-0 0-0 0 1 1 0
2 0 1 1 - 1 2  W R E S T L I N G M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
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2 0 1 0 - 1 1  S E A S O N  I N  R E V I E W
Captains: C.J. Magrum, Sean Nemec, Ian 
Paddock, Colt Sponseller
At the end of the 2010-11 season, the wrestling 
team crowned an All-American (4th) in senior 
Colt Sponseller. Wrestling at 165 pounds, 
Sponseller led the Buckeyes with a 25-7 
record and a runner-up fi nish in the Big Ten 
championships.
In all, the Scarlet and Gray qualifi ed fi ve 
Buckeyes to the national tournament in Ian 
Paddock (133), Sponseller, Hefl in (174), C.J. 
Magrum (184) and Peter Capone (197).
All-American





Individual Top 8 Finishes
133 – Ian Paddock (6th)
157 – Sean Nemec (8th)
165 – Colt Sponseller (Runner-up)
174 – Nick Hefl in (Runner-up)
184 – C.J. Magrum (Fourth)
197 – Peter Capone (Seventh)
Academic All-Big Ten
Name Major
Jared Kusar Molecular Genetics   
C.J. Magrum Communication   
Ian Paddock Exploration  
Colt Sponseller Marketing 
NCAA Qualifi ers Final Statistics
133 – Ian Paddock
Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Decisions
18-10 6-4 1-4 1 2 2 
165 – Colt Sponseller
Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Decisions
25-7 11-2 7-1 1 3 5
174 – Nick Hefl in
Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Decisions
23-9 7-4 5-2 0 2 1
184 – C.J. Magrum
Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Decisions
13-13 5-8 4-4 0 0 1
197 – Peter Capone
Record Dual Big Ten Tech. Falls Falls Major Decisions
20-17 5-8 3-5 1 4 1
2010-11 SCHEDULE/RESULTS (2-11; 1-7 BIG TEN)
Date ...........Opponent/Tourney ...........OSU/Opp. Rank ... Location ................................... Result
Nov. 7 ........Buffalo Open ................................12/- ............. at Buffalo, N.Y. ..............................NTS
Nov. 21 ......  Ohio State vs. Pittsburgh ...........12/20 ............ Columbus, Ohio ...................17 - 18 (L)
Nov. 21 ......  Ohio State vs. Nebraska ............12/14 ............ Columbus, Ohio ...................11 - 24 (L)
Dec. 3-4 .....Las Vegas Invite ...........................19/- ............. at Las Vegas, Nev. ........ 12th (63.5 pts)
Dec. 12 ......  Edinboro ......................................22/- ............. at Edinboro, Pa. ................. 31 - 14 (W) 
Dec. 19 ......  Penn State * ................................22/5 ............. at State College, Pa. ............. 3 - 42 (L) 
Jan. 8-9......Cornell (National Duals) ...............24/1 ............. at Cedar Falls, Iowa .............. 6 - 27 (L)
Jan. 8 .........Northern Iowa ...............................24/- ............. at Cedar Falls, Iowa ............ 19 - 20 (L)
Jan. 16 .......  Michigan State * ........................... -/- .............. West Holmes HS ................ 19 - 16 (W)
Jan. 22 .......  Iowa * ........................................... -/8 .............. at Iowa City, Iowa ...................3 - 33 (L) 
Jan. 28 .......  Michigan * ................................... -/13 ............. Columbus, Ohio .....................9 - 27 (L) 
Feb. 4 ........  Illinois * ......................................... -/- .............. at Champaign, Ill. ................ 12 - 21 (L) 
Feb. 5 ........  Minnesota * .................................. -/- .............. Columbus, Ohio .....................9 - 31 (L) 
Feb. 13 ......  Wisconsin * ................................. -/12 ............. at Madison, Wis. ................. 18 - 23 (L) 
Feb. 19 ......  Northwestern * ............................ -/14 ............. Columbus, Ohio ...................13 - 27 (L)
Mar. 5-6 .....Big Ten Champs. .............................................. at Evanston, Ill. .........  8th/11 (57.0 pts) 
 Mar. 17-19 NCAA Champs.  ............................................... at Philadelphia, Pa. .... 29th/20.5 points 
*Big Ten Opponent
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Carl T. Abell ...........1944-46-47-48
Stanford G. Ackley ........... 1927-28
Philip Adler Jr. ....................... 1952
James M. Anderson .1977-78-79-80
Keaton Anderson  ..2000-01-02-03
Richard M. Andolsek............. 1946
Lenard L. Andrews 1971-72-73-74
Theodore K. Andrick ...1964-65-66
Philip T. Anglim ...........1979-80-81
Robert Archer ........1995-96-97-98
Steve Arlen ........................... 1977
Billy J. Armstrong ........1960-61-62
Dean D. Armstrong 1971-72-73-75
Jay Ashmore ......................... 1991
Nathaniel Augustson........ 2005-06
James R. Bachman ......... 1930-31
Mark Balog ........................... 1998
Brian Baldridge ..................... 2005
Jason Barnett ....................... 2003
Michael S. Barnett ................ 1960
Morris E. Barnhart ........... 1934-35
Robert L. Bates..................... 1942
Brian Baughman ................... 1997
Robert L. Baumann .............. 1961
David C. Beall ....................... 1926
Lloyd E. Beck........................ 1941
Charlie Becks ........1993-94-95-96
Michael B. Beery ........1963-64-65
Sam J. Belfi ore ................ 1946-47
J.D. Bergman.........2004-05-07-08
Wes Bergman .............2007-08-09
George E. Beshara .......... 1940-41
Joseph E. Biggs..........1978-79-80
Brent Billet ....................... 2003-06
Doug Bischoff .............1983-84-85
Charles H. Black .............. 1934-35
Donald W. Blascask.............. 1956
Richard D. Bliss ............... 1964-65
Donald E. Bloor .................... 1951
Loren M. Blumberg .....1982-83-84
Arthur A. Boehm .............. 1936-38
George A. Bollas................... 1979
George A. Bollas.............. 1945-46
Richie Bordner ................. 2001-02
David B. Boston .................... 1983
Dick W. Bracker .................... 1950
Joseph C. Branco ................. 1956
Jerry L. Branham ...1970-71-72-73
Nicholas A. Bressler ............. 1978
Jack A. Brewer............1972-73-74
John H. Brewer ......1971-72-73-74
David J. Brinton .................... 1978
John A. Brown ...................... 1930
Kent T. Bruggeman 1977-78-79-80
Jeff Bucher ............1996-97-98-99
Mike Bruni............................. 1987
Rick Burlenski .................. 1991-94
John C. Burt................1966-67-68
Richard D. Burton ................. 1983
Robert D. Burton.............. 1961-62
Chris Burtscher ..................... 2005
David Byrne ..................... 1983-84
James E. Caldwell ........... 1983-84
David N. Camaione ....1958-59-60
Robel Campbell .................... 2008
Allen G. Caplan .................... 1948
Peter Capone ...................... 2011
Jim Carazola......................... 1994
Fred M. Carlson .................... 1945
Stephen E. Chappelear ........ 1974
David Charles .................. 1977-78
Todd Chertow ....................... 1992
Samuel Christ Jr. .................. 1950
Glen Christopher .................. 1928
Winfred O. Christopher . 1921-22-23
Joseph D. Church ................. 1924
John Clark  ............2001-02-03-04
Mitch Clark .............1994-95-97-98
Alfred W. Claussen Jr. .......... 1966
James A. Coburn ............. 1970-71
Harold H. Cohen ................... 1947




Vernon Cotterman ................ 1942
John E. Cox ..................... 1934-36
Ralph M. Cox ........................ 1971
Zach Craiglow....................... 2005
Walter J. Cramer ........1934-35-37
Kevin Crawford ..................... 1980
Del Creps....................1984-85-86
G.T. Cross ........................ 1921-22
Hugh W. Crouse ................... 1957
Clarence H. Crow Jr. ............ 1930
Bernard N. Cryder ................ 1923
Edward B. Cummings .1966-67-68
Patrick Curto ...............1973-74-75
Robert H. Cushman ......... 1928-29
John M. Cutinello .................. 1947
Monty Dagley.................. 1987, 90
Shawn Dailey................... 1995-96
Todd Darbyshire .............. 1983-84
Josh Daugherty  ........ 2000, 02-03
Don Davet........................ 1989-90
Paul J. Davis......................... 1943
Ralph M. Davis ..................... 1933
Leonard M. DeAugustino ..1975-76-77
Daniel DeCarlo ......1984-85-86-88
Robert DeFelice..........1955-56-57
Terry DeFelice ................. 1978-80
Carl D. Defenbaugh ......... 1943-46
Mark A. DelCol...................... 1973
Greg DeLong ........................ 1983
Henry Demboski .............. 1929-30
William L. DeMora ......1944-45-46
Ryan Derr ............................. 2003
Dan DiCesare .............1996-97-98
Robert J. Dieli .................. 1945-47
Adam DiSabato .....1989-90-91-93




Phil J. DiSabato .....1978-79-80-81
Vincent F. DiSabato ....1980-81-82
Mike Doll ............................... 1992
Theo Dotson ......................... 2004
Mark Dowdell ........................ 1984
Arthur M. Downes .......1932-34-35
George L. Downes......1938-39-40
Heath Eddleblute .................. 1990
Dayton E. Eisel Jr. ................ 1945
David K. Elliott ...................... 1968
T.J. Enright.............2005-06-07-08
Dale L. Epperson .................. 1973
Jeffery J. Epperson .......... 1972-73
John Eramo ..................... 1983-84
David L. Ewart .......1943-46-47-48
James W. Eyster................... 1963
Russ Fairall........................... 1929
Sheldon Farber ..................... 1953
Leonard E. Fauver ........... 1934-35
Jay D. Feder ......................... 1942
Mike Fee .............................. 2011
Thomas J. Finneran.............. 1954
John S. Fletcher .............. 1959-60
William A. Floyd ..........1957-58-59
Fernando Forteza ................. 1929
Gary Fortuna ..............1979-80-81
William D. Founds ........... 1965-66
Juggy Franklin ...................... 1995
Matt Fratta ..................1997-98-99
Emily Fratta (Stat)  ........... 2002-03
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L E T T E R W I N N E R S
Bart D. Freidenberg (Mgr.) ..... 1978-81
Rich Frimel ........................... 1991
Cody Gardner ....................... 2009
Anthony Gary................... 1996-97
Henry H. Gary Jr. .................. 1956
Jeff Gauthier ......................... 1992
Joel P. Gebbie ...................... 1984
Daniel George .......1984-86-87-88
Raouf “Ron” Gharbo ....1985-86-87-88
Peter A. Gibson .................... 1984
David S. Gilmore .................. 1939
Bruce Gilson ......................... 1977
Bradford Gintert .....1985-87-88-89
Mike Glane ............1994-96-97-98
Mark D. Glenn ...................... 1977
Greg Goad ............................ 1989
Jeffery J. Golz .................. 1979-80
Vincent J. Gonino .......1958-59-60
Paul L. Good......................... 1936
Philip R. Good .......1982-83-84-85
Joe Grandominico .............. 2011
Donald K. Green .........1960-61-62
Scott Gregg .......................... 1985
Jay Greiner ............1978-79-80-81
Glenn H. Griffi th .................... 1938
Brian Grim ....................... 1978-81
Steven R. Grimes .......1968-69-70
John C. Groves...........1969-70-71
Thomas S. Groves................ 1968
Stanley D. Guzell Jr. ........ 1968-69
Donald R. Haas ............... 1961-62
Ronald R. Haas ..........1961-62-63
Gordon Hall .......................... 1922
Stacy Hall ...................1929-30-31
Bruce Hamed........................ 1989
Bruce W. Hanners ................ 1971
Steve J. Hansen .............. 1983-84
Patrick Harrington ............ 2009-10
Victor A. Harris ...................... 1976
Philip S. Hartnagel ................ 1986
Dennis J. Hartsoe ................. 1974
Donald C. Haugh .................. 1937
Daniel M. Haymond .1982-83-84-85
George T. Haynes Jr. ............ 1939
Cheryl Hays (Mgr) .1988-89-90-91
Bruce S. Heater ............... 1982-83
Ronald M. Heath.............. 1971-72
Nick Hefl in ........................... 2011
Edward R. Heinzman............ 1939
Ryan Heiber .................... 2001-02
Vern V. Heiser .................. 1934-35
Karen Hellickson (Mgr.)   2001-02-03
Mary Hellickson (Stat) .......... 2004
Steven L. Hemmelgarn . 1968-69-70
Thomas Herold ..................... 1977
Jack R. Hindmarsh ............... 1937
Robert D. Hochstetler ........... 1955
Rex Holman ..................... 1992-93
Wayne A. Holmes .......1976-77-78
Robert B. Horton................... 1955
Howard Hosler ................. 1926-27
Edward E. Hudson................ 1938
Paul A. Hudson ......1964-65-66-67
David L. Hull ...............1959-60-61
Daniel G. Hummel ......1925-27-28
James L. Humphrey ........ 1971-72
Reece Humphrey...2006-08-09-10
Robert E. Hunter................... 1935




Tony Jameson ...................... 2010
Josh Janson ...............2000-01-02
Jeff (J) Jaggers ......2006-07-08-09
Todd R. Jindra ............1974-76-77
David Johns ................1978-80-81
Jim Johnson ......................... 1995
Joseph A. Johnson ............... 1976
Thomas H. Johnson Sr. ........ 1924
Jason Johnstone ...2005-07-08-09
David Jones .......................... 1942
Jermaine Jones .................... 2004
Kenneth P. Jones ........1979-82-83
Warren L. Jones .............. 1948-50
William H. Jones .............. 1970-71
Dominic Jontony ................... 2011
Gary R. Joseph...........1962-63-64
James E. Kaiser ................... 1973
James Kalin .......................... 1978
Jim V. Kalin ...................... 1959-60
Myron E. Kane ...................... 1933
Blake Kaplan  ........2001-02-03-04
Carl G. Kaplanoff ........1936-37-38
Casey Kapustka  ........2001-02-03
Edward Karolczyk ............ 1952-53
Chester Kasmerksy .............. 1942
David M. Kauder ................... 1967
Charlie Keenan ................ 1989-90
Robert D. Kelly ..................... 1969
Bryce E. Keough.........1949-50-51
Paul G. Keough .................... 1949
Bruce E. Kesselring ..1941-45-46-47
Joe Kikume ........................... 1989
Thomas J. Kilroy .............. 1961-62
George M. King ..........1974-75-76
James King ........................... 2004
Theodore P. Kistner ......... 1953-54
Milton D. Klein ............1948-49-50
William Knight .............1994-95-96
Thomas R. Knoll ................... 1953
Steve Kolas .......................... 1944
Leonard R. Korn ................... 1924
Mike Koval ............................ 1949
Eric Kress (Mgr.) .........1987-88-89
Jack E. Kruse ....................... 1975
Megan Kruse (Mgr.) .............. 2010
Thomas G. Kruse .......1968-69-70
Lee M. Kucera ...................... 1954
Jared Kusar ..................... 2010-11
Kevin Kutler .......................... 1988
John D. Lambillotte .......... 1966-67
Randy Languis .................... 2011
Jack A. Lardis ....................... 1950
Erika Lauber (Mgr.) 1996-97-98-99
John B. Lawless ................... 1936
Ronald J. Lax................... 1951-52
Austin O. Lemasters ............. 1923
Houston M. Lemasters ......... 1925
Jesse Leng  ...........2000-02-03-04
Hank Lewis ........................... 1991
Nick Lieb .......................... 1989-90
Robert A. Lightburn 1936-37-38-40
Albert A. Lindquist................. 1926
Will Livingston....................... 2007
Elmer Long ........................... 1994
William A. Lonjak .................. 1943
Dan Lopez ............................ 1992
John D. Low.......................... 1973
Kirk Lowdermilk .....1981-82-83-84
Paul J. Luther ....................... 1975
Dennis Lyberger .............. 1977-78
Louis G. Lytton ..................... 1929
Donald K. MacIntyre ........ 1938-39
Richard J. Macioce .......... 1958-59
Robert N. MacVicar .............. 1959
Anthony Magistrelli .......... 2003-04
Cody Magrum ................. 2010-11
Michael J. Mahoney....1968-69-70
Mark Marinelli ........1988-89-90-91
David B. Marsh ..................... 1961
Harold R. Martin .............. 1936-38
Harold W. Martin ................... 1963
Perry Martter ...............1921-22-23
John P. Matteucci ................. 1955
John P. Matteucci ................. 1982
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Blake Maurer ........................ 2006
Fred H. McLean ..........1949-51-52
Larry R. McQuerrey ......... 1964-65
Mike E. Medves .....1981-82-83-84
Albert D. Melchiorre .1982-83-1985-86
Richard H. Mendicino ..1980-81-82-83
Stephen M. Mendicino 1984-85-86-88
Ray Mendoza .................. 1992-93
Daniel J. Messeral ......1978-79-80
Rudolph Meyer ...........1937-38-39
Walter E. Meyer Jr. ............... 1936
Jay Michael............1993-94-95-96
Carl E. Miller ......................... 1962
Eugene H. Miller ................... 1922
Fred Miller ........................ 1989-90
Mike Miller ..................1986-89-90
William M. Miller .........1948-49-50
Jack C. Milligan ..........1951-52-53
Jay E. Mills ...................... 1953-54
Bernard T. Mindlin ............ 1936-38
Robert P. Misita ..........1981-82-83
Glen L. Mitchell ..................... 1964
Lawrence E. Mock ................ 1939
Lester E. Moes ................ 1964-65
Daniel Molina ........................ 1983
George L. Molodet ......1950-51-52
Matt Mondalek ...................... 1998
Rick Monge...................... 1993-95
Deneen Monson (Mgr.) ......... 1989
Anthony J. Montonaro 1939-40-41
Lloyd E. Moore ..................... 1956
Paul A. Moore ....................... 1967
Robert W. Moore ............. 1961-62
Charles R. Moritz .................. 1953
Corey Morrison ......2006-07-09-10
Harvey S. Morrison ............... 1959
Robert D. Mowery............ 1948-50
Charles Moxley ...........1981-82-83
Donald Moxley ............1983-84-85
Keegan Mueller .................... 2005
David J. Mulvin ...........1977-78-79
Albert A. Myers ..................... 1959
Matt Mynster ...............1987-89-91
Kirk Nail ........................... 2005-06
Ryan Needle ......................... 2005
Eric J. Neily .................1981-82-83
Sean Nemec ............... 2009-10-11
Douglas M. Nemeckay ......... 1974
Edward S. Nemo ............. 1962-63
Ned E. Neutzling................... 1931
Wayne Nichols ...................... 1953
Edward E. Nicholson ............ 1956
John C. Nicolella.........1954-55-56
Norman R. Nominee ........ 1963-64
John L. Novak.................. 1941-42
Joseph Novak Jr. ............. 1940-41
Robert O. Noyer ................... 1970
Nick Nutter .............1994-95-96-97
Eric Odita ....................1994-95-96
Jesse D. Outward ................. 1986
Michael A. Pace ..........1973-74-77
Richard G. Packo ..1978-79-80-81
Ian Paddock ................... 2010-11
Lance Palmer ........2007-08-09-10
Patrick J. Palumbo 1955-56-57-58
Nicholas V. Paolano ............. 1930
George Pardos ................ 1992-93
Kent W. Parrill .................. 1978-79
Richard G. Payne ..1944-45-48-49
Don M. Paz ........................... 1958
Charles R. Pearson .............. 1955
Jeffrey J. Pegg ............1980-81-82
Jean G. Peltier ............1937-38-39
Tommy Carl Pendleton .... 2009-10
David Perelman .................... 1948
Clifford S. Perrin ................... 1962
Scott Peters .......................... 1988
Sean Paul Petersen......... 2000-01
Alex Picazo ............2004-05-06-08
Anthony M. Piccioni ......... 1965-66
Joseph C. Piccioni ......1962-63-64
James C. Picolo.....1984-85-86-87
Adam Plouse ........................ 1996
Anthony J. Politz ................... 1980
Edward J. Potokar .1980-81-82-83
John F. Potokar..................... 1984
Stephen J. Potokar ............... 1982
Richard A. Prchlik ................. 1947
Nick Preston ..........1999-00-01-02
Tommy Priestley ................... 2007
Mike Pucillo ...........2007-08-09-10
James B. Purdy .................... 1934
Raymond L. Puzzitiello ......... 1943
Kevin M. Quigley ........1975-76-77
Theodore S. Rader Jr. 1954-55-56
Ken Ramsey ..........1988-89-91-92
Kevin Randleman .......1991-92-93
David Range III ...........1987-88-90
Thomas L. Rath ..........1949-50-51
Amber Ratliff ..........2004-06 (Mgr.)
Jeff Ratliff  ..............2001-02-03-04
Carl A. Reed .................... 1979-80
Charles E. Reichert .............. 1976
Brian Reid ............................. 1989
David Reinbolt ............1965-66-67
Paul Reinbolt ..............1987-89-90
William J. Reinbolt .1971-72-73-75
David Rella ...................... 2009-10
Wilbur W. Renner ................. 1932
Russell A. Rhoades ......... 1931-32
Ryan Rhodes ........................ 2004
Donald G. Rhoton ............ 1934-35
John A. Rinaldi...................... 1968
Victor A. Ritchey .............. 1976-78
Dan Ritchie ...................... 1990-91
Harold W. Robbins................ 1934
Mark G. Roberts .........1956-57-58
Phil Roblee ........................... 1978
Tom Roehlig..................... 1990-92
Peter Rogers .........1997-98-99-00
Frank V. Romano ........1968-69-70
Alan P. Rosenblum ............... 1965
Rob Rosenfeld ...................... 2003
Eugene W. Rosewater .......... 1961
Ray B. Roshon ...........1925-26-27
Brian Roskovich.....1997-98-99-00
Teddy W. Ross................. 1978-79
Tommy Rowlands  .2001-02-03-04
David Ruckman ..........1980-81-82
Joseph S. Ruggiero .............. 1955
Lloyd L. Rush........................ 1955
Robert R. Ruthenberg .......... 1952
William F. Ryan ................ 1942-43
David K. Saffl e ................. 1971-72
Sean Salmon ........................ 1998
Dean T. Sangalis ............. 1951-52
John C. Santschi ........1940-41-42
Stanley Sawchyn ............. 1939-41
Lafayette Scales ................... 1972
Jim Scavuzzo .................. 1992-93
Owen Schaefer ...........2007-08-09
Aaron Schetter.......1990-91-92-93
John R. Schleppi ............. 1959-60
Paul R. Schmidlin .......1967-68-69
Samuel C. Schmittle ............. 1944
Donald W. Schonauer........... 1961
Ronald E. Schultz ..1986-87-88-90
John H. Schultz ............... 1978-79
David L. Schurger ................. 1935
Mike Schyck ..........1990-91-92-93
Richard K. Selby ................... 1962
Robert Sessley  .....1999-00-01-02
William P. Sexton ........1958-59-60
Kore Sharpley .............1999-00-01
Scott B. Shubert .........1975-76-77
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Harold E. Slager ................... 1923
John M. Sloan....................... 1930
Eric Smith ..............1993-94-95-96
Hadley W. Smith ................... 1933
Otto D. Smith ................... 1953-54
Perry Snider..................... 1924-25
Bernard S. Snyder ................ 1944
Bruce J. Solomon .......1977-78-79
Steve Sommer ...................... 2006
Colt Sponseller ......2008-09-10-11
Timothy M. Spridgeon ..... 1972-73
Ray Starkey .......................... 1989
Anthony A. Stavole .......... 1952-54
Harold Steel ..................... 1923-24
Nick Stepanovich .................. 2000
Scott Sterner.................... 1988-89
Harvey A. Stewart ................. 1963
Scott A. Stewart ............... 1981-82
Andrew Stickley ..........1985-86-87
Zach Stolarsky ................. 2010-11
Joseph Stora .........1941-42-44-46
Richard M. Stora................... 1973
Eldon W. Studer.................... 1924
Sheldon M. Suid ................... 1955
John M. Summa ................... 1947
Michael A. Sustersic ........ 1976-77
Jay E. Swaidner.................... 1969
Theodore P. Swingle ............. 1956
Tony Sylvester ...................... 2000
Theodore L. Talaber ............. 1957
Anton Talamantes  ......2001-02-03
Daniel Talbott ................... 1985-86
Victor T. Tanski...................... 1932
Robert Tarr ....................... 1928-30
Ronald J. Taylor .................... 1963
Harold F. Thomas ................. 1940
J.R. Thomas ...............1943-44-45
G.R. Thompson .................... 1940
Clyde C. Tiffany ..........1930-32-33
Nickolai Timbs ...................... 2008
Timothy R. Timmons ........ 1982-83
Benjamin A. Tomb ................. 1933
Bo Touris ............................. 2011
Edwin K. Treat ...................... 1930
Nikko Triggas ..............2008-09-10
Albert F. Troje ....................... 1943
Dale E. Troutman...1982-83-84-85
Brad Todd ........................ 1997-99
Donovan True ....................... 2000
Edward L. Tuckey ............ 1936-37
Michael E. Turley ........1973-74-75
Donald A. Turner.............. 1961-62
Dane R. Tussel ......1981-82-83-84
Thomas G. Typrowicz ...... 1971-72
William D. Van Atta ............... 1953
Robert P. Van Blaricom ....1932-33
David A. Van Horn ........... 1985-86
Richard G. Varney ......1937-38-39
Gerald B. Velick .................... 1947
Michael Villane ..................... 1985
John Vogel ............................ 2005
Chris Vondruska ................... 2007
Milton H. Waldschmidt ..... 1929-30
Joel Walker ...................... 1999-00
Steven P. Warner .................. 1973
Edward Watkins ............... 1925-26
Robert Watters ..................... 1930
Cullen Waugh ....................... 1999
Forrest D. Waugh .......1973-74-76
John Weakley ....................... 2008
Don E. Weaver ..................... 1937
William R. Weaver ................ 1979
William J. Weber .........1949-50-51
Stanley M. Wecksler ............. 1957
Seymour L. Weil .........1943-44-45
Zack Weinrich ....................... 2008
Herbert E. Weiss ........1955-56-57
Robert M. Weissberg ....... 1961-62
Charles M. Weithman ........... 1956
James M. Whalen .......1982-83-84
Daniel L. Whitacre ......1952-53-54
Harvey M. Wilford ............ 1925-27
Donald C. Will .................. 1959-60
Amanda Wills (Manager) ...... 2002
Donald M. Wilson ................. 1957
Franklin E. Wilson............ 1931-32
Stephen Wolery .................... 2005
Keith W. Wolf ..............1941-42-43
Howard E. Wolff .................... 1968
Lawrence E. Wonderleigh .... 1933
Jeffrey D. Woo .......1978-79-80-81
Eric Wood ...................1997-98-99
Cyrus B. Wright .................... 1923
Tab Wyckoff ................1983-84-85
Dunyasha Yetts................ 1993-94
Yon Yi (Manager) ...1992-93-94-95
Danny E. Young .................... 1969
Roger L. Young ...........1966-67-68
Michael A. Zabetakis ............ 1976
Craig Zeerip ................1985-86-87
Paul S. Zwayer ..................... 1932
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BIG TEN MEDAL OF HONOR
In 1914, the Big Ten Conference endowed 
a Medal of Honor, awarded annually at 
each institution to the senior student 
demonstrating profi ciency in scholarship 
and athletics. Two Buckeye wrestlers have 
shown the drive and dedication needed to 
earn this award, Ron Gharbo (1988) and 
Mike DiSabato (1991).
OHIO STATE MALE ATHLETE OF 
THE YEAR
2009 J Jaggers 141
INDIVIDUAL 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
1940 George Downes HWT
1946 George Bollas HWT
1966 Dave Reinbolt 167
1986 Jude Skove 158
1988 Mark Coleman 190
1992 Kevin Randleman 177
1993 Kevin Randleman 177
1993 Rex Holman 190
1998 Mitch Clark 177
2002 Tommy Rowlands HWT
2004 Tommy Rowlands HWT
2008 J Jaggers 141
2008 Mike Pucillo 184
2009 J Jaggers 141
OHIO STATE HALL OF FAME
Harry Steel (1923-24) 1980
Jim Humphrey (1971-72) 1997
Bill Miller (1948-50) 1997
George Bollas (1945-46) 1998
Dave Reinbolt (1965-67) 1998
Jude Skove (1982-86) 2001
Kevin Randleman (1991-93) 2004
Adam DiSabato (1989-91, 1993) 2006
David Camaione (1958-60) 2010
Mitch Clark (1994-98) 2011
ALL-TIME OLYMPIANS
Olympian Year Place
Mark Coleman 1992 7th 
*Russ Hellickson 1976 2nd 
*Russ Hellickson 1980 dnc 
*Lou Rosselli 1996 dnp 
Harry Steele 1924 1st
*Ohio State coach
FOUR-TIME ALL-AMERICAN
Tommy Rowlands  2001, ‘02, ‘03, ‘04
Lance Palmer 2007, ‘08, ‘09, ‘10
THREE-TIME ALL-AMERICANS
Adam DiSabato 1990, ‘91, ‘93
Kevin Randleman 1991, ‘92, ‘93
Robert Sessley  1999, ‘01, ‘02
J.D. Bergman 2004, ‘07, ‘08
J Jaggers 2007, ‘08, ‘09
Mike Pucillo 2007, ‘08, ‘09
TWO-TIME ALL-AMERICANS
Ed Potokar 1982, ‘83
Mark Marinelli 1990, ‘91
Ken Ramsey 1991, ‘92
Mike Schyck 1992, ‘93
Rex Holman 1992, ‘93
Reece Humphrey 2009, ‘10
Eric Smith 1995, ‘96
Mitch Clark 1997, ‘98
Nick Preston 2000, ‘02
John Clark 2003, ‘04
ALL-AMERICANS (BY COACH)
Year Wrestler Wgt. Place
MOONEY (4)
1929 Russ Fairall HWT 3rd
1930 Floyd Helgerson 175 2nd
1940 George Downes HWT 1st
1946 George Bollas HWT 1st
FREDERICKS (6)  
1951 William Miller HWT 4th
 Fred McLean 157 2nd
1963 Gary Joseph 123 5th
1966 Dave Reinbolt 167 1st
1972 Jim Humphrey 134 4th
1973 Bill Reinbolt 177 6th
FORD (6)
1977 Andy DiSabato 142 3rd
1980 Jeff Golz HWT 8th
1982 Ed Potokar 177  8th
1983 Richard Burton 134 6th
 Ed Potokar 177 3rd
1986 Jude Skove 158 1st
HELLICKSON (41)
1988 Mark Coleman 190 1st
 Andrew Skove 158 6th
 Ron Gharbo 177 8th
1990 Mark Marinelli 134 4th
 Adam DiSabato 126 6th
 Eric Schultz HWT 8th
1991 Adam DiSabato 126 4th
 Mark Marinelli 134 4th
 Ken Ramsey 150 5th
 Kevin Randleman 167 2nd
1992 Ken Ramsey 150 3rd
 Mike Schyck 158 5th
 Kevin Randleman 177 1st
 Rex Holman 190 3rd
1993 Adam DiSabato 126 3rd
 Mike Schyck 158 7th
 Kevin Randleman 177 1st
 Rex Holman 190 1st
1994 Dunyasha Yetts 142 3rd
1995 Eric Smith 158 4th
1996 Charlie Becks 150 2nd
 Eric Smith 158 5th
 Nick Nutter HWT 7th
1997 Mitch Clark 177 2nd
1998 Mitch Clark 177 1st
1999 Robert Sessley 133 8th
2000 Nick Preston 197 5th
2001 Robert Sessley 141 7th
 Tommy Rowlands  HWT 2nd
2002 Robert Sessley 141 4th
 Nick Preston 197 3rd
 Tommy Rowlands   HWT 1st
2003 Keaton Anderson 157 6th
 John Clark 165 6th
 Tommy Rowlands HWT 6th
2004 J.D. Bergman 197 3rd
 John Clark 165 5th
 Blake Kaplan 184 5th
 Jeff Ratliff 149 8th
 Tommy Rowlands HWT 1st
2006 Kirk Nail HWT 8th
RYAN (15)
2007 J Jaggers 141 7th
 Lance Palmer 149 4th
 Mike Pucillo 184 6th
 J.D. Bergman 197 4th
2008 J Jaggers 141 1st
 Lance Palmer 149 8th
 Mike Pucillo 184 1st
 J.D. Bergman HWT 2nd
2009 Reece Humphrey 133 2nd
 J Jaggers 141 1st
 Lance Palmer 149 4th
 Mike Pucillo 184 2nd
2010 Reece Humphrey 141 3rd
 Lance Palmer 149 2nd
 Nikko Triggas 125 8th
2011 Colt Sponseller 165 4th
 
BIG TEN CHAMPIONS
1921 Parry Martter 158
1922 Parry Martter 145
1924 Harry Steel HWT
1926 Perry Snider 125
 Dan Whitacre HWT
1927 Dan Whitacre HWT
1935 Leonard Fauver 118
1940 Tony Montonaro 145
1945 George Bollas HWT
1946 George Bollas HWT
1948 Warren Jones 145
1949 Bryce Keough 155
1950 William Miller HWT
1951 Bryce Keough 147
 William Miller HWT
1960 Dave Camaione 123
1966 Dave Reinbolt 167
1968 Roger Young 130
1972 Jim Humphrey 134
1982 Dave Ruckman 167
1985 Don Moxley HWT
1988 Mark Coleman 190
1991 Kevin Randleman 167
1992 Kevin Randleman 177
 Rex Holman 190
1993 Kevin Randleman 177
 Rex Holman 190
1994 Dunyasha Yetts 142
1997 Mitch Clark 177
1998 Mitch Clark 177
2002 Tommy Rowlands   HWT
2004 Tommy Rowlands HWT
2008 Mike Pucillo 184
2010 Lance Palmer 149
ALL-BIG TEN SELECTIONS
1985 Don Moxley HWT
1988 Mark Coleman 190
1991 Kevin Randleman 167
1992 Kevin Randleman 177
 Rex Holman 190
1993 Kevin Randleman 177
 Rex Holman 190
1994 Dunyasha Yetts 142
1997 Mitch Clark 177
1998 Mitch Clark 177
2002 Tommy Rowlands  HWT
2004  Tommy Rowlands HWT
2008 Mike Pucillo 184
2010 Lance Palmer 149
BIG TEN COACH OF THE YEAR
Russ Hellickson  1991
Russ Hellickson  2002
BIG TEN  FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR
Jim Johnson 1995
Tommy Rowlands 2001







1970 John Miller (Oregon)  dec. 
 Frank Romano (118)   9-2
 (Ames, Iowa)
1979 Bruce Kinseth (Iowa) fall
 Andy DiSabato (150) 5:44
 (Corvallis, Ore.)
1981 Andre Metzger (Oklahoma) fall
 Phil Anglim (142) 6:10
 (Columbus, Ohio)
1983 Jim Scherr (Nebraska) dec.
 Ed Potokar (177) 5-3
 (Bethlehem, Pa.)
1985 Jude Skove (150) dec. 
 John Heffernan (Iowa) 6-5
 (Logan, Utah) 
1993 Rex Holman (190) dec. 
 Andy Foster (Oklahoma) 9-2
 (Bethlehem, Pa.)
1996 Joe Williams (Iowa) dec.
 Eric Smith (158) 9-4
 (Iowa City, Iowa) 
All-Time Coaches/Records
Coach Year(s) Record/Pct.
Al Haft  1921-25 22-9/.710 
Bernard Mooney 1926-42; 1945-47 74-50-4/.594; 7-11-1/.394
Anthony Montonaro 1943 1-6/.143
Lawrence Hicks 1944 5-2/.714
Casey Fredericks 1948-76 136-133-13/.505
Chris Ford 1977-86 115-92-3/.555
Russ Hellickson 1987-2006 272-169-7/.615
Tom Ryan 2006-present 63-26/.708
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1998 Mitch Clark (197) dec. 
 Jon Van Doren (Lehigh) 5-4
 (Buffalo, N.Y.)
2001 Tommy Rowlands (HWT) dec.
 Josh Pearce (Edinboro) 5-3
 (Lancaster, Pa.)
2002 Tommy Rowlands (HWT) dec. 
 John Lockhart (Illinois) 5-2
 (Long Island, N.Y.)
2003 Keaton Anderson (157) dec. 
 Scott Owen (N. Illinois) 5-2ot
 Troy Letters (Lehigh) dec.
 John Clark (165) 19-14
 Tommy Rowlands (HWT) DNP
 (Newark, Del.)
2004 Tommy Rowlands (HWT) dec.
 Pat Cummins (Penn St.) 3-1ot
 (Cedar Falls, Iowa)
2005 J.D. Bergman (197) dec. 
 Scott Barker (Oregon) 8-3
 (Edwardsville, Ill.)
2008 *Joe Baker (Navy) dec. 
 Reece Humphrey (133) 5-1
 Nick Gallick (Iowa State) dec.  
 J Jaggers (141) 6-2
 *Moza Fay (Northern Iowa) dec.  
 Colt Sponseller (165) 13-9
2009 Kyle Borshoff (American) dec. 
 Lance Palmer (149) 3-2
*Feature Bouts
NCAA HEAD COACH OF THE 
YEAR
2009 Tom Ryan








1991  Mike DiSabato*Hon.Mention
1993  Rex Holman*First Team  
2001  Jeffery Ratliff*Hon.Mention  
2002  Jeff Ratliff*Hon.Mention  
2004  Jeff Ratliff 
2004  Blake Kaplan  
2007  Christopher Vondruska 
2007  Michael Pucillo 
2007  J Jaggers 
2008 Colt Sponseller**
2008  Mike Pucillo 
2008  J.D. Bergman 
2009  Corey Morrison 
2009  J Jaggers  
2010 C.J. Magrum 
2010 Corey Morrison 
2010 Colt Sponseller 




*Divided selections on a First, Second 
Team basis
** NWCA All-Academic True Freshman 
Team







Josh Bartholomew ......................2005, ‘06
Brian Baughman ..........................1997, ’98
J.D. Bergman...............................2005, ‘08
Richie Bordner ......................1999, ‘01, ‘02




Mike DiSabato ..............1988, ’89, ’90, ’91
Heath Eddleblute................................1990
Matt Fleming ...............................2006, ‘07
Phillip Freeman...................................2001
Mike Glane ....................1995, ’96, ’97, ’98
Bruce Hamed ......................................1989
Pat Harrington ....................................2010
Nick Harpster ..............................2004, ‘05
Ryan Heiber  ................................2001, ‘02
Rex Holman .................................1992, ’93
Karl Jaeger ..................................1988, ’89
J Jaggers.....................................2007, ‘09
Blake Kaplan  ...............2001, ‘02,  ‘03, ‘04




Hank Lewis ..................................1991, ’92
C.J. Magrum..............................2010, ‘11
Derrick McDuffee ...............................2005
Dominic Mehling .........................2006, ‘08
Steve Mendicino ................................1988
Corey Morrison..............2007, ‘08, ‘09, ‘10
Ian Paddock .....................................2011
Sean Petersen .............................1999, ‘01
Alex Picazo ....................2005, ‘06, ‘07, ‘08
Mike Pucillo.................................2007, ‘08
Jeff Ratliff  ....................2001, ‘02, ‘03, ‘04
David Rella .........................................2009
Ryan Rhodes.......................................2004
Brian Roskovich .............1997, ’98, ’99, ‘00
Steve Ruthen ......................................2010
Jim Scavuzzo ...............................1992, ’93
Mike Schyck .......................................1990
Owen Schaefer.....................2007, ‘08, ‘09
Ryan Scott ...................................1997, ’98
Colt Sponseller ............................2010, ‘11
Andy Stickley......................................1987
Nickolai Timbs .............................2007, ‘08
Donovan True ..............................1997, ’98
Chris Vondruska .................................2007
Cullen Waugh ..............................1997, ’98
Steve Wolery ...............................2005, ‘06
Pat Zamaria ........................................2009
Bold indicates current student-athletes
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SEASON WINS
 NAME  YEAR  TOTAL
1. Mark Coleman  1988  50
  Ed Potokar  1983   50
3. Ken Ramsey  1992   46
4. Tommy Rowlands  2004   44
5. Tommy Rowlands  2001   43
6. Blake Kaplan  2004   42
 Kevin Randleman  1991   42
 Kevin Randleman  1992   42
 Danny George  1987   42
10. Adam DiSabato  1991   41
 Eric Neily   1982   41
12.John Clark  2003   40
 Jude Skove  1986   40
  Rex Holman  1992   40
15. Tommy Rowlands  2003   39
 Mitch Clark  1998   39
SEASON WIN PERCENTAGE
 NAME YEAR  W-L-T WIN%
1. Rex Holman  1993  29-0 1.000
2. Tommy Rowlands  2004 44-1  0.977
 Dave Reinbolt  1966  21-0-1  0.977
4. Mitch Clark  1998  39-1  0.975
5. Mike Pucillo 2008 34-1 0.971
6. Kevin Randleman  1993  24-1  0.960
7. Kevin Randleman  1992  42-0-3 0.967
8. Mark Coleman  1988  50-2  0.962
 Ed Potokar  1983  50-2 0.962
10. Roger Young  1968  19-1  0.950
SEASON TEAM POINTS
 NAME  YEAR    TOTAL
1.  Tommy Rowlands 2004   203.5
2. Mitch Clark  1998   181.5
3. Tommy Rowlands  2003   171
4. Mitch Clark  1997   165.5
 Tommy Rowlands  2002   165.5
6. J.D. Bergman 2008  163
7. Tommy Rowlands  2001   162
8. Mike Pucillo 2008  158.5
9. Mark Coleman  1988   145
10. Keaton Anderson  2003   143.5
11. Kevin Randleman  1992   139.5
 Blake Kaplan  2004   139.5
13. Rex Holman  1992   137
14. John Clark  2003   134
15. Mike Schyck  1993   132.5
 J Jaggers 2008  132.5
SEASON TAKEDOWNS
 NAME YEAR  TOTAL
1.  Tommy Rowlands  2004   228
2. Adam DiSabato  1991   223
3. Ken Ramsey  1992   218
4. Adam DiSabato  1990   194
5. Mark Coleman  1988   191
6. John Clark  2003   163
7. Tommy Rowlands  2001   162
8. Adam DiSabato  1993   161
9. Tommy Rowlands  2003   160
10. Tommy Rowlands  2002   155
11. John Clark  2004   144
12. Kevin Randleman  1992   140
13. Jeff Ratliff  2003   139
14. Mark Marinelli  1991   133
15. John Clark  2002   132
16. Eric Smith  1996   130
 Dane Tussel  1982   130
18. Mark Marinelli  1990   129
19. Jeff Ratliff  2004  128
 Eric Smith  1995  128
SEASON BACK POINTS
 NAME YEAR  TOTAL
1.  Eric Neily  1982   186
2. Mark Coleman  1988   173
3. Ed Potokar  1983   167
4. Brian Roskovich  2000   151
5. Eric Neily  1983   138
6. Ed Potokar  1982   130
7. Dane Tussel  1981   124
8. Tommy Rowlands  2003   120
9. Mark Marinelli  1990   119
10. Mark Marinelli  1991   115
11. Ed Potokar  1980   114
12. Blake Kaplan  2004   112
13. Dane Tussel  1982   111
14. Keaton Anderson  2003   107
15. David Ruckman  1982   106
16. J.D. Bergman  2005   104
17. Tommy Rowlands  2003   103
18. Rex Holman  1992   102
19. Mitch Clark  1998   100
20. Jude Skove  1986   99
SEASON FALLS
 NAME YEAR  TOTAL
1.  Don Moxley  1984   23
2. Don Moxley  1985   22
3. Ed Potokar  1984   21
4. Mitch Clark  1997   15
 Kelvin Irby  1980   15
 Nikko Triggas 2010  15
7. Kevin Randleman  1992   13
 Donovan True  2000   13
 Jude Skove  1984   13
 Jeff Golz  1980   13
 J.D. Bergman 2007  13
12. J.D. Bergman  2004   12
 Tommy Rowlands  2003   12
 Mitch Clark  1995   12
 Eric Neily  1982   12
16. Kevin Randleman  1991   11
 Brad Gintert  1989   11
 Ed Potokar  1982   11
 Josh Janson  2001   11
 J.D. Bergman 2008  11
CAREER WINS
 NAME YEARS  TOTAL
1.  Tommy Rowlands  2000-04  164
2.  Ed Potokar  1980-83  151
3.  Adam DiSabato  1989-93  138
4.  John Clark  2000-04  134
5.  Jude Skove  1982-86  131
6. J.D. Bergman 2004-08 129
7.  Mike Schyck  1990-93  127
8. Nick Preston  1999-02  126
9.  Ken Ramsey  1987-92  121
 Lance Palmer 2007-10 121
11.  Mark Marinelli  1987-92  120
12. Mitch Clark  1993-98  119
13. Eric Smith  1991-96  118
14. Reece Humphrey 2006-10 117
15. Jeff Ratliff  2000-04  113
16. Kevin Randleman  1991-93  108
17. Mike Pucillo 2007-10 107
CAREER WINNING PERCENTAGE
(MINIMUM 40 MATCHES)
 NAME YEARS W-L-T PCT.
1.  Mark Coleman  1988 50-2 .962
2.  Rex Holman  1992-93 69-3  .958
3.  Kevin Randleman  1991-93  108-7-3  .928
4.  Tommy Rowlands  2000-04  161-14 .921
5. Mike Pucillo 2007-10 107-16 .870
6.  Dunyasha Yetts  1992-94  68-12 .850
7.  Ed Potokar  1980-83  151-28  .844
8.  Roger Young  1966-68  45-9 .833
9.  Dave Camaione  1958-60  41-9  .820
10. Colt Sponseller 2008-2011 105-24 .814
CAREER TEAM POINTS
 NAME  YEAR  TOTAL
1.  Tommy Rowlands 2000-04  702
2. J.D. Bergman 2004-08 521.5
3. Mitch Clark  1994-98  454.5
4. John Clark 2000-04  432
5. Adam DiSabato 1989-93  419.75
6. Kevin Randleman  1991-93  382
7. Jeff Ratliff  2000-04  380
8. Mark Marinelli  1988-91 375.25
9. Ken Ramsey  1988-92 354.75
10. Brad Gintert  1985-89  352.25
11.  Mike Schyck  1990-93  351.5
12. Nick Preston  1999-02  349.5
13. Colt Sponseller 2008-11 346.5
14. Keaton Anderson  1999-03  331.5
15. Eric Smith  1993-96  281.5
16. J Jaggers 2005-09 281.0
CAREER TAKEDOWNS
 NAME  YEAR  TOTAL
1. Tommy Rowlands  2000-04  705
2. Adam DiSabato  1989-93  646
3. John Clark  2000-04  486
4. Mark Marinelli  1988-91  442
 Ken Ramsey  1988-92  442
6. Jeff Ratliff  2000-04  428
7. Nick Preston  1999-02  398
8. Dane Tussel  1981-84  381
10. Jeff Bucher  1996-99  357
 Eric Smith  1993-96  357
12. Jeff Woo  1978-81  335
13. Kevin Randleman  1991-93  325
14. Josh Janson  1999-02  303
15. Danny George  1984-88  280
CAREER BACK POINTS
 NAME  YEAR   TOTAL
1.  Ed Potokar 1980-83  502
2. Eric Neily  1981-83  389
3. Mark Marinelli  1988-91  363
4. Jude Skove  1982-86  348
5. Dane Tussel  1981-84  343
6. Tommy Rowlands  2000-04  333
7. Keaton Anderson  1999-03  330
8. Brian Roskovich  1997-00  320
9.  Jeff Woo  1978-81  252
10. Mitch Clark  1994-98  219
11. Brad Gintert  1985-89  218
12. J.D. Bergman 2004-08 217
13. Ken Ramsey  1988-92  211
14. J Jaggers 2005-09 198
15. Ron Gharbo  1985-88  189
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CAREER FALLS
 NAME  YEAR  TOTAL
1.  Don Moxley  1983-85  50
2.  Ed Potokar  1980-83  47
3.  Mitch Clark  1994-98  45
4. J.D. Bergman 2004-08 43
5. Nikko Triggas 2008-2011 37
6.  Jude Skove  1982-86  33
7.  Brad Gintert  1985-89  32
8.  Tommy Rowlands  2000-04  30
9.  Kevin Randleman  1991-93  28
10. Kelvin Irby  1978-80  26
ALL-TIME FASTEST FALL
 NAME  YEAR  TIME
1.  Kevin Randleman  1992   0:08
2.  Don Moxley  1985   0:15
3.  Nick Preston  2001   0:16
4.  Del Creps  1985   0:20
5.  Kevin Randleman  1992   0:21
 Kevin Randleman  1993   0:21
7.  Kelvin Irby  1980   0:25
 Kevin Randleman  1992   0:25
 Mike Schyck  1993   0:25
 J Jaggers 2007  0:25
YEAR-BY-YEAR WINS LEADERS
YEAR  NAME  WINS
2010-11 Colt Sponseller ........................... 25
2009-10 Reece Humphrey........................ 34
2008-09 Colt Sponseller ........................... 34
2007-08 Mike Pucillo ................................ 34
2006-07 Lance Palmer ............................. 31
2005-06 J Jaggers .................................... 26
  Reece Humphrey........................ 26
2004-05  J.D. Bergman ............................. 36
2003-04 Tommy Rowlands ....................... 44
2002-03 John Clark  ................................. 40
2001-02 Tommy Rowlands  ...................... 38
2000-01 Tommy Rowlands ....................... 43
1999-00 Nick Preston ............................... 37
1998-99 Robert Sessley ........................... 35
1997-98 Mitch Clark  ................................. 39
1996-97 Mitch Clark  ................................. 38
1995-96 Charlie Becks ............................. 33
  Nick Nutter .................................. 33
  Eric Smith  .................................. 33
1994-95 Eric Smith  .................................. 38
1993-94 Jay Michael ................................ 31
1992-93 Mike Schyck ............................... 38
1991-92 Ken Ramsey  .............................. 46
1990-91 Kevin Randleman  ...................... 42
1989-90 Adam DiSabato  ......................... 30
1988-89 Mark Marinelli, Brad  ................... 30
1987-88 Mark Coleman  ........................... 50
1986-87 Danny George  ........................... 42
1985-86 Jude Skove  ................................ 31
1984-85 Don Moxley ................................ 34
1983-84 Jude Skove  ................................ 40
1982-83  Ed Potokar  ................................. 50
1981-82  Eric Neily  ................................... 41
1980-81  Phil Anglim, Dan Me  .................. 38
1979-80  Kent Bruggeman ........................ 36
1978-79  Andy DiSabato ........................... 23
1977-78  Bruce Solomon  .......................... 24
1976-77  Andy DiSabato ........................... 26
1975-76  Kevin Quigley, Andy  ................... 14
1974-75  Mike Turley, Forrest  ..................... 7
1973-74  Mike Turley  .................................. 8
1972-73  Unavailable  .................................. –
1971-72  Unavailable  .................................. –
1970-71  Bill Reinbolt ................................ 14
1969-70  Tom Kruse, James  ..................... 11
1968-69  Tom Kruse  ................................. 16
1967-68  Roger Young  .............................. 15
1966-67 Edward Cummings  .................... 11
1965-66  Roger Young, David ................... 12
1964-65  Unavailable  .................................. –
1963-64  Michael Beery  ............................ 16
1962-63  Unavailable  .................................. –
1961-62  Unavailable  .................................. –
1960-61 Donald Green  .............................. 8
1959-60  David Camaione  ........................ 11
1958-59  David Camaione  ........................ 10
1957-58  David Camaione  ........................ 11
1956-57 Unavailable  .................................. –
1955-56 Bob DeFelice  ............................... 7
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2010-11
(2-11; 1-7 Big Ten)
11-21 H Pittsburgh L 17 - 18 
11-21 H Nebraska L 11 - 24  
12-12 A Edinboro W 31-14 
12-19 A  Penn State L 3 - 42
1-8 N Cornell1  L 6 - 27 
1-8 N N. Iowa1 L 19 - 20  
1-16 N Mich. State2 W 19 - 16
1-22 A Iowa L 3 - 33  
1-28 H Michigan L 9 - 27 
2-4 A Illinois L 12 - 21
2-5 H Minnesota L 9 - 31  
2-13 A Wisconsin L 18 - 23  
2-19 H Northwestern L 13 - 27 
1National Duals (Cedar Falls, Iowa); 2West 
Holmes  HS
2009-10
(18-2; 7-1 Big Ten)
11-20 H Lehigh W 22-12
11-22 H Findlay1 W 42-3
11-22 H Notre Dame Col.1 W 37-3
11-22 H Cleveland St.1 W 51-3
12-13 H Edinboro2 W 34-12
1-3 A Hofstra3 W 32-6
1-3 A George Mason4 W 46-0
1-3 A Columbia4 W 37-0
1-9 N Arizona St.5 W 32-7
1-9 N Cornell5 W 27-14
1-10 N Iowa State5 L 9-23
1-10 N Minnesota5 W 26-12
1-24 H Penn State W 21-14
1-29 A Purdue W 35-6
1-31 A Indiana W 22-13
2-5 H Michigan W 29-9
2-7 H Northwestern W 37-6
2-12 A Illinois W 38-3
2-14 H Mich.State W 30-7
2-19 A Iowa L 3-32
1Buckeye Duals (St. John Arena); 2Per-
rysburg HS; 3Hempstead, N.Y.; 4New York, 
N.Y., 5National Duals (Cedar Falls, Iowa)
2008-09
(16-2; 7-1 Big Ten)
11-16 H Notre Dame College1 W 
34-6
11-16 H Cleveland State1 W 35-13
12-14 A Edinboro W 19-12
1-4 H Kent State W 20-15
1-10 N N. Iowa2 W 32-12
1-10 N Cornell2 L 16-17
1-10 N Missouri2 W 23-19
1-10 N Boise State2 W 21-12
1-11 N Minnesota2 W 25-12 
1-25 A Hofstra W 19-13
1-30 H Indiana W 18-16
2-1 H Minnesota3 L 16-18
2-6 A Penn State W 33-7
2-8 H Purdue W 28-10
2-13 A Michigan W 26-17
2-15 H Illinois W 26-13
2-20 A Northwestern W 23-13
2-22 A Wisconsin  W 24-18
2007-08
(19-4; 6-2 Big Ten)
11-4 N Notre Dame College1 W 
36-6
11-10 N Anderson2 W 44-3
11-10 N Cumberland2 W 39-16
11-10 N Chattanooga2 L 16-19
11-26 H Rutgers W 37-0
12-10 H Wisconsin W 23-13
12-16 N UNC Greensboro3 W 39-6
12-16 N Findlay3 W 47-0 
12-16 N Ohio3 W 45-3
1-4 A Kent State W 27-6
1-12/13 N Central Mich.4 L 16-19
1-12/13 N West Virginia4 W 29-9
1-12/13 N Hofstra4 W 25-16
1-12/13 N Northwestern4 W 19-17
1-12/13 N Penn State4 W 24-11
1-18 H Iowa L 10-24
1-25 H Penn State W 22-19
2-1 A Indiana W 20-13
2-3 A Purdue W 35-6
2-8 A Mich. State W 23-15
2-10 H Michigan W 16-15
2-14 H Edinboro W 23-13
2-24 A Minnesota L 18-23
1Cleveland, Ohio (Maple Heights 
High School); 2Chattanooga Duals 
(Chattanooga, Tenn.); 3Ohio Duals 
(Athens, Ohio); 4National Duals (Cedar 
Falls, Iowa)
2006-07
(8-7; 4-4 Big Ten) 
11-16 H Missouri L 9-29
11-26 A Cornell W 18-17
12-17 H Chattanooga L 13-28
1-7 H Kent State L 18-20
1-14 H Purdue W 28-6
1-21 N  Ohio1 W 26-10
1-21 N Appalachian St.1 W 30-12
1-21 A Ashland1 W 25-15
1-26 A Penn State L 12-26
1-28 H Indiana W 19-14
2-2 H Mich. State  W 19-14 
2-4 N Northwestern2 W 18-16
2-11 A Michigan L 15-21
2-16 A Iowa  L 12-25 
2-18 A Illinois L 18-19
1at Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
2at St. Edward High School (Lakewood, Ohio)
2005-06
(5-13; 0-8 Big Ten)
12-11 A Missouri L 13-25
1-5 H Pittsburgh W 30-3
1-7 A Kent State L 13-25
1-7 A Cleveland St. L 18-25
1-13 N The Citadel1 W 38-10
1-13 N West Virginia1 W 17-15
1-14 N Penn1 L 15-23
1-14 N North Carolina1 L 13-28
1-20 A Indiana L 7-31
1-22 A Virginia W 28-10
1-22 A Virginia Tech W 38-10
1-27 H Minnesota L 6-30
1-29 H Illinois L 12-27
2-3 A Northwestern L 6-31
2-5 A Wisconsin L 12-38
2-10 A Purdue L 15-19
2-12 H Michigan L 6-27
2-17 H Penn State L 7-39
1Virginia Duals (Hampton, Va.)
2004-05
(8-11, 1-7 Big Ten)
12-11 N Findlay1 W 32-3
12-11 A Ohio1 L 9-21
12-18 H Virginia Tech L 12-29
12-18 H Missouri L 6-33
1-8 H Drexel2 W 21-10
1-8 H Bloomsburg2 W 18-17
1-8 H Kent State2 W 23-16
1-8 H Cleveland St.2 W 33-3
1-14 A Pittsburgh W 20-17
1-16 A Cornell L 9-27
1-23 A Michigan State  L 16-27
1-28 H Purdue L 12-21
1-30 H Virginia W 36-6
1-30 H Indiana L 9-24
2-4 H Wisconsin  L 18-20
2-5 H Iowa L 6-30
2-11 A Michigan L 6-32
2-13 A Minnesota L 15-19
2-18 A Penn State W 21-17
1All-Ohio Championships (Athens, Ohio)
2Buckeye Duals (Columbus, Ohio)
2003-04
(8-11, 4-4 Big Ten)
12-15 N Drexel1 W 24-15
12-15 A Clarion1 W 25-18
12-15 N Kent State1 W 22-13
1-3 H Indiana2 W 29-17
1-3 H Lehigh2 L 17-22
1-3 H Bloomsburg2 W 25-13
1-10 A Chattanooga  L 19-25
1-10 N Missouri3 L 9-34
1-17 N Oklahoma4 L 12-30
1-17 N Cornell4 L 20-21
1-25 H Penn State  L 14-20
1-30 A Purdue W 22-18
2-6 H Michigan L 15-22
2-8 H Northwestern W 40-3
2-13 A Illinois L 14-19
2-15 H Michigan State W 30-8
2-15 H Central Mich.  L 14-21
2-20 A Iowa L 18-23
2-21 A Northern Iowa L 19-22
1Clarion Duals (Clarion, Pa.)
2Buckeye Duals (Columbus, Ohio)
3at Chattanooga (Chattanooga, Tenn.) 
4National Duals (Cleveland, Ohio)
2002-03
(12-6-1, 4-4 Big Ten)
1-5 H Northern Illinois1 T 20-20
1-5 H Chattanooga1 W 32-8
1-5 H Drexel1 W 34-3
1-5 H Cleveland State W 22-14
1-9 A West Virginia W 21-14
1-18 N Ohio2 W 37-4
1-18 N Michigan State2 W 19-17
1-18 N Oklahoma State2 L 14-23
1-19 N Cornell2 W 28-12 
1-19 N Iowa2 L 10-34
1-26 A Cornell W 22-15
1-30 H Indiana W 34-12
2-2 H Minnesota L 15-20
2-6 A Penn State *W 18-18
2-9 H Purdue L 17-21
2-13 H Illinois L 15-22
2-16 A Michigan L 17-26
2-21 A Northwestern W 25-14
2-23 A Wisconsin W 28-17
1Buckeye Duals (Columbus, Ohio)
2National Duals (Columbus, Ohio)
*Ohio State won based on criteria
2001-02
(20-4, 5-3 Big Ten)
12-8 N Rider1 W 24-13
12-8 N Rutgers1 W 33-4
12-8 A Lehigh1 W 25-19
12-16 N Ohio2 W 32-4
12-16 A Clarion2 W 45-0
12-16 N Lock Haven2 W 28-11
1-5 H Buffalo3 W 25-9
1-5 H Northern Illinois3 W 28-12
1-5 H Eastern Mich.3 W 40-0
1-5 H Eastern Illinois3 W 41-3
1-12 H West Virginia W 26-13
1-12 A Cleveland State W 29-4
1-19 N Lock Haven4 W 37-3
1-19 N Oklahoma St.4 W 19-13
1-19 N Oklahoma4 W 19-17
1-20 N Minnesota4 L 6-20
1-25 H Iowa L 16-21
1-27 H Wisconsin W 21-18
2-1 A Indiana W 34-7
2-3 A Purdue W 27-8
2-10 H Michigan L 12-23
2-16 H Penn State W 20-13
2-22 A Michigan State W 20-13
2-24 A Minnesota L 12-27
1at Sheridan Duals (Bethlehem, Pa.)
2at Clarion Duals (Clarion, Pa.)
3Buckeye Duals (Columbus, Ohio)
4National Duals (Columbus, Ohio)
2000-01
(15-6, 5-3 Big Ten)
11-26 H Iowa State L 16-22
12-9 A Nebraska L 19-20
12-9 N Oregon State1 L 16-22
1-6 H Buffalo2 W 31-6
1-6 H Drexel2 W 29-6
1-6 H Cleveland State2 W 39-3
1-6 H Eastern Mich.2 W 35-6
1-12 A Pittsburgh W 26-11
1-13 H Northern Iowa W 30-3
1-14 N Binghamton3 W 47-0
1-14 N Marquette3 W 45-3
1-14 A Ashland3 W 43-0
1-21 H Purdue W 19-12
1-21 H North Carolina W 35-4
1-26 A Penn State W 24-9
1-28 H Indiana W 28-11
2-2 H Michigan State W 28-9
2-4 H Northwestern W 33-3
2-11 A Michigan L 18-20
2-16 A Iowa L 11-34
2-18 A Illinois L 6-25
1at Nebraska (Lincoln, Neb.)
2Buckeye Duals (Columbus, Ohio)
3Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
1999-00
(9-9, 2-6 Big Ten)
12-12 A Northern Iowa L 16-25
12-14 A Iowa State L 6-30
1-8 H Eastern Mich. W 37-6
1-8 H Clarion W 23-14
1-8 H Boston W 27-10
1-8 H Chattanooga W 27-9
1-15 H Minnesota L 12-31
1-16 N Binghamton1 W 37-9
1-16 N Cleveland State1 W 24-19
1-16 A Ashland1 L 16-19
1-23 H Illinois L 3-36
1-23 H Brown W 26-15
1-28 A Northwestern L 15-25
1-30 A Wisconsin L 15-22
2-4 A Purdue W 20-19
2-7 A Indiana W 24-15
2-11 H Penn State L 16-19
2-19 H Michigan L 15-22
1Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
1998-99
(10-10-1, 1-6-1 Big Ten)
11-22 H Iowa State L 13-19
12-13 A Drexel W 19-17
12-13 A Rider L 9-21
12-20 N American1 W 35-11
12-20 A Clarion1 W 18-16
12-20 N Bucknell1 W 30-9
12-20 N Pitt Johnstown1 L 10-27
1-9 N Navy2 W 27-6
1-9 A Brown2 W 25-12
1-16 H Pittsburgh L 9-22
1-16 N Kent State3 W 28-6
1-16 A Ashland3  W 30-6
1-16 N Cleveland State3 W 23-10
1-22 H Iowa L 6-32
1-23 A Penn State L 12-23
1-29 H Purdue T 19-19
2-5 H Indiana W 28-9
2-7 A Minnesota L 6-32
2-14 H Wisconsin L 17-20
2-19 A Michigan State L 17-18
2 0 1 1 - 1 2  W R E S T L I N G M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
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2-21 A Michigan L 9-24
1at Clarion (Clarion, Pa.)
2at Brown (Providence, R.I.)
3Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
1997-98
(10-13-1, 1-8 Big Ten)
12-13 H Northwestern L 18-20
12-13 H Ohio L 20-22
12-13 H Purdue L 13-19
1-2 A Michigan State L 13-22
1-4 N Chattanooga1 W 33-3
1-4 N Harvard1 W 19-17
1-4 A Central Mich.1 T 17-17
1-9 N Oregon State2 L 16-22
1-10 N Missouri2 W 23-12
1-10 N Cornell2 L 14-15
1-17 H North Carolina L 11-24
1-17 H Delaware W 48-0
1-17 H Clarion W 23-17
1-18 N Cleveland State3 W 33-6
1-18 N Kent State3 W 25-7
1-18 A Ashland3 W 25-12
1-24 A Pittsburgh L 12-24
1-24 A Edinboro W 19-18
1-31 A Indiana W 17-15
2-6 A Michigan L 3-31
2-8 H Minnesota L 9-34
2-13 H Penn State L 12-20
2-15 A Wisconsin L 13-23
2-22 H Illinois L 8-28
1at Central Michigan (Mount Pleasant, Mich.)
2Virginia Duals (Hampton, Va.)
3Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
1996-97
(10-12, 4-5 Big Ten)
12-15 N Rider1 L 4-30
12-15 N Drexel1 L 20-22
12-15 A Clarion L 18-23
1-2 A Nebraska L 12-24
1-2 N West Virginia2 L 15-22
1-5 H Michigan State L 12-23
1-12 H Pittsburgh L 15-19
1-12 H Cuyahoga CC W 37-7
1-19 N Duquesne3 W 42-12
1-19 N Cleveland State3 W 40-7
1-19 A Ashland3 W 25-10
1-25 A Illinois L 6-34
2-1 A Purdue W 18-16
2-2 H Michigan L 6-31
2-7 A Northwestern W 22-11
2-9 H Edinboro L 9-25
2-9 H Indiana W 23-15
2-14 A Penn State L 16-25
2-16 H Wisconsin W 27-11
2-16 A Ohio W 19-17
2-21 A Northern Iowa W 34-6
2-23 A Minnesota L 16-23
1at Clarion (Clarion, Pa.)
2at Nebraska (Lincoln, Neb.)
3Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
1995-96
(13-9-1, 2-6-1 Big Ten)
12-9 H Clarion W 21-19
12-17 H Nebraska L 10-25
12-17 H Ohio W 26-6
1-4 A Michigan State L 14-24
1-6 H Indiana L 15-25
1-6 H Northwestern W 24-12
1-14 N Miami (Ohio)1 W 29-6
1-14 N Duquesne1 W 24-9
1-14 A Ashland1  W 47-0
1-14 N Navy1 W 28-6
1-20 N Clarion2 L 15-27
1-20 N Augsburg2 W 28-6
1-21 N Iowa State2 L 16-18
1-27 H Purdue T 16-16
1-27 H Cuyahoga CC W 43-0
1-27 A Cleveland State W 35-3
2-2 A Wisconsin L 13-22
2-4 A Edinboro W 21-12
2-10 H Penn State W 20-11
2-11 A Michigan L 15-19
2-24 H Northern Iowa W 38-6
2-24 H Illinois L 9-22
2-25 H Minnesota L 10-23
1Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
2National Duals (Lincoln, Neb.)
1994-95
(16-10, 2-6 Big Ten)
12-3 A Clarion1 L 11-23
12-3 N Edinboro1 L 18-22
12-3 N Pittsburgh1 W 24-12
12-10 H Duquesne W 37-9
12-10 H Oregon State W 24-11
1-4 H Michigan State L 9-22
1-8 A Indiana2 L 18-21
1-8 N Northwestern2 W 24-7
1-14 A Penn State L 17-19
1-15 N Miami (Ohio)3 W 29-3
1-15 N Buffalo3 W 35-9
1-15 A Ashland3  W 37-3
1-15 N California of Pa.3 W 55-0
1-28 A Purdue4 W 23-13
1-28 N Illinois State4 W 25-12
1-28 N Northern Illinois4 W 39-2
1-28 N Findlay4 W 31-6
1-29 N Illinois4 L 5-30
2-4 A Clemson5  W 24-12
2-4 N Nebraska5 L 13-28
2-4 N James Madison5 W 34-6
2-4 A Georgia State W 23-13
2-5 A North Carolina L 15-24
2-12 H Michigan L 12-20
2-17 A Minnesota L 9-23
2-18 A Northern Iowa W 22-17
1at Clarion (Clarion, Pa.); 2at Indiana 
(Bloomington, Ind.); 3Wendy’s Classic 
(Ashland, Ohio); 4at Purdue (West Lafay-
ette, Ind.); 5at Clemson (Clemson, S.C.)
1993-94
(15-11-1, 2-5-1 Big Ten)
11-13 A Cleveland State W 32-8
12-11 H Clarion L 10-24
12-30 N S. Oregon1 W 27-6
12-30 A Oregon State1 L 13-23
12-30 N Cal St. Fullerton1 W 42-10
12-30 A Oregon L 12-25
1-8 N  Indiana2 L 6-32
1-8 A Northwestern2 L 15-26
1-9 A Cuyahoga CC3 W 24-10
1-9 N Liberty3 W 32-10
1-14 A Ohio4  W 19-18
1-14 N Pittsburgh4 W 18-15
1-16 N California of Pa.5 W 37-8
1-16 N Buffalo5 W 39-6
1-16 A Ashland5 W 31-12
1-16 N Toledo5 W 30-12
1-18 A Miami (Ohio) L 9-34
1-22 N Nebraska6 L 10-30
1-22 N Clemson6 W 20-15
1-22 N Fresno State6 L 10-30
1-30 H Penn State W 22-12
1-30 H Purdue T 18-18
2-4 A Michigan L 12-20
2-5 A Michigan State L 19-20
2-13 H Northern Iowa W 25-15
2-13 H Illinois W 24-6
2-19 H Minnesota L 16-17
1at Oregon State (Corvallis, Ore.)
2at Northwestern (Evanston, Ill.)
3at Cuyahoga CC (Cuyahoga, Ohio)
4at Ohio (Athens, Ohio)
5Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
6at Nebraska (Lincoln, Neb.)
1992-93
(17-6, 6-2 Big Ten)
12-12 A Clarion1 W 22-17
12-12 N West Virginia1 L 17-22
12-17 H Clemson W 22-17
12-17 H Ohio W 38-7
1-3 A Penn State L 6-30
1-15 H Northwestern W 34-9
1-15 H Cuyahoga CC W 47-3
1-17 N California of Pa.2 W 38-9
1-17 N Buffalo2 W 51-0
1-17 A Ashland2 W 47-0
1-17 N Toledo2 W 45-0
1-23 N Brockport State3 W 42-0
1-23 N Penn State3 L 16-17
1-23 N N.C. State3 W 27-15
1-24 N Fresno State3 W 18-14
1-24 N Iowa3 L 9-26
1-24 N Michigan3 L 14-22
1-30 A Purdue W 23-15
1-30 A Indiana W 23-8
2-6 H Michigan State W 34-4
2-12 H Michigan W 19-14
2-19 A Iowa L .13-24
2-20 A Minnesota W 22-14
1at Clarion (Clarion, Pa.)
2Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
3National Duals (Lincoln, Neb.)
1991-92
(20-4, 7-0 Big Ten)
12-14 H Clarion L 15-22
1-5 H Penn State L 15-22
1-12 H Purdue W 23-13
1-12 H Morgan State W 42-4
1-18 A Ohio1  W 20-16
1-18 N Pittsburgh1 L 16-18
1-19 A Ashland2 W 37-5
1-19 N Toledo2 W 28-10
1-19 N California of Pa.2 W 35-6
1-25 H Cleveland State W 31-13
1-25 H Indiana W 31-6
1-25 H Cuyahoga CC W 39-5
1-31 A Notre Dame W 32-9
2-1 A Michigan State W 35-6
2-8 N Augsburg3 W 32-12
2-8 N Wisconsin3 W 25-17
2-9 N Iowa3 L 8-35
2-9 A Michigan3 W 19-18
2-9 N Penn State3 W 23-20
2-21 H Minnesota W 23-19
2-22 A Michigan W 20-18
2-29 A Northwestern4 W 28-8
2-29 N Illinois4 W 27-13
2-29 N Central Michigan4 W 
24-14
1at Ohio (Athens, Ohio)
2Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
3National Duals (Ann Arbor, Mich.)
4at Northwestern (Evanston, Ill.)
1990-91
(17-4, 6-2 Big Ten)
12-2 H Iowa L 5-35
12-8 A Clarion W 18-16
12-9 A Cleveland State W 30-6
1-4 A Lock Haven W 37-0
1-9 H Notre Dame W 27-6
1-11 N Northern Iowa1 W 21-14
1-11 N Iowa1 L 7-30
1-11 N Oklahoma1 W 20-11
1-12 N North Carolina1 W 26-12
1-12 N Nebraska1 W 23-19
1-12 N Iowa1 L 2-43
1-18 A Indiana W 31-9
1-20 N Delaware State2 W 47-0
1-20 A Ashland2 W 38-5
1-25 A Illinois W 40-6
1-27 A Purdue W 20-16
2-8 H Michigan W 20-18
2-10 H Wisconsin L 19-20
2-17 H Northwestern W 39-7
2-17 H Ohio  W 33-9
2-24 H Michigan State W 28-12
1National Duals (Hampton, Va.)
2Wendy’s Classic (Ashland, Ohio)
1989-90
(20-5, 5-3 Big Ten)
11-24 A Chattanooga1 W 31-9
11-24 N Oregon State1 W 26-8
11-24 N Carson Newman1 W 35-98
11-24 N Clemson1 W 27-12
12-8 H Clarion W 19-14
12-10 H Cleveland State W 27-9
1-6 A Brown2 W 42-2
1-6 N Army2 W 22-8
1-6 N Boston2 W 28-10
1-13 H Indiana L 14-25
1-19 A Ashland3 W 39-4
1-19 N Toledo3 W 29-8
1-20 H Fresno State W 33-3
1-20 H Cal Poly W 32-8
1-20 H Cal St. Fullerton W 30-6
1-26 H Illinois W 35-3
1-26 H Arizona State L 15-19
1-27 H Purdue W 25-13
2-2 A Notre Dame L 15-18
2-4 A Iowa L 5-36
2-9 A Missouri W 20-14
2-11 A Wisconsin W 19-18
2-18 A Northwestern L 14-21
2-24 A Michigan W 20-17
3-3 A Michigan State W 19-14
1at Chattanooga (Chattanooga, Tenn.)
2at Brown (Providence, R.I.)
3at Ashland (Ashland, Ohio)
1988-89
(18-10-2, 5-7 Big Ten)
12-4 H Iowa L 12-25
12-9 A Clarion W 23-21
12-11 A Cleveland State W 17-15
12-16 A Cal Poly W 23-16
12-17 A CSU Bakersfi eld1 W 20-14
12-17 N San Francisco St.1 W 39-8
12-21 A Fresno State2 W 33-12
12-21 N Chico State2 W 40-3
12-21 N Cal St. Fullerton2 W 19-18
1-6 N Lock Haven3 W 22-16
1-6 N Michigan3 L 6-30
1-7 N N.C. State3 T 17-17
1-13 A Indiana L 12-22
1-14 A Purdue W 20-12
1-15 H Notre Dame L 18-21
1-21 H Edinboro W 20-15
1-27 N Illinois4 W 29-15
1-27 N Iowa4 L 8-33
1-28 N Northwestern4 L 17-21
2-3 A Illinois5 W 26-18
2-3 N Northern Illinois5 W 24-15
2-5 H Northwestern L 11-28
2-5 H Ohio W 37-9
2-10 H Michigan L 6-27
2-10 H Chattanooga T 18-18
2-12 H Wisconsin W 24-16
2-12 H Muskingum W 56-0
2-16 A Northern Iowa L 16-26
2-18 A Minnesota L 7-38
2-25 H Michigan State W 19-14
1at Cal State Bakersfi eld (Bakersfi eld, Calif.)
2at Fresno State (Fresno, Calif.)
3National Duals (Hampton, Va.)
4at Indianapolis, Ind. 
5at Illinois (Champaign, Ill.)
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1987-88
(16-6, 6-3 Big Ten)
12-1 H Oregon State W 26-8
12-11 H Clarion W 32-0
12-13 H Cleveland State W 28-12
12-13 H Villanova W 37-9
1-3 A Northwestern1 W 25-9
1-3 N Lock Haven1 L 14-21
1-3 N Marquette1 W 52-0
1-5 H Northern Iowa L 14-21
1-9 H West Virginia W 25-10
1-12 H Illinois W 31-6
1-16 H Indiana W 25-10
1-17 A Edinboro L 17-18
1-21 A Ohio W 29-8
1-30 H Purdue W 26-8
2-6 A Missouri W 28-8
2-7 A Iowa L 10-28
2-12 A Notre Dame W 23-13
2-13 A Northern Illinois W 23-12
2-14 A Wisconsin W 21-14
2-20 A Michigan L 15-19
2-21 H Minnesota L 16-25
2-27 A Michigan State W 27-6
1at Northwestern (Evanston, Ill.)
1986-87
(13-9, 3-6 Big Ten)
12-6 H Iowa L 16-29
12-14 A Cleveland State L 15-18
12-16 A Clarion L 15-17
12-20 A West Virginia L 15-18
1-3 H Michigan L 6-33
1-3 H Northern Illinois W 30-6
1-3 H Ohio W 23-12
1-12 N Shippensburg1 W 40-8
1-12 A Lock Haven1 W 17-15
1-12 N Liberty1 W 29-10
1-16 H Notre Dame W 36-6
1-17 A Toledo2 W 26-13
1-17 N Wright State2 W 37-8
1-24 A Purdue3 L 18-20
1-24 N Illinois3 W 19-17
1-24 N Central Mich.3 W 22-21
1-31 A Indiana W 19-15
2-8 H Northwestern L 17-20
2-14 H Wisconsin L 9-32
2-14 H Ashland W 20-17
2-21 A Minnesota W 18-17
2-28 H Michigan State L 14-20
1at Lock Haven (Lock Haven, Pa.)
2at Toledo (Toledo, Ohio)
3at Purdue (West Lafayette, Ind.)
1985-86
(13-9, 4-6 Big Ten )
12-6 A Michigan State W 21-16
12-14 H Indiana L 17-23
12-14 A Ashland W 23-20
12-14 N Miami (Ohio) W 31-16
12-17 H Cleveland State L 17-19
1-4 H Northwestern L 12-25
1-4 A Grand Valley St. W 25-20
1-10 H Syracuse L 14-24
1-10 A Old Dominion W 32-12
1-11 A Michigan State W 21-14
1-19 A Illinois W 19-18
1-25 H Purdue L 13-22
1-28 H Clarion L 16-29
2-1 A N. Michigan W 33-11
2-1 A Lincoln Jr. Col. W 55-0
2-1 A Drake W 23-20
2-1 H Wisconsin L 9-24
2-8 A Cornell College W 45-4
2-9 H Iowa L 0-46
2-15 H Michigan L 16-32
2-15 A Toledo W 31-10
2-22 A Minnesota W 23-11 
 
1984-85
(14-13, 2-7 Big Ten)
11-28 A Oregon State W 19-18
11-30 A Capital W 30-8
12-9 H Iowa L 2-41
12-12 A Cleveland State W 27-12
12-13 H Clarion  L 17-24
12-15 A Princeton W 28-9
12-15 A Rider W 24-10
12-15 A S. Connecticut W 41-6
1-5 H Michigan L 14-29
1-5 A Ohio W 34-8
1-5 H Arizona State L 19-25
1-11 A LSU L 9-25
1-11 A Missouri W 21-15
1-12 A North Carolina L 16-22
1-12 A Virginia W 25-14
1-25 H Iowa State L 15-23
1-26 A Drake W 35-6
2-2 A Edinboro W 29-12
2-2 H Kent State L 20-23
2-2 A Toledo W 33-9
2-3 H Illinois L 20-27
2-9 H Northwestern L 19-29
2-10 H Wisconsin L 8-35
2-15 H Purdue L 18-23
2-16 A Minnesota W 22-15
2-22 A Indiana W 27-22
2-23 H Michigan State L 10-29
1983-84
(13-12-1, 4-5 Big Ten)
12-2 H Capital W 37-3
12-3 A Kent State W 26-11
12-14 H Clarion  L 15-32
12-19 A Cleveland State L 17-23
12-20 H Iowa State L 19-31
1-7 A Coe College W 38-3
1-8 A Iowa L 15-31
1-13 A North Carolina L 20-21
1-13 A Wilkes W 27-10
1-14 A North Carolina L 13-22
1-14 A Missouri L 15-27
1-24 A Capital W 24-9
1-24 A Wittenberg W 36-5
1-27 H Indiana W 33-13
1-28 H Purdue W 26-16
1-28 H John Carroll W 33-12
1-31 H Illinois W 26-14
2-3 A Wisconsin L 10-26
2-4 A Northwestern W 25-15
2-8 H Cleveland State L 9-32
2-10 A West Point W 24-8
2-10 A Rutgers T 24-24
2-11 A West Point W 26-17
2-14 A Michigan State L 3-42
2-17 H Minnesota L 19-23
2-18 A Michigan L 12-23
1982-83
(17-7, 5-4 Big Ten)
12-3 H Iowa L 7-34
12-13 A Nevada W 25-18
12-15 A San Francisco St. W 28-15
12-15 A Fresno State W 35-10
12-16 A San Jose State L 16-33
12-18 A Clarion  L 17-21
12-21 A Cleveland State L 16-28
1-7 H Nevada W 43-6
1-7 H Michigan W 25-15
1-7 H Ohio W 44-3
1-9 A Illinois W 26-16
1-22 H Northwestern W 30-13
1-22 H Kentucky W 31-14
1-22 H Tennessee W 18-16
1-27 A Indiana State W 20-19
1-29 A Indiana W 22-18
1-31 H Michigan State L 12-22
2-5 H Wisconsin L 17-19
2-9 H Lakeland CC W 33-11
2-9 H Capital W 44-2
2-9 H Ashland W 31-9
2-11 H Cleveland State W 20-17
2-18 A Purdue W 26-12
2-19 A Minnesota L 17-20
1981-82
(13-8-1, 3-6 Big Ten)
12-3 A Iowa L 0-52
12-4 A Cornell College W 40-4
12-14 A Cal Poly L 6-24
12-15 A Cal St. Fullerton W 35-9
1-3 H Oklahoma W 21-19
1-7 H Clarion W 24-13
1-10 H Cincinnati W 45-6
1-10 H Illinois L 16-18
1-22 H Pittsburgh W 33-12
1-24 H Ball State W 32-20
1-24 H LSU W 26-9
1-24 H Indiana State L 15-26
1-29 H Indiana W 25-17
1-31 H Purdue W 33-10
1-31 H Ashland  W 26-7
2-1 A Capital W 25-21
2-6 A Northwestern W 24-14
2-7 A Wisconsin L 8-34
2-12 H Cleveland State T 20-20
2-16 A Michigan State L 17-24
2-19 H Minnesota L 16-24
2-20 A Michigan L 21-22
1980-81
(14-3, 7-2 Big Ten)
12-4 H Iowa L 3-45
12-5 H Cincinnati W 47-3
12-16 A LSU L 14-24
12-19 A Broward CC W 54-0
12-22 A New Mexico W 43-3
1-4 H Michigan W 26-13
1-10 A Indiana State W 23-20
1-11 A Illinois W 26-8
1-12 A Indiana W 23-20
1-25 H Northwestern W 23-15
1-25 H Ball State W 27-19
2-4 A Cleveland State W 23-20
2-5 H Purdue W 38-3
2-8 H Wisconsin L 12-24
2-13 H Michigan State W 23-18
2-14 A John Carroll W 30-15
2-21 A Minnesota W 24-22
1979-80
(9-11, 3-7 Big Ten)
11-29 A Iowa L 10-39
11-30 A Cornell College W 43-3
1-2 H Oklahoma L 12-35
1-3 H Central Michigan W 24-16
1-9 H Hofstra W 26-13
1-12 H Indiana W 22-20
1-13 H Illinois W 26-9
1-23 A Pittsburgh W 28-11
1-26 H Indiana State W 33-12
1-30 H Cleveland State L 19-26
2-1 A Purdue W 26-15
2-2 A Northwestern L 16-24
2-3 A Wisconsin L 6-36
2-7 A Missouri L 15-27
2-8 A Drake W 21-19
2-9 A Iowa L 0-47
2-15 A Michigan State L 16-26
2-16 A Michigan L 14-24
2-18 H Minnesota L 10-33
- - Clarion  L 6-39
1978-79
(9-10, 4-5 Big Ten)
11-30 H Iowa L 0-43
12-20 A UC Long Beach W 41-4
1-6 H Michigan L 14-29
1-10 H Clarion  W 22-20
1-13 A Indiana W 26-14
1-13 A Illinois W 23-18
1-13 A Iowa State L 6-36
1-19 H Northwestern W 32-12
1-23 A Oklahoma State L 6-42
1-28 H Pittsburgh W 20-18
1-28 H Notre Dame W 28-9
1-31 A Cleveland State L 21-23
2-3 H Purdue W 52-0
2-3 H Northern Iowa L 8-33
2-4 H Wisconsin L 6-35
2-7 A Indiana State W 24-16
2-11 H Michigan State L 8-33
2-16 A Minnesota L 2-48
2-17 A Mankato State L 20-30
1977-78
(7-11, 3-4 Big Ten)
12-7 H Oregon State L 3-38
12-15 A Clarion  L 17-23
1-4 H Oklahoma L 17-24
1-7 H Indiana State W 21-15
1-11 H Colorado W 21-15
1-14 H Nebraska-Omaha W 34-6
1-14 H Indiana W 31-9
1-19 A Northwestern W 21-16
2-1 H Cleveland State L 13-20
2-4 A Purdue W 30-8
2-5 A Wisconsin L 3-34
2-10 A Iowa State L 6-33
2-11 A Drake W 24-17
2-12 A Northern Iowa L 17-21
2-16 A Michigan L 20-23
2-17 A Michigan State L 8-30
2-19 H Minnesota L 6-32
2-25 - Pittsburgh L 13-34
1976-77
(5-7-1, 2-4-1 Big Ten)
11-4 H Mankato State W 20-19
12-11 A Princeton L 12-26
1-8 A Cleveland State L 16-19
1-15 A Minnesota L 6-34
1-15 A Wisconsin L 7-34
1-15 A Purdue W 27-10
1-22 H Northwestern L 5-29
2-5 H Purdue W 29-5
2-12 H Cincinnati W 32-8
2-12 H Buffalo W 19-16
2-17 - John Carroll L 16-25
2-19 A Indiana T 18-18
2-26 H Michigan State L 14-22
1975-76
(11-5-1, 2-4 Big Ten)
- A Tampa W 37-6
12-30 A Florida InternationalW 24-12
12-30 A N. Kentucky W 42-6
1-6 H Illinois State W 27-8
1-12 H Cleveland State T 17-17
1-14 A West Virginia W 30-8
1-17 A Northwestern L 11-20
1-24 A Michigan  L 17-27
1-24 A Illinois L 12-22
1-31 H Cincinnati W 24-15
1-31 H John Carroll W 20-18
1-31 H Ashland W 32-9
2-7 A Purdue W 30-12
2-7 A Evansville W 30-14
2-7 A Minnesota L 15-20
2-14 H Indiana W 22-16
2-21 A Kent State L 18-21
1975
(7-5, 3-2 Big Ten)
1-4 H Michigan L 9-27
1-11 A Cleveland State L 12-21
1-18 A Illinois W 20-14
1-25 H Toledo W 21-11
2 0 1 1 - 1 2  W R E S T L I N G M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
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1-25 H W. Michigan W 26-6
1-25 H Franklin College W 28-12
2-1 H Purdue W 19-16
2-1 H Nebraska-Omaha L 15-17
2-1 H Ohio L 16-18
2-7 A Michigan State L 12-24
2-15 A Indiana W 24-16
2-22 H Bowling Green W 27-8
1974
(3-11, 1-7 Big Ten)
1-5 A Michigan L 5-36
1-12 H Illinois L 18-23
1-12 H Ashland W 37-6
1-19 H Northwestern L 16-21
1-26 A Wisconsin L 8-23
1-26 A Minnesota L 6-37
1-26 A Augustana W 34-6
2-4 A Purdue L 16-26
2-9 H Southern Illinois L 9-30
2-9 H Ohio L 7-24
2-9 H Cleveland State L 6-27
2-12 H Michigan State L 5-30
2-16 H Indiana W 28-10
2-23 H Ath. in Action L 9-36
1972-73
(8-4, 2-3 Big Ten)
12-2 A Bowling Green W 17-14
12-2 A John Carroll L 14-23
1-6 H Michigan L 6-31
1-13 A Illinois W 19-18
1-20 A Northwestern L 19-23
1-27 H Wisconsin L 14-25
1-27 H Ball State W 30-12
1-27 H Cleveland State W 21-15
2-3 H Purdue W 30-9
2-10 A Virginia W 25-9
2-10 A Virginia Tech W 37-3
2-10 A Old Dominion W 33-12
1972
(3-6, 1-3 Big Ten)
1-15 H Illinois L 12-30
1-22 H Northwestern L 19-26
1-29 H Virginia Tech W 32-6
1-29 H Cleveland State L 15-23
1-29 H Ball State L 16-25
2-5 H Ashland W 22-18
2-5 H Central State L 18-25
2-12 A Purdue W 20-17
2-19 A Indiana L 15-28
1971
(9-3-1, 4-3-1 Big Ten)
1-9 H Ball State W 29-11
1-16 A Illinois W 23-8
1-23 A Northwestern L 12-24
1-30 H Michigan L 12-24
2-6 H Ashland W 28-8
2-6 H Purdue W 23-11
2-6 H Cleveland State W 25-9
2-13 A Wisconsin W 17-16
2-13 A Minnesota T 18-18
2-13 A Iowa L 13-26
2-20 A Virginia Tech W 26-8
2-20 A Old Dominion W 35-5
2-27 H Indiana W 17-14
1970
(7-4-1, 4-3-1 Big Ten)
1-10 A Ball State W 30-8
1-17 H Illinois W 18-16
1-24 H Northwestern W 22-16
1-31 A Michigan L 17-16
2-7 A Minnesota T 15-15
2-7 A Purdue L 13-19
2-7 A Northwestern L 11-22
2-14 H Virginia Tech W 34-0
2-14 H Wisconsin W 20-11
2-14 H Toledo W 20-11
2-21 H Indiana State L 14-27
2-28 A Indiana W 22-11
1969
(6-7, 3-4 Big Ten)
1-11 H Ball State W 19-14
1-18 A Toledo L 16-18
1-25 H Northwestern L 5-24
2-1 H Purdue W 28-5
2-1 H Missouri L 12-15
2-1 H Michigan L 5-25
2-8 A North Carolina W 29-6
2-8 A Virginia Tech W 18-13
2-8 A Old Dominion L 13-19
2-15 A Iowa L 0-29
2-15 A Wisconsin L 8-21
2-15 A Purdue W 22-9
2-22 H Indiana W 18-15
1968
(5-6, 2-5 Big Ten)
1-6 H Illinois W 30-3
1-13 H E. Michigan W 21-16
1-13 H Indiana W 20-11
1-13 H Colorado State L 16-21
1-20 H Toledo W 22-11
1-27 A Northwestern L 6-22
2-10 A Michigan L 15-23
2-17 H Virginia Tech W 18-15
2-17 H Wisconsin L 14-19
2-17 H Iowa L 5-25
2-24 A Indiana L 14-23
1967
(4-6, 3-6 Big Ten)
1-7 A Illinois W 16-15
1-14 A Michigan State L 0-37
1-21 A Iowa L 6-25
1-21 A Michigan L 6-27
2-4 H Purdue W 21-16
2-11 A Bowling Green W 18-9
2-18 A Wisconsin W 18-8
2-18 A Iowa L 14-15
2-18 A Minnesota L 11-22
2-25 A Indiana L 13-18
1966
(8-2-1, 5-2-1 Big Ten)
1-8 H Illinois W 21-8
1-15 H Michigan State L 11-15
1-22 A Virginia Tech W 24-5
1-22 A Georgia W 26-13
1-22 A Georgia Tech W 24-5
1-29 A Northwestern W 18-13
2-5 A Purdue W 22-6
2-12 A Iowa W 14-11
2-12 A Minnesota L 11-17
2-19 H Wisconsin T 12-12
2-26 H Indiana W 14-13
1965
(5-8-1, 2-7-1 Big Ten)
12-20 A Waynesburg W 20-6
1-9 A Illinois W 24-8
1-16 A Indiana L 8-17
1-16 A Minnesota L 11-15
1-16 A Iowa L 12-15
1-30 A Michigan L 2-25
2-6 H Virginia Tech W 19-10
2-6 H Purdue W 16-12
2-6 H Pittsburgh L 11-15
2-13 H Michigan State L 3-23
2-20 A Wisconsin-Mil. W 26-0
2-20 A Wisconsin L 8-17
2-20 A Indiana T 13-13
2-27 A Indiana L 6-20
1964
(7-2, 2-2 Big Ten)
12-21 A West Virginia W 21-8
1-11 A N.C. State W 24-5
1-11 A Virginia Tech W 24-7
1-11 A North Carolina W 24-5
1-24 H Illinois W 21-10
1-25 H Northwestern L 5-20
2-8 H Michigan L 10-19
2-15 A Kent State W 20-8
2-29 H Indiana W 16-12
1963
(5-8, 2-7 Big Ten)
1-5 A Illinois L 11-21
1-12 A Iowa L 8-17
1-12 A Minnesota L 8-19
1-12 A Wisconsin L 7-19
1-19 H Michigan State L 8-19
1-24 H Oklahoma L 8-21
2-2 H Purdue W 16-11
2-2 H Virginia Tech W 23-5
2-2 H Hiram W 24-7
2-9 A Michigan L 9-21
2-16 H Kent State W 20-8
2-23 A Northwestern L 12-16
3-2 H Indiana W 16-13
1962
(7-1-1, 3-1-1 Big Ten)
1-6 H Wisconsin W 15-14
1-6 H West Virginia W 17-11
1-6 H Bowling Green W 18-8
1-10 A Ohio W 18-6
1-20 H Michigan L 3-23
1-27 H Northwestern W 14-11
2-10 A Michigan State T 14-14
2-17 A Army W 14-11
2-24 A Indiana W 19-11
1961
(3-4, 2-4 Big Ten)
1-7 H Wisconsin W 29-8
1-14 H Michigan State L 5-30
1-21 A Michigan L 5-30
1-28 A Northwestern W 21-16
2-4 H Purdue L 16-19
2-18 H West Virginia W 20-8
2-25 A Indiana L 16-20
1960
(2-2-2, 1-2-2 Big Ten)
1-16 H Michigan  L 6-24
1-23 A Michigan State L 6-26
1-30 H Indiana W 16-12
2-6 A Purdue T 12-12
2-13 H Northwestern T 19-19
2-20 H West Virginia W 9-21
1959
(0-6, 0-5 Big Ten)
1-17 A Northwestern L 9-15
1-24 A Indiana L 8-20
1-31 H Northern Illinois L 3-25
2-7 H Purdue L 12-15
2-14 H Michigan State L 6-22
- - Michigan L 3-27
1958
(3-2-1, 1-2-1 Big Ten)
1-25 A Michigan State L 6-22
2-1 H Indiana L 15-17
2-8 A Purdue W 19-9
2-15 A Findlay W 20-6
2-22 A Bowling Green W 21-3
3-1 H Michigan  T 14-14
1957
(1-5, 0-4 Big Ten)
1-19 A Northwestern L 11-17
1-26 A Michigan State L 5-24
2-2 A Penn State L 0-36
2-9 H Purdue L 10-21
2-15 H Bowling Green W 17-11
3-2 H Waynesburg L 12-18
1956
(3-5, 2-5 Big Ten)
1-7 A Miami (Ohio) W 27-3
1-14 A Indiana L 7-31
1-21 H Northwestern W 24-15
1-28 A Michigan State L 9-29
2-4 H Penn State L 0-34
2-11 A Purdue L 14-18
2-18 A Illinois L 14-24
2-25 H Michigan W 24-15
1955
(3-6, 2-5 Big Ten)
1-8 H Miami (Ohio) W 21-13
1-15 A Waynesburg L 11-16
1-20 H Indiana L 13-14
1-29 H Michigan State W 16-14
2-5 H Illinois L 8-22
2-12 H Purdue W 19-13
2-18 A Northwestern L 11-17
2-19 A Wisconsin L 6-18
2-26 A Michigan L 5-27
1954
(2-6, 0-6 Big Ten)
1-9 H Findlay W 29-3
1-16 H Baldwin Wallace W 28-8
1-30 A Michigan State L 6-20
2-6 A Illinois L 9-21
2-13 H Purdue L 0-30
2-20 H Wisconsin L 11-17
2-22 A Indiana L 9-15
2-27 H Michigan L 9-15
1953
(0-6, 0-5 Big Ten)
12-13 H Indiana L 13-16
1-17 H Michigan State L 5-20
1-31 A Pittsburgh L 7-24
2-7 A Wisconsin L 11-15
2-14 H Purdue L 6-20
2-28 A Michigan  L 9-25
1952
(4-4, 4-3 Big Ten)
-  Indiana W 14-11
-  Minnesota W 19-8
1-26 A Michigan State L 11-16
1-29 A Illinois L 10-18
2-2 A Northwestern W 18-12
2-9 H Pittsburgh L 10-18
2-16 A Purdue W 19-8
3-1 H Michigan L 10-16
1951
(7-0-1, 6-0-1 Big Ten)
1-6 A Northwestern W 25-5
1-13 A Illinois W 14-12
1-20 A Minnesota W 21-8
1-27 H Michigan State W 19-11
2-3 H Wisconsin W 16-11
2-10 A Pittsburgh W 21-8
2-17 H Purdue W 23-3
2-24 A Michigan T 12-12
1950
(7-1-1, 5-1-1 Big Ten)
1-7 H Pittsburgh W 24-7
1-14 H Bowling Green W 32-0
1-21 A Minnesota W 17-15
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1-21 A Indiana W 26-8
1-28 A Michigan State W 18-6
2-4 A Wisconsin W 17-9
2-11 H Illinois W 17-11
2-18 A Purdue T 12-12
2-25 H Michigan L 13-14
1949
(3-5, 2-5 Big Ten)
1-15 H Bowling Green W 24-6
1-22 H Michigan State L 0-28
1-29 A Northwestern W 18-11
1-29 A Minnesota L 11-18
2-5 A Indiana W 16-11
2-12 A Illinois L 13-16
2-19 H Purdue L 8-21
2-26 A Michigan L 11-16
1948
(3-3-2, 2-3-2 Big Ten)
1-17 A Ohio W 24-8
1-24 H Michigan State L 0-24
1-31 A Minnesota W 21-6
1-31 A Northwestern W 24-10
2-7 H Indiana L 15-19
2-14 H Illinois L 15-24
2-21 A Purdue T 17-17
2-28 H Michigan T 14-14
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vs. all-time opponents
Opponent W L T First Last Last Score Streak
American 1 0 0 1998 1998 35-11 W 1
Anderson 1 0 0 2007 2007 44-3 W 1
Appalachian State 1 0 0 2007 2007 30-12 W 1
Arizona State 1 2 0 1985 2010 32-7 W 1
Army 2 0 0 1962 1990 22-8 W 2
Ashland 20 1 0 1971 2007 25-15 W 2
Athletes in Action 0 1 0 1974 1974 9-36 L 1
Augsburg 2 0 0 1992 1996 28-6 W 2
Augustana 1 0 0 1974 1974 34-6 W 1
Baldwin-Wallace 1 0 0 1954 1954 28-8 W 1
Ball State 6 1 0 1969 1982 32-20 W 3
Binghampton 2 0 0 2000 2001 47-0 W 2
Bloomsburg 2 0 0 2004 2005  18-17 W 2
Boston 2 0 0 1990 2000 27-10 W 2
Bowling Green 8 0 0 1949 1975 27-8 W 8
Brockport State 1 0 0 1993 1993 42-0 W 1
Broward CC 1 0 0 1980 1980 54-0 W 1
Brown 3 0 0 1990 2000 26-15 W 3
Bucknell 1 0 0 1998 1998 30-9 W 1
Buffalo 6 0 0 1977 2002 25-9 W 6
California (Pa.) 4 0 0 1992 1995 55-0 W 4
Cal Poly  2 1 0 1981 1990 32-8 W 2
Cal State Bakersfi eld 1 0 0 1988 1988 20-14 W 1
Cal State Fullerton 4 0 0 1981 1993 42-10 W 4
Cal State Long Beach 1 0 0 1978 1978 41-4 W 1
Chico State 1 0 0 1988 1988 40-3 W 1
Capital 5 0 0 1982 1984 30-8 W 5
Carson-Newman 1 0 0 1989 1989 35-9 W 1
Case Western 2 0 0 1930 1931 15-13 W 2
Central Michigan 3 2 1 1980 2008 16-19 L 2
Central State 0 1 0 1972 1972 18-25 L 1
Chattanooga 4 3 1 1989 2007 16-19 L 2
Chicago 4 0 0 1922 1925 16-7 W 4
Cincinnati 8 0 0 1921 1982 45-6 W 8
Cincinnati YMCA 2 0 0 1937 1938 31-10 W 2
Clarion 13 12 0 1977 2003 25-18 W 5
Clemson 4 0 0 1989 1995 24-12 W 4
Cleveland State 22 13 2 1971 2009 51-3 W 2
Cleveland YMCA 1 0 0 1934 1934 21-19 W 1
Coe College 1 0 0 1984 1984 38-3 W 1
Colorado 1 0 0 1978 1978 21-15 W 1
Colorado State 0 1 0 1968 1968 16-21 L 1
Columbia 1 0 0 2010 2010 37-0 W 1
Columbus YMCA 1 0 0 1944 1944 26-10 W 1
Cornell 6 6 1 1929 2011 6-27 L 1
Cornell College 3 0 0 1979 1986 45-4 W 3
Cumberland 1 0 0 2007 2007 39-16 W 1
Cuyahoga CC 5 0 0 1992 1997 37-7 W 5
Delaware 1 0 0 1998 1998 48-0 W 1
Delaware State 1 0 0 1991 1991 47-0 W 1
Drake 4 0 0 1978 1986 23-20 W 4
Drexel 5 1 0 1996 2005 21-10 W 5
Duquesne 3 0 0 1994 1997 42-12 W 3
Eastern Illinois 1 0 0 2002 2002 41-3 W 1
Eastern Michigan 4 0 0 1968 2002 40-0 W 4
Edinboro 8 3 0 1985 2010 31-14 W 5
Evansville 1 0 0 1976 1976 30-14 W 1
Findlay 8 0 0 1941 2009 42-3 W 8
Florida International 1 0 0 1975 1975 24-12 W 1
Franklin College 1 0 0 1975 1975 28-12 W 1
Franklin & Marshall 0 1 0 1940 1940 11-17 L 1
Opponent W L T First Last Last Score Streak
Fresno State 4 1 0 1982 1994 10-30 L 1
George Mason 1 0 0 2010 2010 46-0 W 1 
Georgia 1 0 0 1966 1966 26-13 W 1
Georgia State 1 0 0 1995 1995 23-13 W 1
Georgia Tech 1 0 0 1966 1966 24-5 W 1
Grand Valley State 1 0 0 1986 1986 25-20 W 1
Harvard 1 0 0 1998 1998 19-17 W 1
Hiram 1 0 0 1963 1963 24-7 W 1
Hofstra 4 0 0 1980 2010 32-6 W 4
Illinois 30 33 0 1922 2011 12-21 L 1
Illinois State 2 0 0 1976 1995 27-8 W 2
Indiana 45 34 2 1922 2010 22-13 W 4
Indiana State 5 2 0 1970 1983 20-19 W 1
Iowa 2 37 0 1929 2011 3-33 L 35
Iowa State 0 9 0 1978 2010 9-23          L 9
James Madison 1 0 0 1995 1995 34-6 W 1
John Carroll 3 2 0 1972 1984 33-12 W 2
Kent State 11 6 0 1930 2009 20-15 W 2
Kentucky 2 0 0 1923 1983 31-14 W 2
Lakeland CC 1 0 0 1983 1983 33-11 W 1
Lehigh 2 1 0 2001 2009 22-12 W 1
Liberty 2 0 0 1987 1994 32-10 W 2
Lincoln Junior College 1 0 0 1986 1986 55-0 W 1
Lock Haven 5 1 0 1987 2002 37-3 W 4
Louisiana State 1 2 0 1980 1985 9-25 L 1
M.A.C. 1 0 0 1925 1925 13-7 W 1
Mankato State 1 1 0 1977 1979 20-30 L 1
Marquette 2 0 0 1988 2001 45-3 W 2
Miami (Ohio)  5 1 0 1955 1996 29-6 W 2
Michigan 16 62 3 1924 2011 9-27 L 1
Michigan Aggies 3 0 0 1923 1927 19-6 W 3
Michigan State 24 40 1 1926 2011 19-16 W 4
Minnesota 14 32 2 1927 2011 9-31 L 1
Missouri 5 7 0 1969 2009 23-19 W 1
Morgan State 1 0 0 1992 1992 42-4 W 1
Muskingum 1 0 0 1989 1989 56-0 W 1
Navy 2 1 0 1943 1999 27-6 W 2
Navy Pier 0 1 0 1944 1944 8-22 L 1
Nebraska 1 6 0 1991 2010 11-24 L 6
Nebraska-Omaha 1 1 0 1975 1978 34-6 W 1
Nevada 2 0 0 1982 1983 43-6 W 2
New Mexico 1 0 0 1980 1980 43-3 W 1
North Carolina 4 6 0 1964 2006 13-28 L 1
North Carolina State 2 0 1 1964 1993 27-15 W 1
Northern Illinois 5 1 1 1959 2003 20-20 T 1
Northern Iowa 7 7 0 1978 2011 19-20 L 1
Northern Kentucky 1 0 0 1975 1975 42-6 W 1
Northern Michigan 1 0 0 1986 1986 33-11 W 1
Northwestern 39 29 1 1924 2011 13-27 L 1
Notre Dame 5 2 0 1979 1992 32-9 W 2
Notre Dame College 3 0 0 2008 2009 37-3 W 3
Ohio 32 5 1 1921 2007 45-3 W 2
Oklahoma 3 4 0 1963 2004 12-30 L 1
Oklahoma State 1 2 0 1979 2003 14-23 L 1
Old Dominion 3 1 0 1969 1986 32-12 W 3
Oregon 0 1 0 1993 1993 12-25 L 1
Oregon State 4 4 0 1977 2000 16-22 L 2
Penn 0 1 0 2006 2006 15-23 L 1
Penn State 11 14 0 1956 2010 3-42 L 1
Pittsburgh 10 9 0 1950 2010 17-18 L 1
Pittsburgh Johnstown 0 1 0 1998 1998 10-27 L 1
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vs. all-time opponents
Opponent W L T First Last Last Score Streak
Princeton 1 1 0 1976 1984 28-9 W 1
Purdue 47 23 7 1921 2010 35-6 W 4
Rider 2 2 0 1984 2001 24-13 W 1
Rutgers 2 0 1 1984 2007 37-0 W 2
San Francisco State 2 0 0 1982 1988 39-8 W 2
San Jose State 0 1 0 1982 1982 16-33 L 1
Shippensburg 1 0 0 1987 1987 40-8 W 1
Southern Connecticut 1 0 0 1984 1984 41-6 W 1
Southern Illinois 0 1 0 1974 1974 9-30 L 1
Southern Oregon  1 0 0 1933 1993 27-6 W 1
Syracuse 0 1 0 1986 1986 14-24 L 1
Tampa 1 0 0 1976 1976 37-6 W 1
Tennessee 1 0 0 1983 1983 18-16 W 1
The Citadel 1 0 0 2006 2006 38-10 W 1
Toledo 10 1 0 1968 1994 30-12 W 9
Villanova 1 0 0 1987 1987 37-9 W 1
Virginia 4 0 0 1973 2006 28-10 W 4
Virginia Tech 11 1 0 1963 2006 38-10 W 1
Waynesburg 1 2 0 1955 1965 20-6 W 1
West Point 2 0 0 1984 1984 26-17 W 2
West Virginia 13 5 0 1929 2008 29-9 W 4
Western Michigan 1 0 0 1975 1975 26-6 W 1
Wheaton 1 0 0 1945 1945 24-10 W 1
Wilkes 1 0 0 1984 1984 27-10 W 1
Wisconsin 18 28 1 1925 2011 18-23 L 1
Wisconsin-Milwaukee 1 0 0 1965 1965 26-0 W 1
Wittenberg 1 0 0 1984 1984 36-5 W 1
Wright State 1 0 0 1987 1987 37-8 W 1
UNC Greensboro 1 0 0 2007 2007 39-6 W 1
2011-12 opponents in bold
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American: 1-0 
12-20-1998 N American (at Clarion Duals) ........................ W 35-11
Anderson: 1-9
11-10-2007 N Anderson (UTC Duals)  ................................ W 44-3
Appalachian State: 1-0
1-21-2007 A Appalachian State (at Wendy’s Classic) ..... W 30-12
Arizona State: 1-2
1-5-1985 H Arizona State ................................................ L 19-25
1-26-1990 H Arizona State ................................................ L 15-19
1-9-2010 N Arizona State (at National Duals) ............... W 32-7
Army: 2-0
2-17-62 A Army............................................................. W 14-11
1-6-90 N Army (at Brown) ........................................... W 22-8
Ashland: 20-1
2-6-1971 H Ashland ........................................................ W 28-8
2-5-1972 H Ashland ........................................................ W 22-18
1-12-1974 H Ashland ........................................................ W 37-6
1-31-1976 H Ashland ........................................................ W 32-9
1-31-1982 H Ashland  ....................................................... W 26-7
2-9-1983 H Ashland ........................................................ W 31-9
12-14-1985 A Ashland ........................................................ W 23-20
2-14-1987 H Ashland ........................................................ W 20-17
1-19-1990 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 39-4
1-20-1991 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 38-5
1-19-1992 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 37-5
1-17-1993 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 47-0
1-16-1994 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 31-12
1-15-1995 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic)  ..................... W 37-3
1-14-1996 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic)  ..................... W 47-0
1-19-1997 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 25-10
1-18-1998 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 25-12
1-16-1999 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 30-6
1-16-2000 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ....................... L 16-19
1-14-2001 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 43-0
1-17-2007 A Ashland (at Wendy’s Classic) ...................... W 25-15
Athletes in Action: 0-1
2-23-1974 H Athletes in Action ......................................... L 9-36
Augsburg: 2-0
2-8-1992 N Augsburg (at National Duals) ...................... W 32-12
1-20-1996 N Augsburg (at National Duals) ...................... W 28-6
Augustana: 1-0
1-26-1974 A Augustana.................................................... W 34-6
Baldwin Wallace: 1-0
1-16-1954 H Baldwin Wallace ......................................... W 28-8
Ball State: 6-1
1-11-1969 H Ball State ..................................................... W 19-14
1-10-1970 A Ball State ..................................................... W 30-8
1-9-1971 H Ball State ..................................................... W 29-11
1-29-1972 H Ball State ...................................................... L 16-25
1-27-1973 H Ball State ..................................................... W 30-12
1-25-1981 H Ball State ..................................................... W 27-19
1-24-1982 H Ball State ..................................................... W 32-20
Binghamton: 2-0
1-16-2000 N Binghamton (at Wendy’s Classic) ................ W 37-9
1-14-2001 N Binghamton (at Wendy’s Classic) ................ W 47-0
Bloomsburg: 2-0
1-3-2004 H Bloomsburg (Buckeye Duals) ....................... W 25-13
1-8-2005 H Bloomsburg (Buckeye Duals) ....................... W 18-17
Boise State: 1-0
1-10-2009 N Boise State (at National Duals) ................... W 21-12
Boston: 2-0
1-6-1990 N Boston (at Brown) ........................................ W 28-10
1-8-2000 H Boston .......................................................... W 27-10
Bowling Green: 8-0
1-15-1949 H Bowling Green ............................................. W 24-6
1-14-1950 H Bowling Green ............................................. W 32-0
2-15-1957 H Bowling Green ............................................. W 17-11
2-22-1958 A Bowling Green ............................................. W 21-3
1-6-1962 H Bowling Green ............................................. W 18-8
2-11-1967 A Bowling Green ............................................. W 18-9
12-2-1972 A Bowling Green ............................................. W 17-14
2-22-1975 H Bowling Green ............................................. W 27-8
Brockport State: 1-0
1-23-1993 N Brockport State (at National Duals) ............ W 42-0
Broward Community College: 1-0
12-19-1980 A Broward Community College ....................... W 54-0
Brown: 3-0
1-6-1990 A Brown........................................................... W 42-2
1-9-1999 A Brown........................................................... W 25-12
1-23-2000 H Brown........................................................... W 26-15
Bucknell: 1-0
12-20-1998 N Bucknell (at Clarion Duals) .......................... W 30-9
Buffalo: 6-0
2-12-1977 H Buffalo ......................................................... W 19-16
1-17-1993 N Buffalo (at Wendy’s Classic) ........................ W 51-0
1-16-1994 N Buffalo (at Wendy’s Classic) ........................ W 39-6
1-15-1995 N Buffalo (at Wendy’s Classic) ........................ W 35-9
1-6-2001 H Buffalo (Buckeye Duals) .............................. W 31-6
1-5-2002 H Buffalo (Buckeye Duals) .............................. W 25-9
California of Pennsylvania: 4-0
1-19-1992 N California of Penn (at Wendy’s Classic) ...... W 35-6
1-17-1993 N California of Penn (at Wendy’s Classic) ...... W 38-9
1-16-1994 N California of Penn (at Wendy’s Classic) ...... W 37-8
1-15-1995 N California of Penn (at Wendy’s Classic) ...... W 55-0
Cal Poly: 2-1
12-14-1981 A Cal Poly ......................................................... L 6-24
12-16-1988 A Cal Poly ........................................................ W 23-16
1-20-1990 H Cal Poly ........................................................ W 32-8
Cal State Bakersfi eld: 1-0
12-17-1988 A Cal State Bakersfi eld ................................... W 20-14
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Cal State Fullerton: 4-0
12-15-1981 A Cal State Fullerton ....................................... W 35-9
12-21-1988 N Cal State Fullerton (at Fresno State) ........... W 19-18
1-20-1990 H Cal State Fullerton ....................................... W 30-6
12-30-1993 N Cal State Fullerton (at Oregon State) .......... W 42-10
Cal State Long Beach: 1-0
12-20-1978 A Cal State Long Beach .................................. W 41-4
Chico State: 1-0
12-21-1988 N Chico State (at Fresno State) ...................... W 40-3
Capital: 5-0
2-1-1982 A Capital.......................................................... W 25-21
2-9-1983 H Capital.......................................................... W 44-2
12-2-1983 H Capital.......................................................... W 37-3
1-24-1984 A Capital.......................................................... W 24-9
11-30-1984 A Capital.......................................................... W 30-8
Carson-Newman: 1-0
11-24-1989 N Carson-Newman (at Chattanooga) .............. W 35-9
Case Western: 2-0
1-11-1930 A Case Western .............................................. W 28-0
1-17-1931 - Case Western .............................................. W 15-13
Central Michigan: 3-2-1
1-3-1980 H Central Michigan ......................................... W 24-16
1-24-1987 N Central Michigan (at Purdue) ...................... W 22-21
2-29-1992 N Central Michigan (at Northwestern) ........... W 24-14
1-4-1998 A Central Michigan .......................................... T 17-17
2-15-2004 H Central Michigan  ......................................... L 14-21
1-12/13-2008 N Central Michigan (National Duals) ............... L 16-19
Central State: 0-1
2-5-1972 H Central State................................................. L 18-25
Chattanooga: 4-3-1
2-10-1989 H Chattanooga ................................................. T 18-18
11-24-1989 A Chattanooga ................................................ W 31-9
1-4-1998 N Chattanooga (at Central Michigan) ............. W 33-3
1-8-2000 H Chattanooga ................................................ W 27-9
1-5-2003 H Chattanooga (Buckeye Duals) ..................... W 32-8
1-10-2004 A Chattanooga ................................................. L 19-25
12-17-2006 H Chattanooga ................................................. L 13-28
11-10-2007 N Chattanooga ................................................. L 16-19
Chicago: 4-0
2-22-1922 - Chicago ........................................................ W 28-24
1923 - Chicago ........................................................ W 20-3
3-8-1924 - Chicago ........................................................ W 16-10
1925 - Chicago ........................................................ W 16-7
Cincinnati: 7-0
2-12-1921 - Cincinnati ..................................................... W 55-17
3-9-1922 - Cincinnati ..................................................... W 46-0
1926 - Cincinnati ..................................................... W 32-0
1-31-1976 H Cincinnati ..................................................... W 24-15
2-12-1977 H Cincinnati ..................................................... W 32-8
12-5-1980 H Cincinnati ..................................................... W 47-3
1-10-1982 H Cincinnati ..................................................... W 45-6
Cincinnati YMCA: 1-0
1-9-1937 A Cincinnati YMCA  ........................................ W 34-0
Clarion: 13-12
12-15-1977 A Clarion .......................................................... L 17-23
1-10-1979 H Clarion ......................................................... W 22-20
1979-80 - Clarion .......................................................... L 6-39
1-7-1982 H Clarion ......................................................... W 24-13
12-18-1982 A Clarion .......................................................... L 17-21
12-14-1983 H Clarion .......................................................... L 15-32
12-13-1984 H Clarion .......................................................... L 17-24
1-28-1986 H Clarion........................................................... L 16-29
12-16-1986 A Clarion........................................................... L 15-17
12-11-1987 H Clarion.......................................................... W 32-0
12-9-1988 A Clarion.......................................................... W 23-21
12-8-1989 H Clarion.......................................................... W 19-14
12-8-1990 A Clarion.......................................................... W 18-16
12-14-1991 H Clarion........................................................... L 15-22
12-12-1992 A Clarion.......................................................... W 22-17
12-11-1993 H Clarion........................................................... L 10-24
12-3-1994 A Clarion........................................................... L 11-23
12-9-1995 H Clarion.......................................................... W 21-19
1-20-1996 N Clarion (at National Duals) ........................... L 15-27
12-15-1996 A Clarion........................................................... L 18-23
1-17-1998 H Clarion.......................................................... W 23-17
12-20-1998 A Clarion.......................................................... W 18-16
1-8-2000 H Clarion.......................................................... W 23-14
12-16-2001 A Clarion (at National Duals) .......................... W 45-0
12-15-2003 A Clarion (at Clarion Duals) ............................ W 25-18
Clemson: 4-0
11-24-1989 N Clemson (at Chattanooga) ........................... W 27-12
12-17-1992 H Clemson ....................................................... W 22-17
1-22-1994 N Clemson (at Nebraska) ................................ W 20-15
2-4-1995 A Clemson  ...................................................... W 24-12
Cleveland State: 22-13-2
2-6-1971 H Cleveland State ........................................... W 25-9
1-29-1972 H Cleveland State ............................................ L 15-23
1-27-1973 H Cleveland State ........................................... W 21-15
2-9-1974 H Cleveland State ............................................ L 6-27
1-11-1975 A Cleveland State ............................................ L 12-21
1-12-1976 H Cleveland State ............................................ T 17-17
1-8-1977 A Cleveland State ............................................ L 16-19
2-1-1978 H Cleveland State ............................................ L 13-20
1-31-1979 A Cleveland State ............................................ L 21-23
1-30-1980 H Cleveland State ............................................ L 19-26
2-4-1981 A Cleveland State ........................................... W 23-20
2-12-1982 H Cleveland State ............................................ T 20-20
12-21-1982 A Cleveland State ............................................ L 16-28
2-11-1983 H Cleveland State ........................................... W 20-17
12-19-1983 A Cleveland State ............................................ L 17-23
2-8-1984 H Cleveland State ............................................ L 9-32
12-12-1984 A Cleveland State ........................................... W 27-12
12-17-1985 H Cleveland State ............................................ L 17-19
12-14-1986 A Cleveland State ............................................ L 15-18
12-13-1987 H Cleveland State ........................................... W 28-12
12-11-1988 A Cleveland State ........................................... W 17-15
12-10-1989 H Cleveland State ........................................... W 27-9
12-9-1990 A Cleveland State ........................................... W 30-6
1-25-1992 H Cleveland State ........................................... W 31-13
11-13-1993 A Cleveland State ........................................... W 32-8
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1-27-1996 A Cleveland State ........................................... W 35-3
1-19-1997 N Cleveland State (at Wendy’s Classic) .......... W 40-7
1-18-1998 N Cleveland State (at Wendy’s Classic) .......... W 33-6
1-16-1999 N Cleveland State (at Wendy’s Classic) .......... W 23-10
1-16-2000 N Cleveland State (at Wendy’s Classic) .......... W 24-19
1-6-2001 H Cleveland State (at Wendy’s Classic) .......... W 39-3
1-12-2002 A Cleveland State ........................................... W 29-4
1-5-2003 H Cleveland State ........................................... W 22-14
1-8-2005 H Cleveland State (at Wendy’s Classic) .......... W 33-3
1-7-2006 A Cleveland State ............................................ L 18-25
11-16-2008 H Cleveland State ........................................... W 35-13
11-22-2009 H Cleveland State (Buckeye Duals) ................ W 51-3
Coe College: 1-0
1-7-1984 A Coe College.................................................. W 38-3
Colorado: 1-0
1-11-1978 H Colorado....................................................... W 21-15
Colorado State: 0-1
1-13-1968 H Colorado State .............................................. L 16-21
Columbia: 1-0
1-3-2010 A Columbia ...................................................... W 37-0
Columbus YMCA: 1-0
1-22-1944 H Columbus YMCA ......................................... W 26-10
Cornell: 6-6-1
3-2-1929 H Cornell.......................................................... W 15-13
2-15-1930 A Cornell.......................................................... W 21-11
3-6-1931 - Cornell........................................................... T 14-14
3-5-1932 - Cornell........................................................... L 13-17
1-10-1998 N Cornell (at Virginia Duals) ............................. L 14-15
1-19-2003 N Cornell (at National Duals) .......................... W 28-12
1-26-2003 A Cornell.......................................................... W 22-15
1-17-2004 N Cornell (at National Duals) ........................... L 20-21
1-16-2005 A Cornell........................................................... L 9-27
11-26-2006 A Cornell.......................................................... W 18-17
1-10-2009 N Cornell (at National Duals) ........................... L 16-17
1-9-2010 N Cornell (at National Duals) .......................... W 27-14
1-8-2011 N Cornell (at National Duals) ........................... L 6-27
Cornell College: 3-0
11-30-1979 A Cornell College ............................................ W 43-3
12-4-1981 A Cornell College ............................................ W 40-4
2-8-1986 A Cornell College ............................................ W 45-4
Cumberland: 1-0
11-10-2007 N Cumberland (Chattanooga Duals) ............... W 39-16
Cuyahoga Community College: 5-0
1-25-1992 H Cuyahoga Community College .................... W 39-5
1-15-1993 H Cuyahoga Community College .................... W 47-3
1-9-1994 A Cuyahoga Community College .................... W 24-10
1-27-1996 H Cuyahoga Community College .................... W 43-0
1-12-1997 H Cuyahoga Community College .................... W 37-7
Delaware: 1-0
1-17-1998 H Delaware ..................................................... W 48-0
Delaware State: 1-0
1-20-1991 N Delaware State (at Wendy’s Classic) .......... W 47-0
Drake: 4-0
2-11-1978 A Drake............................................................ W 24-17
2-8-1980 A Drake............................................................ W 21-19
1-26-1985 A Drake............................................................ W 35-6
2-1-1986 A Drake............................................................ W 23-20
Drexel: 5-1
12-15-1996 N Drexel (at Clarion) ......................................... L 20-22
12-13-1998 A Drexel........................................................... W 19-17
1-6-2001 H Drexel (Buckeye Duals) ................................ W 29-6
12-15-2003 N Drexel (at Clarion Duals) ............................. W 24-15
1-5-2003 H Drexel (Buckeye Duals) ................................ W 34-3
1-8-2005 H Drexel (Buckeye Duals) ................................ W 21-10
Duquesne: 3-0
12-10-1994 H Duquesne ..................................................... W 37-9
1-14-1996 N Duquesne (at Wendy’s Classic) ................... W 24-9
1-19-1997 N Duquesne (at Wendy’s Classic) ................... W 42-12
Eastern Illinois: 1-0
1-5-2002 H Eastern Illinois (Buckeye Duals) .................. W 41-3
Eastern Michigan: 4-0
1-13-1968 H Eastern Michigan......................................... W 21-16
1-8-2000 H Eastern Michigan......................................... W 37-6
1-6-2001 H Eastern Michigan (Buckeye Duals) .............. W 35-6
1-5-2002 H Eastern Michigan (Buckeye Duals) .............. W 40-0
Edinboro: 8-3
2-2-1985 A Edinboro ....................................................W 29-12
1-17-1988 A Edinboro .....................................................L 17-18
1-21-1989 H Edinboro ....................................................W 20-15
12-3-1994 N Edinboro (at Clarion Duals) ........................L 18-22
2-4-1996 A Edinboro ....................................................W 21-12
2-9-1997 H Edinboro .....................................................L 9-25
1-24-1998 A Edinboro ....................................................W 19-18
2-14-2008 H Edinboro ....................................................W 23-13
12-14-2008 A Edinboro ....................................................W 19-12
12-13-2009 H Edinboro ....................................................W 34-12
12-12-2010 A Edinboro ....................................................W 31-14
Evansville: 1-0
2-7-1976 A Evansville ..................................................... W 30-14
Findlay: 8-0
1-11-1941 H Findlay.......................................................... W 20-6
1943 - Findlay.......................................................... W 34-0
1-9-1954 H Findlay.......................................................... W 29-3
2-15-1958 A Findlay.......................................................... W 20-6
1-28-1995 N Findlay (at Purdue) ....................................... W 31-6
12-11-2004 N Findlay (at All-Ohio Championships) ........... W 32-3
12-16-2007 N Findlay (Ohio Duals) ..................................... W 47-0
11-22-2009 H Findlay (Buckeye Duals) ............................... W 42-3
Florida International: 1-0
12-30-1975 A Florida International .................................... W 24-12
Franklin College: 1-0
1-25-1975 H Franklin College ........................................... W 28-12
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Fresno State: 4-1
12-15-1982 A Fresno State................................................. W 35-10
12-21-1988 A Fresno State................................................. W 33-12
1-20-1990 H Fresno State................................................. W 33-3
1-24-1993 N Fresno State (at National Duals) ................. W 18-14
1-22-1994 N Fresno State (at National Duals) .................. L 10-30
George Mason: 1-0
1-3-2010 A George Mason ............................................. W 46-0
Georgia: 1-0
1-22-1966 A Georgia ........................................................ W 26-13
Georgia State: 1-0
2-4-1995 A Georgia State............................................... W 23-13
Georgia Tech: 1-0
1-22-1966 A Georgia Tech ................................................ W 24-5
Grand Valley State: 1-0
1-4-1986 A Grand Valley State ....................................... W 25-20
Harvard: 1-0
1-4-1998 N Harvard (at Central Michigan) ..................... W 19-17
Hiram: 1-0
2-2-1963 H Hiram ........................................................... W 24-7
Hofstra: 4-0
1-9-1980 H Hofstra ......................................................... W 26-13
1-25-2008 N Hofstra ......................................................... W 25-16
1-20-2009 N Hofstra (at National Duals) ......................... W 19-13 
1-3-2010 A Hofstra ......................................................... W 32-6
Illinois: 30-33
1-14-1922 - Illinois ........................................................... L 22-30
1923 - Illinois .......................................................... W 14-13
3-1-1924 - Illinois ........................................................... L 8-9
1925 - Illinois ........................................................... L 6-14
1926 - Illinois ........................................................... L 6-8
2-15-1936 A Illinois ........................................................... L 11-19
2-13-1937 A Illinois ........................................................... L 5-25
2-5-1941 H Illinois .......................................................... W 14-12
2-14-1942 A Illinois ........................................................... L 9-15
1943 - Illinois ........................................................... L 6-28
2-12-1944 A Illinois .......................................................... W 17-11
3-2-1946 H Illinois ........................................................... L 9-19
3-1-1947 A Illinois ........................................................... L 6-24
2-14-1948 H Illinois ........................................................... L 15-24
2-12-1949 A Illinois ........................................................... L 13-16
2-11-1950 H Illinois .......................................................... W 17-11
1-13-1951 A Illinois .......................................................... W 14-12
1-29-1952 A Illinois ........................................................... L 10-18
2-6-1954 A Illinois ........................................................... L 9-21
2-5-1955 H Illinois ........................................................... L 8-22
2-18-1956 A Illinois ........................................................... L 14-24
1-5-1963 A Illinois ........................................................... L 11-21
1-24-1964 H Illinois .......................................................... W 21-10
1-9-1965 A Illinois .......................................................... W 24-8
1-8-1966 H Illinois .......................................................... W 21-8
1-7-1967 A Illinois .......................................................... W 16-15
1-6-1968 H Illinois .......................................................... W 30-3
1-17-1970 H Illinois .......................................................... W 18-16
1-16-1971 A Illinois .......................................................... W 23-8
1-15-1972 H Illinois ........................................................... L 12-30
1-13-1973 A Illinois .......................................................... W 19-18
1-12-1974 H Illinois ........................................................... L 18-23
1-18-1975 A Illinois .......................................................... W 20-14
1-24-1976 A Illinois ........................................................... L 12-22
1-13-1979 A Illinois .......................................................... W 23-18
1-13-1980 H Illinois .......................................................... W 26-9
1-11-1981 A Illinois .......................................................... W 26-8
1-10-1982 H Illinois ........................................................... L 16-18
1-9-1983 A Illinois .......................................................... W 26-16
1-31-1984 H Illinois .......................................................... W 26-14
2-3-1985 H Illinois ........................................................... L 20-27
1-19-1986 A Illinois .......................................................... W 19-18
1-24-1986 N Illinois (at Purdue) ........................................ W 19-17
1-12-1988 H Illinois .......................................................... W 31-6
1-27-1989 N Illinois (at Indianapolis) ............................... W 29-15
2-3-1989 A Illinois .......................................................... W 26-18
1-26-1990 H Illinois .......................................................... W 35-3
1-25-1991 A Illinois .......................................................... W 40-6
2-29-1992 N Illinois (at Northwestern) ............................ W 27-13
2-13-1994 H Illinois .......................................................... W 24-6
1-29-1995 N Illinois (at Purdue) ......................................... L 5-30
2-24-1996 H Illinois ........................................................... L 9-22
1-25-1997 A Illinois ........................................................... L 6-34
2-22-1998 H Illinois ........................................................... L 8-28
1-23-2000 H Illinois ........................................................... L 3-36
2-18-2001 A Illinois ........................................................... L 6-25
2-13-2003 H Illinois ........................................................... L 15-22
2-13-2004 A Illinois ........................................................... L 14-19
1-29-2006 H Illinois ........................................................... L 12-27
2-18-2007 A Illinois ........................................................... L 18-19
2-15-2009 H Illinois .......................................................... W 26-13
2-12-2010 A Illinois .......................................................... W 38-3
2-4-2011 A Illinois ........................................................... L 12-21
Illinois State: 2-0
1-6-1995 H Illinois State................................................. W 27-8
1-28-1976 N Illinois State (at Purdue) .............................. W 25-12
Indiana: 45-34-2
2-18-1922 - Indiana .......................................................... L 22-32
1923 - Indiana ......................................................... W 14-11
2-22-1924 - Indiana .......................................................... L 6-8
1926 - Indiana ......................................................... W 15-2
1927 - Indiana .......................................................... L 7.5-17.5
1928 - Indiana ......................................................... W 15.5-7.5
2-2-1929 A Indiana .......................................................... L 8-22
3-1-1930 H Indiana .......................................................... L 11-15
2-28-1931 - Indiana .......................................................... L 3-25
2-6-1932 - Indiana .......................................................... L 0-26
1-25-1936 A Indiana .......................................................... L 9-17
1-23-1937 A Indiana .......................................................... L 8-24
2-15-1941 A Indiana .......................................................... L 11-15
3-7-1942 H Indiana ......................................................... W 22-6
1943 - Indiana .......................................................... L 6-20
1-29-1944 A Indiana ......................................................... W 20-14
1945 - Indiana .......................................................... L 3-27
2-23-1946 H Indiana .......................................................... L 8-19
2-22-1947 A Indiana ......................................................... W 14-12
2-7-1948 H Indiana .......................................................... L 15-19
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2-5-1949 A Indiana ......................................................... W 16-11
1-21-1950 A Indiana ......................................................... W 26-8
1952  Indiana ......................................................... W 14-11
12-13-1953 H Indiana .......................................................... L 13-16
2-22-1954 A Indiana .......................................................... L 9-15
1-20-1955 H Indiana .......................................................... L 13-14
1-14-1956 A Indiana .......................................................... L 7-31
2-1-1958 H Indiana .......................................................... L 15-17
1-24-1959 A Indiana .......................................................... L 8-20
1-30-1960 H Indiana ......................................................... W 16-12
2-25-1961 A Indiana .......................................................... L 16-20
2-24-1962 A Indiana ......................................................... W 19-11
3-2-1963 H Indiana ......................................................... W 16-13
2-29-1964 H Indiana ......................................................... W 16-12
1-16-1965 A Indiana .......................................................... L 8-17
2-20-1965 A Indiana .......................................................... T 13-13
2-27-1965 A Indiana .......................................................... L 6-20
2-26-1966 H Indiana ......................................................... W 14-13
2-25-1967 A Indiana .......................................................... L 13-18
1-13-1968 H Indiana ......................................................... W 20-11
2-24-1968 A Indiana .......................................................... L 14-23
2-22-1969 H Indiana ......................................................... W 18-15
2-28-1970 A Indiana ......................................................... W 22-11
2-27-1971 H Indiana ......................................................... W 17-14
2-19-1972 A Indiana .......................................................... L 15-28
2-16-1974 H Indiana ......................................................... W 28-10
2-15-1975 A Indiana ......................................................... W 24-16
2-14-1976 H Indiana ......................................................... W 22-16
2-19-1977 A Indiana .......................................................... T 18-18
1-14-1978 H Indiana ......................................................... W 31-9
1-13-1979 A Indiana ......................................................... W 26-14
1-12-1980 H Indiana ......................................................... W 22-20
1-12-1981 A Indiana ......................................................... W 23-20
1-29-1982 H Indiana ......................................................... W 25-17
1-29-1983 A Indiana ......................................................... W 22-18
1-27-1984 H Indiana ......................................................... W 33-13
2-22-1985 A Indiana ......................................................... W 27-22
12-14-1985 H Indiana .......................................................... L 17-23
1-31-1987 A Indiana ......................................................... W 19-15
1-16-1988 H Indiana ......................................................... W 25-10
1-13-1989 A Indiana .......................................................... L 12-22
1-13-1990 H Indiana .......................................................... L 14-25
1-18-1991 A Indiana ......................................................... W 31-9
1-25-1992 H Indiana ......................................................... W 31-6
1-30-1993 A Indiana ......................................................... W 23-8
1-8-1994 N  Indiana (at Northwestern) ............................ L 6-32
1-8-1995 A Indiana .......................................................... L 18-21
1-6-1996 H Indiana .......................................................... L 15-25
2-9-1997 H Indiana ......................................................... W 23-15
1-31-1998 A Indiana ......................................................... W 17-15
2-5-1999 H Indiana ......................................................... W 28-9
2-7-2000 A Indiana ......................................................... W 24-15
1-28-2001 H Indiana ......................................................... W 28-11
2-1-2002 A Indiana ......................................................... W 34-7
1-30-2003 H Indiana ......................................................... W 34-12
1-3-2004 H Indiana (Buckeye Duals) .............................. W 29-17
1-30-2005 H Indiana .......................................................... L 9-24
1-20-2006 A Indiana .......................................................... L 7-31
1-28-2007 H Indiana ......................................................... W 19-14
2-1-2008 A Indiana ......................................................... W 20-13
1-30-2009 H Indianan ....................................................... W 18-16
1-31-2010 A Indiana ......................................................... W 22-13
Indiana State: 5-2
2-21-1970 H Indiana State ................................................ L 14-27
1-7-1978 H Indiana State ............................................... W 21-15
2-7-1979 A Indiana State ............................................... W 24-16
1-26-1980 H Indiana State ............................................... W 33-12
1-10-1981 A Indiana State ............................................... W 23-20
1-24-1982 H Indiana State ................................................ L 15-26
1-27-1983 A Indiana State ............................................... W 20-19
Iowa: 2-37
3-9-1929 A Iowa ............................................................. W 13-12
1-12-1963 A Iowa .............................................................. L 8-17
1-16-1965 A Iowa .............................................................. L 12-15
2-12-1966 A Iowa ............................................................. W 14-11
1-21-1967 A Iowa .............................................................. L 6-25
2-18-1967 A Iowa .............................................................. L 14-15
2-17-1968 H Iowa .............................................................. L 5-25
2-15-1969 A Iowa .............................................................. L 0-29
2-13-1971 A Iowa .............................................................. L 13-26
11-30-1978 H Iowa .............................................................. L 0-43
11-29-1979 A Iowa .............................................................. L 10-39
2-9-1980 A Iowa .............................................................. L 0-47
12-4-1980 H Iowa .............................................................. L 3-45
12-3-1982 H Iowa .............................................................. L 7-34
12-3-1982 A Iowa .............................................................. L 0-52
1-8-1984 A Iowa .............................................................. L 15-31
12-9-1984 H Iowa .............................................................. L 2-41
2-9-1986 H Iowa .............................................................. L 0-46
12-6-1986 H Iowa .............................................................. L 16-29
2-7-1988 A Iowa .............................................................. L 10-28
12-4-1988 H Iowa .............................................................. L 12-25
1-27-1989 N Iowa (at Indianapolis)  .................................. L 8-33
2-4-1990 A Iowa .............................................................. L 5-36
12-2-1990 H Iowa .............................................................. L 5-35
1-11-1991 N Iowa (at National Duals) .............................. L 7-30
1-12-1991 N Iowa (at National Duals) .............................. L 2-43
2-9-1992 N Iowa (at Wendy’s Classic) ............................ L 8-35
1-24-1993 N Iowa (at National Duals) .............................. L 9-26
2-19-1993 A Iowa .............................................................. L 13-24
1-22-1999 H Iowa .............................................................. L 6-32
2-16-2001 A Iowa .............................................................. L 11-34
1-25-2002 H Iowa .............................................................. L 16-21
1-19-2003 N Iowa (at National Duals) .............................. L 10-34
2-20-2004 A Iowa .............................................................. L 18-23
2-5-2005 H Iowa .............................................................. L 6-30
2-16-2007 A Iowa .............................................................. L 12-25
1-18-2008 H Iowa .............................................................. L 10-24
2-19-2010 A Iowa .............................................................. L 3-32
1-22-2011 A Iowa .............................................................. L 3-33
Iowa State: 0-9
2-10-1978 A Iowa State .................................................... L 6-33
1-13-1979 A Iowa State .................................................... L 6-36
12-20-1983 H Iowa State .................................................... L 19-31
1-25-1985 H Iowa State .................................................... L 15-23
1-21-1996 N Iowa State (at National Duals) ..................... L 16-18
11-22-1998 H Iowa State .................................................... L 13-19
12-14-1999 A Iowa State .................................................... L 6-30
11-26-2000 H Iowa State .................................................... L 16-22
1-10-2010 N Iowa State (at National Duals) ..................... L 9-23
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James Madison: 1-0
2-4-1995 N James Madison (at Clemson) ...................... W 34-6
John Carroll: 3-2
12-2-1972 A John Carroll .................................................. L 14-23
1-31-1976 H John Carroll ................................................. W 20-18
2-17-1977 - John Carroll .................................................. L 16-25
2-14-1981 A John Carroll ................................................. W 30-15
1-28-1984 H John Carroll ................................................. W 33-12
Kent State: 11-6
2-1-1930 H Kent State .................................................... W 19-8
1-23-1932 - Kent State .................................................... W 23-3
2-1-1941 A Kent State ..................................................... L 9-15
1-31-1942 H Kent State ..................................................... L 12-14
2-16-1963 H Kent State .................................................... W 20-8
2-15-1964 A Kent State .................................................... W 20-8
2-21-1976 A Kent State ..................................................... L 18-21
12-3-1983 A Kent State .................................................... W 26-11
2-2-1985 H Kent State ..................................................... L 20-23
1-18-1998 N Kent State (at Wendy’s Classic) .................. W 25-7
1-16-1999 N Kent State (at Wendy’s Classic) .................. W 28-6
12-15-2003 N Kent State (at Clarion Duals) ....................... W 22-13
1-8-2005 H Kent State (Buckeye Duals) ......................... W 23-16
1-7-2006 A Kent State ..................................................... L 13-25
1-7-2007 H Kent State ..................................................... L 18-20
1-4-2008 A Kent State .................................................... W 27-6
1-4-2009 H Kent State .................................................... W 20-15
Kentucky: 2-0
1923 - Kentucky ...................................................... W 28-3
1-22-1983 H Kentucky ...................................................... W 31-14
Lakeland Community College: 1-0
2-9-1983 H Lakeland Community College ...................... W 33-11
Lehigh: 2-1
12-8-2001 A Lehigh (at Sheridan Duals) .......................... W 25-19
1-3-2004 H Lehigh (Buckeye Duals) ................................ L 17-22
11-20-2009 H Lehigh .......................................................... W 22-12
Liberty: 2-0
1-12-1987 N Liberty (at Lock Haven) ................................ W 29-10
1-9-1994 N Liberty (at Cuyahoga Community College) .. W 32-10
Lincoln Junior College: 1-0
2-10-1986 A Lincoln Junior College ................................. W 55-0
Lock Haven: 5-1
1-12-1987 A Lock Haven................................................... W 17-15
1-3-1988 N Lock Haven (at Northwestern) ...................... L 14-21
1-6-1989 N Lock Haven (at National Duals) ................... W 22-16
1-4-1991 A Lock Haven................................................... W 37-0
12-16-2001 N Lock Haven (at Clarion Duals) ..................... W 28-11
1-19-2002 N Lock Haven (at National Duals) ................... W 37-3
LSU: 1-2
12-16-1980 A LSU................................................................ L 14-24
1-24-1982 H LSU............................................................... W 26-9
1-11-1985 A LSU................................................................ L 9-25
M.A.C.: 1-0
1925 - M.A.C. .......................................................... W 13-7
Mankato State: 1-1
1-4-1977 H Mankato State ............................................. W 20-19
2-17-1979 A Mankato State .............................................. L 20-30
Marquette: 2-0
1-3-1988 N Marquette (at Northwestern) ...................... W 52-0
1-4-2001 N Marquette (at Wendy’s Classic) .................. W 45-3
Miami (Ohio): 5-1
1-8-1955 H Miami (Ohio) ................................................ W 21-13
1-7-1956 A Miami (Ohio) ................................................ W 27-3
12-14-1985 A Miami (Ohio) ................................................ W 31-16
1-18-1994 A Miami (Ohio) (at Wendy’s Classic) ............... L 9-34
1-15-1995 N Miami (Ohio) (at Wendy’s Classic) .............. W 29-3
1-14-1996 N Miami (Ohio) (at Wendy’s Classic) .............. W 29-6
Michigan: 16-62-3
1-26-1924 - Michigan ...................................................... W 18-5
1925 - Michigan ...................................................... W 22-4
1926 - Michigan ...................................................... W 16-4
1927 - Michigan ....................................................... L 6-19
1928 - Michigan ....................................................... L 6-17
2-22-1929 A Michigan ....................................................... L 11-17
1-18-1930 H Michigan ....................................................... L 14-16
2-14-1931 - Michigan ....................................................... L 6-26
2-27-1932 - Michigan ....................................................... L 8-24
2-17-1936 H Michigan ...................................................... W 27-13
2-20-1937 A Michigan ....................................................... L 6-20
2-22-1941 A Michigan ....................................................... L 13-15
2-28-1942 H Michigan ....................................................... L 8-22
1943 - Michigan ....................................................... L 6-22
1-8-1944 H Michigan ....................................................... L 8-24
2-3-1945 - Michigan ....................................................... L 5-25
2-16-1946 A Michigan ...................................................... W 15-11
2-8-1947 H Michigan ....................................................... L 12-16
2-28-1948 H Michigan ....................................................... T 14-14
2-26-1949 A Michigan ....................................................... L 11-16
2-25-1950 H Michigan ....................................................... L 13-14
2-24-1951 A Michigan ....................................................... T 12-12
3-1-1952 H Michigan ....................................................... L 10-16
2-28-1953 A Michigan  ...................................................... L 9-25
2-27-1954 H Michigan ....................................................... L 9-15
2-26-1955 A Michigan ....................................................... L 5-27
2-25-1956 H Michigan ...................................................... W 24-15
3-1-1958 H Michigan  ...................................................... T 14-14
1959 - Michigan ....................................................... L 3-27
1-16-1960 H Michigan  ...................................................... L 6-24
1-21-1961 A Michigan ....................................................... L 5-30
1-20-1962 H Michigan ....................................................... L 3-23
2-9-1963 A Michigan ....................................................... L 9-21
2-8-1964 H Michigan ....................................................... L 10-19
1-30-1965 A Michigan ....................................................... L 2-25
1-21-1967 A Michigan ....................................................... L 6-27
2-10-1968 A Michigan ....................................................... L 15-23
2-1-1969 H Michigan ....................................................... L 5-25
1-31-1970 A Michigan ....................................................... L 16-17
1-30-1971 H Michigan ....................................................... L 12-24
1-6-1973 H Michigan ....................................................... L 6-31
1-5-1974 A Michigan ....................................................... L 5-36
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1-4-1975 H Michigan ....................................................... L 9-27
1-24-1976 A Michigan  ...................................................... L 17-27
2-16-1978 A Michigan ....................................................... L 20-23
1-6-1979 H Michigan ....................................................... L 14-29
2-16-1980 A Michigan ....................................................... L 14-24
1-4-1981 H Michigan ...................................................... W 26-13
2-20-1982 A Michigan ....................................................... L 21-22
1-7-1983 H Michigan ...................................................... W 25-15
2-18-1984 A Michigan ....................................................... L 12-23
1-5-1985 H Michigan ....................................................... L 14-29
2-15-1986 H Michigan ....................................................... L 16-32
1-3-1987 H Michigan ....................................................... L 6-33
2-20-1988 A Michigan ....................................................... L 15-19
1-6-1989 N Michigan (at National Duals) ....................... L 6-30
2-10-1989 H Michigan ....................................................... L 6-27
2-24-1990 A Michigan ...................................................... W 20-17
2-8-1991 H Michigan ...................................................... W 20-18
2-9-1992 A Michigan (at National Duals) ...................... W 19-18
2-22-1992 A Michigan ...................................................... W 20-18
1-24-1993 N Michigan (at National Duals) ....................... L 14-22
2-12-1993 H Michigan ...................................................... W 19-14
2-4-1994 A Michigan ....................................................... L 12-20
2-12-1995 H Michigan ....................................................... L 12-20
2-11-1996 A Michigan ....................................................... L 15-19
2-2-1997 H Michigan ....................................................... L 6-31
2-6-1998 A Michigan ....................................................... L 3-31
2-21-1999 A Michigan ....................................................... L 9-24
2-19-2000 H Michigan ....................................................... L 15-22
2-11-2001 A Michigan ....................................................... L 18-20
2-10-2002 H Michigan ....................................................... L 12-23
2-16-2003 A Michigan ....................................................... L 17-26
2-6-2004 H Michigan ....................................................... L 15-22
2-11-2005 A Michigan ....................................................... L 6-32
2-12-2006 H Michigan ....................................................... L 6-27
2-11-2007 A Michigan ....................................................... L 15-21
2-10-2008 H Michigan ...................................................... W 16-15
2-13-2009 A Michigan ...................................................... W 26-17
2-5-2010 H Michigan ...................................................... W 29-9
1-28-2011 H Michigan ....................................................... L 9-27
Michigan Aggies: 3-0
1923 - Michigan Aggies.......................................... W 28-5
1-19-1924 - Michigan Aggies.......................................... W 18-2
1927 - Michigan Aggies.......................................... W 19-6
Michigan State: 24-40-1
1926 - Michigan State ............................................ W 15-2
1928 - Michigan State ............................................ W 22-2
2-1-1936 A Michigan State ............................................ W 27-3
1-30-1937 A Michigan State ............................................ W 20-8
1-25-1941 A Michigan State ............................................. L 3-21
1-24-1942 H Michigan State ............................................. L 11-19
1943 - Michigan State ............................................. L 6-22
1945 - Michigan State ............................................. L 11-23
2-3-1945 - Michigan State ............................................. L 13-18
2-20-1946 A Michigan State ............................................. L 11-17
2-1-1947 H Michigan State ............................................. L 9-17
1-24-1948 H Michigan State ............................................. L 0-24
1-22-1949 H Michigan State ............................................. L 0-28
1-28-1950 A Michigan State ............................................ W 18-6
1-27-1951 H Michigan State ............................................ W 19-11
1-26-1952 A Michigan State ............................................. L 11-16
1-17-1953 H Michigan State ............................................. L 5-20
1-30-1954 A Michigan State ............................................. L 6-20
1-29-1955 H Michigan State ............................................ W 16-14
1-28-1956 A Michigan State ............................................. L 9-29
1-26-1957 A Michigan State ............................................. L 5-24
1-25-1958 A Michigan State ............................................. L 6-22
2-14-1959 H Michigan State ............................................. L 6-22
1-23-1960 A Michigan State ............................................. L 6-26
1-14-1961 H Michigan State ............................................. L 5-30
2-10-1962 A Michigan State ............................................. T 14-14
1-19-1963 H Michigan State ............................................. L 8-19
2-13-1965 H Michigan State ............................................. L 3-23
1-15-1966 H Michigan State ............................................. L 11-15
1-14-1967 A Michigan State ............................................. L 0-37
2-12-1974 H Michigan State ............................................. L 5-30
2-7-1975 A Michigan State ............................................. L 12-24
2-26-1977 H Michigan State ............................................. L 14-22
2-17-1978 A Michigan State ............................................. L 8-30
2-11-1979 H Michigan State ............................................. L 8-33
2-15-1980 A Michigan State ............................................. L 16-26
2-13-1981 H Michigan State ............................................ W 23-18
2-16-1982 A Michigan State ............................................. L 17-24
1-31-1983 H Michigan State ............................................. L 12-22
2-14-1984 A Michigan State ............................................. L 3-42
2-23-1985 H Michigan State ............................................. L 10-29
12-6-1985 A Michigan State ............................................ W 21-16
1-11-1986 A Michigan State ............................................ W 21-14
2-28-1987 H Michigan State ............................................. L 14-20
2-27-1988 A Michigan State ............................................ W 27-6
2-25-1989 H Michigan State ............................................ W 19-14
3-3-1990 A Michigan State ............................................ W 19-14
2-24-1991 H Michigan State ............................................ W 28-12
2-1-1992 A Michigan State ............................................ W 35-6
2-6-1993 H Michigan State ............................................ W 34-4
2-5-1994 A Michigan State ............................................. L 19-20
1-4-1995 H Michigan State ............................................. L 9-22
1-4-1996 A Michigan State ............................................. L 14-24
1-5-1997 H Michigan State ............................................. L 12-23
1-2-1998 A Michigan State ............................................. L 13-22
2-19-1999 A Michigan State ............................................. L 17-18
2-22-2002 A Michigan State ............................................ W 20-13
1-18-2003 N Michigan State (at National Duals) ............ W 19-17
2-2-2003 H Michigan State (at National Duals) ............ W 28-9
2-15-2004 H Michigan State ............................................ W 30-8
1-23-2005 A Michigan State  ............................................ L 16-27
2-2-2007 H Michigan State ............................................ W 19-14
2-8-2008 A Michigan State ............................................ W 23-15
2-14-2010 H Michigan State ............................................ W 30-7
1-16-2011 N Michigan State ............................................ W 19-16
Minnesota: 14-32-2
1927 - Minnesota..................................................... L 12.5-14.5
3-8-1930 H Minnesota.................................................... W 20.5-7.5
1-25-1947 A Minnesota.................................................... W 19-9
1-31-1948 A Minnesota.................................................... W 21-6
1-29-1949 A Minnesota..................................................... L 11-18
1-21-1950 A Minnesota.................................................... W 17-15
1-20-1951 A Minnesota.................................................... W 21-8
1952  Minnesota.................................................... W 19-8
1-12-1963 A Minnesota..................................................... L 8-19
1-16-1965 A Minnesota..................................................... L 11-15
2-12-1966 A Minnesota..................................................... L 11-17
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2-18-1967 A Minnesota..................................................... L 11-22
2-7-1970 A Minnesota..................................................... T 15-15
2-13-1971 A Minnesota..................................................... T 18-18
1-26-1974 A Minnesota..................................................... L 6-37
2-7-1976 A Minnesota..................................................... L 15-20
1-15-1977 A Minnesota..................................................... L 6-34
2-19-1978 H Minnesota..................................................... L 6-32
2-16-1979 A Minnesota..................................................... L 2-48
2-18-1980 H Minnesota..................................................... L 10-33
2-21-1981 A Minnesota.................................................... W 24-22
2-19-1982 H Minnesota..................................................... L 16-24
2-19-1983 A Minnesota..................................................... L 17-20
2-17-1984 H Minnesota..................................................... L 19-23
2-16-1985 A Minnesota.................................................... W 22-15
2-22-1986 A Minnesota.................................................... W 23-11
2-21-1987 A Minnesota.................................................... W 18-17
2-21-1988 H Minnesota..................................................... L 16-25
2-18-1989 A Minnesota..................................................... L 7-38
2-21-1992 H Minnesota.................................................... W 23-19
2-20-1993 A Minnesota.................................................... W 22-14
2-19-1994 H Minnesota..................................................... L 16-17
2-17-1995 A Minnesota..................................................... L 9-23
2-25-1996 H Minnesota..................................................... L 10-23
2-23-1997 A Minnesota..................................................... L 16-23
2-8-1998 H Minnesota..................................................... L 9-34
2-7-1999 A Minnesota..................................................... L 6-32
1-15-2000 H Minnesota..................................................... L 12-31
1-20-2002 N Minnesota (at National Duals) ..................... L 6-20
2-24-2002 A Minnesota..................................................... L 12-27
2-2-2003 H Minnesota..................................................... L 15-20
2-13-2005 A Minnesota..................................................... L 15-19
1-27-2006 H Minnesota..................................................... L 6-30
2-24-2008 A Minnesota..................................................... L 18-23
1-10-2009 N Minnesota (at National Duals) .................... W 25-12
2-1-2009 H Minnesota (at Schottenstein Center) ........... L 16-18
1-10-2010 N Minnesota (at National Duals) .................... W 26-12
2-5-2011 H Minnesota..................................................... L 9-31
Missouri: 5-7
2-1-1969 H Missouri ........................................................ L 12-15
2-7-1980 A Missouri ........................................................ L 15-27
1-14-1984 A Missouri ........................................................ L 15-27
1-11-1985 A Missouri ....................................................... W 21-15
2-6-1988 A Missouri ....................................................... W 28-8
2-9-1990 A Missouri ....................................................... W 20-14
1-10-1998 N Missouri (at Virginia Duals) ......................... W 23-12
1-10-2004 N Missouri ........................................................ L 9-34
12-18-2004 H Missouri ........................................................ L 6-33
12-11-2005 A Missouri ........................................................ L 13-25
11-16-2006 H Missouri ........................................................ L 9-30
1-10-2009 N W, 23-19 (at National Duals)
Morgan State: 1-0
1-12-1992 H Morgan State............................................... W 42-4
Muskingum: 1-0
2-12-1989 H Muskingum .................................................. W 56-0
Navy: 2-1
1943 - Navy .............................................................. L 0-34
1-14-1996 N Navy (at Wendy’s Classic) ........................... W 28-6
1-9-1999 N Navy (at Brown) ........................................... W 27-6
Navy Pier: 0-1
1-14-1944 A Navy Pier....................................................... L 8-22
Nebraska: 1-6
1-12-1991 N Nebraska (at National Duals) ...................... W 23-19
1-22-1994 A Nebraska....................................................... L 10-30
12-17-1995 H Nebraska....................................................... L 10-25
2-4-1995 N Nebraska (at Clemson) ................................. L 13-28
1-2-1997 A Nebraska....................................................... L 12-24
12-9-2000 A Nebraska....................................................... L 19-20
11-21-2010 H Nebraska....................................................... L 11-24
Nebraska-Omaha: 1-1
2-1-1975 H Nebraska-Omaha .......................................... L 15-17
1-14-1978 H Nebraska-Omaha ......................................... W 34-6
Nevada: 2-0
12-13-1982 A Nevada......................................................... W 25-18
1-7-1983 H Nevada......................................................... W 43-6
New Mexico: 1-0
12-22-1980 A New Mexico ................................................ W 43-3
North Carolina: 4-6
1-11-1964 A North Carolina ............................................. W 24-5
2-8-1969 A North Carolina ............................................. W 29-6
1-13-1984 A North Carolina .............................................. L 20-21
1-14-1984 A North Carolina .............................................. L 13-22
1-12-1985 A North Carolina .............................................. L 16-22
1-12-1991 N North Carolina (at National Duals) .............. W 26-12
2-5-1995 A North Carolina .............................................. L 15-24
1-17-1998 H North Carolina .............................................. L 11-24
1-21-2001 H North Carolina ............................................. W 35-4
1-14-2006 N North Carolina (at Virginia Duals) ................ L 13-28
N.C. State: 2-0-1
1-11-1964 A N.C. State .................................................... W 24-5
1-7-1989 N N.C. State (at National Duals) ...................... T 17-17
1-23-1993 N N.C. State (at National Duals) ..................... W 27-15
Northern Illinois: 5-1-1
1-31-1959 H Northern Illinois ............................................ L 3-25
1-3-1987 H Northern Illinois ........................................... W 30-6
2-13-1988 A Northern Illinois ........................................... W 23-12
2-3-1989 N Northern Illinois (at Indianapolis) ................ W 24-15
1-28-1995 N Northern Illinois (at Purdue) ........................ W 39-2
1-5-2002 H Northern Illinois (Buckeye Duals) ................ W 28-12
1-5-2003 H Northern Illinois ............................................ T 20-20
Northern Iowa: 7-7
2-12-1978 A Northern Iowa............................................... L 17-21
2-3-1979 H Northern Iowa............................................... L 8-33
1-5-1988 H Northern Iowa............................................... L 14-21
2-16-1989 A Northern Iowa............................................... L 16-26
2-13-1994 H Northern Iowa.............................................. W 25-15
2-18-1995 A Northern Iowa.............................................. W 22-17
2-24-1996 H Northern Iowa.............................................. W 38-6
2-21-1997 A Northern Iowa.............................................. W 34-6
12-12-1999 A Northern Iowa............................................... L 16-25
1-13-2001 H Northern Iowa.............................................. W 30-3
1-11-2004 N Northern Iowa.............................................. W 21-14
2-21-2004 A Northern Iowa...............................................L 19-22
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1-10-2009 N Northern Iowa (at National Duals) ..............W 32-12
1-8-2011 N Northern Iowa (at National Duals) ...............L 19-20
Northern Kentucky: 1-0
12-30-1975 A Northern Kentucky ....................................... W 42-6
Northern Michigan: 1-0
2-1-1986 A Northern Michigan ...................................... W 33-11
Northwestern: 39-29-1
2-9-1924 - Northwestern ............................................... L 8-12
1925 - Northwestern .............................................. W 12-2
1926 - Northwestern .............................................. W 17-0
1927 - Northwestern .............................................. W 19-6
1928 - Northwestern .............................................. W 17-6
2-16-1929 H Northwestern ............................................... L 13-19
2-8-1930 A Northwestern .............................................. W 31-3
2-21-1931 - Northwestern .............................................. W 23-13
2-12-1932 - Northwestern ............................................... L 7.5-20.5
2-22-1936 A Northwestern .............................................. W 26-8
2-27-1937 H Northwestern .............................................. W 28-0
1-15-1944 A Northwestern .............................................. W 19-15
1-25-1947 A Northwestern .............................................. W 26-5
1-31-1948 A Northwestern .............................................. W 24-10
1-29-1949 A Northwestern .............................................. W 18-11
1-6-1951 A Northwestern .............................................. W 25-5
2-2-1952 A Northwestern .............................................. W 18-12
2-18-1955 A Northwestern ............................................... L 11-17
1-21-1956 H Northwestern .............................................. W 24-15
1-19-1957 A Northwestern ............................................... L 11-17
1-17-1959 A Northwestern ............................................... L 9-15
2-13-1960 H Northwestern ............................................... T 19-19
1-28-1961 A Northwestern .............................................. W 21-16
1-27-1962 H Northwestern .............................................. W 14-11
2-23-1963 A Northwestern ............................................... L 12-16
1-25-1964 H Northwestern ............................................... L 5-20
1-29-1966 A Northwestern .............................................. W 18-13
1-27-1968 A Northwestern ............................................... L 6-22
1-25-1969 H Northwestern ............................................... L 5-24
1-24-1970 H Northwestern .............................................. W 22-16
2-7-1970 A Northwestern ............................................... L 11-22
1-23-1971 A Northwestern ............................................... L 12-24
1-22-1972 H Northwestern ............................................... L 19-26
1-20-1973 A Northwestern ............................................... L 19-23
1-19-1974 H Northwestern ............................................... L 16-21
1-17-1976 A Northwestern ............................................... L 11-20
1-22-1977 H Northwestern ............................................... L 5-29
1-19-1978 A Northwestern .............................................. W 21-16
1-19-1979 H Northwestern .............................................. W 32-12
2-2-1980 A Northwestern ............................................... L 16-24
1-25-1981 H Northwestern .............................................. W 23-15
2-6-1982 A Northwestern .............................................. W 24-14
1-22-1983 H Northwestern .............................................. W 30-13
2-4-1984 A Northwestern .............................................. W 25-15
2-9-1985 H Northwestern ............................................... L 19-29
1-4-1986 H Northwestern ............................................... L 12-25
2-8-1987 H Northwestern ............................................... L 17-20
1-3-1988 A Northwestern .............................................. W 25-9
1-28-1989 N Northwestern (at Indianapolis) .................... L 17-21
2-5-1989 H Northwestern ............................................... L 11-28
2-18-1990 A Northwestern ............................................... L 14-21
2-17-1991 H Northwestern .............................................. W 39-7
2-29-1992 A Northwestern .............................................. W 28-8
1-15-1993 H Northwestern .............................................. W 34-9
1-8-1994 A Northwestern ............................................... L 15-26
1-8-1995 N Northwestern (at Indiana) ........................... W 24-7
1-6-1996 H Northwestern .............................................. W 24-12
2-7-1997 A Northwestern .............................................. W 22-11
12-13-1997 H Northwestern ............................................... L 18-20
1-28-2000 A Northwestern ............................................... L 15-25
2-4-2001 H Northwestern .............................................. W 33-3
2-21-2003 A Northwestern .............................................. W 25-14
2-8-2004 H Northwestern .............................................. W 40-3
2-3-2006 A Northwestern ............................................... L 6-31
2-4-2007 N Northwestern .............................................. W 18-16
1-12/13-2008 N Northwestern .............................................. W 19-17
2-20-2009 A Northwestern .............................................. W 23-13
2-7-2010 H Northwestern .............................................. W 37-6
2-19-2011 H Northwestern ............................................... L 13-27
Notre Dame: 5-2
1-28-1979 H Notre Dame ................................................. W 28-9
1-16-1987 H Notre Dame ................................................. W 36-6
2-12-1988 A Notre Dame ................................................. W 23-13
1-15-1989 H Notre Dame .................................................. L 18-21
2-2-1990 A Notre Dame .................................................. L 15-18
1-9-1991 H Notre Dame ................................................. W 27-6
1-31-1992 A Notre Dame ................................................. W 32-9
Notre Dame College: 3-0
11-4-2007 N Notre Dame College .................................... W 36-6
11-16-2008 H Notre Dame College .................................... W 34-6
11-22-2009 H Notre Dame College (Buckeye Duals) ......... W 37-3
Ohio: 32-5-1
3-5-1921 - Ohio.............................................................. W 50-40
1922 - Ohio.............................................................. W 36-14
1923 - Ohio.............................................................. W 32-2
1923 - Ohio.............................................................. W 26-3
1925 - Ohio.............................................................. W 27-5
1927 - Ohio.............................................................. W 21-8
1928 - Ohio ............................................................. W 20-3
1-18-1929 A Ohio.............................................................. W 35-5
1-16-1932 - Ohio............................................................... T 16-16
2-20-1932 - Ohio.............................................................. W 20-10
1-17-1936 A Ohio.............................................................. W 5-3
1-16-1937 H Ohio.............................................................. W 25-5
3-6-1937 A Ohio.............................................................. W 22-8
1-18-1941 A Ohio.............................................................. W  16-12
1-17-1942 H Ohio.............................................................. W 15-11
1943 - Ohio............................................................... L 14-18
1-18-1947 H Ohio.............................................................. W 17-11
1-17-1948 A Ohio.............................................................. W 24-8
1-10-1962 A Ohio.............................................................. W 18-6
2-9-1974 H Ohio............................................................... L 7-24
2-1-1975 H Ohio............................................................... L 16-18
1-7-1983 H Ohio.............................................................. W 44-3
1-5-1985 A Ohio.............................................................. W 34-8
1-3-1987 H Ohio.............................................................. W 23-12
1-21-1988 A Ohio.............................................................. W 29-8
2-5-1989 H Ohio.............................................................. W 37-9
2-17-1991 H Ohio ............................................................. W 33-9
1-18-1992 A Ohio ............................................................. W 20-16
2 0 1 1 - 1 2  W R E S T L I N G M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
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12-17-1992 H Ohio.............................................................. W 38-7
1-14-1994 A Ohio ............................................................. W 19-18
12-17-1995 H Ohio.............................................................. W 26-6
2-16-1997 A Ohio.............................................................. W 19-17
12-13-1997 H Ohio............................................................... L 20-22
12-16-2001 N Ohio (at Clarion Duals) ................................ W 32-4
1-18-2003 N Ohio (at National Duals) .............................. W 37-4
12-11-2004 A Ohio (at All-Ohio Champions) ....................... L 9-21
1-21-2007 A Ohio (at Wendy’s Classic) ............................ W 26-10
12-16-2007 N Ohio (Ohio Duals) ......................................... W 45-3
Oklahoma: 3-4
1-24-1963 H Oklahoma ...................................................... L 8-21
1-4-1978 H Oklahoma ...................................................... L 17-24
1-2-1980 H Oklahoma ...................................................... L 12-35
1-3-1982 H Oklahoma ..................................................... W 21-19
1-11-1991 N Oklahoma (at National Duals) ..................... W 20-11
1-19-2002 N Oklahoma (at National Duals) ..................... W 19-17
1-17-2004 N Oklahoma (at National Duals) ...................... L 12-30
Oklahoma State: 1-2
1-23-1979 A Oklahoma State ............................................ L 6-42.
1-19-2002 N Oklahoma State (at National Duals) ........... W 19-13
1-18-2003 N Oklahoma State (at National Duals) ............ L 14-23
Old Dominion: 3-1
2-8-1969 A Old Dominion ................................................ L 13-19
2-20-1971 A Old Dominion ............................................... W 35-5
2-10-1973 A Old Dominion ............................................... W 33-12
1-10-1986 A Old Dominion ............................................... W 32-12
Oregon: 0-1
12-30-1993 A Oregon .......................................................... L 12-25
Oregon State: 4-4
12-7-1977 H Oregon State................................................. L 3-38
11-28-1984 A Oregon State................................................ W 19-18
12-1-1987 H Oregon State................................................ W 26-8
11-24-1989 N Oregon State (at Chattanooga) ................... W 26-8
12-30-1993 A Oregon State................................................. L 13-23
12-10-1994 H Oregon State................................................ W 24-11
1-9-1998 N Oregon State (at Virginia Duals) ................... L 16-22
12-9-2000 N Oregon State (at Nebraska) .......................... L 16-22
Penn: 0-1
1-14-2006 N Penn (at Virginia Duals) ................................ L 15-23
Penn State: 11-14
2-4-1956 H Penn State .................................................... L 0-34
2-2-1957 A Penn State .................................................... L 0-36
1-5-1992 H Penn State .................................................... L 15-22
2-9-1992 N Penn State (at National Duals) .................... W 23-20
1-3-1993 A Penn State .................................................... L 6-30
1-23-1993 N Penn State (at National Duals) ..................... L 16-17
1-30-1994 H Penn State ................................................... W 22-12
1-14-1995 A Penn State .................................................... L 17-19
2-10-1996 H Penn State ................................................... W 20-11
2-14-1997 A Penn State .................................................... L 16-25
2-13-1998 H Penn State .................................................... L 12-20
1-23-1999 A Penn State .................................................... L 12-23
2-11-2000 H Penn State .................................................... L 16-19
1-26-2001 A Penn State ................................................... W 24-9
2-16-2002 H Penn State ................................................... W 20-13
2-6-2003 A Penn State ................................................... W 18-18*
1-25-2004 H Penn State  ................................................... L 14-20
2-18-2005 A Penn State ................................................... W 21-17
2-17-2006 H Penn State .................................................... L 7-39
1-26-2007 A Penn State .................................................... L 12-26
1-12/13-2008 N Penn State (National Duals) ........................ W 24-11
1-25-2008 H Penn State ................................................... W 22-19
2-6-2009 A Penn State ................................................... W 33-7
1-24-2010 H Penn State ................................................... W 21-14
12-19-2010 A Penn State .................................................... L 3-42 
* Penn State wins based on criteria
Pittsburgh: 10-9
1-31-1950 A Pittsburgh...................................................... L 7-24
2-10-1951 A Pittsburgh..................................................... W 21-8
2-9-1952 H Pittsburgh...................................................... L 10-18
1-7-1953 H Pittsburgh..................................................... W 24-7
2-6-1965 H Pittsburgh...................................................... L 11-15
2-25-1978 - Pittsburgh...................................................... L 13-34
1-28-1979 H Pittsburgh..................................................... W 20-18
1-23-1980 A Pittsburgh..................................................... W 28-11
1-22-1982 H Pittsburgh..................................................... W 33-12
1-18-1992 N Pittsburgh (at Ohio) ....................................... L 16-18
1-14-1994 N Pittsburgh (at Ohio) ...................................... W 18-15
12-3-1994 N Pittsburgh (at Clarion Duals) ....................... W 24-12
1-12-1997 H Pittsburgh...................................................... L 15-19
1-24-1998 A Pittsburgh...................................................... L 12-24
1-16-1999 H Pittsburgh...................................................... L 9-22
1-12-2001 A Pittsburgh..................................................... W 26-11
1-14-2005 A Pittsburgh..................................................... W 20-17
1-5-2006 H Pittsburgh..................................................... W 30-3
11-21-2010 H Pittsburgh...................................................... L 17-18
Pittsburgh Johnstown: 0-1
12-20-1998 N Pittsburgh Johnstown (at Clarion) ................ L 10-27
Princeton: 1-1
12-11-1976 A Princeton ....................................................... L 12-26
12-15-1984 A Princeton ...................................................... W 28-9
Purdue: 47-23-7
1-22-1921 -  Purdue ........................................................... L 26-80
2-11-1922 - Purdue ........................................................... L 18-34
1923 - Purdue .......................................................... W 24.5-7.5
2-2-1924 - Purdue ........................................................... L 9-11
1926 - Purdue .......................................................... W 12-5
1927 - Purdue .......................................................... W 15-8
1928 - Purdue .......................................................... W 14-9
2-9-1929 H Purdue ........................................................... L 11-18
2-1-1930 A Purdue .......................................................... W 17-11
1-31-1931 - Purdue .......................................................... W 26-8
2-8-1941 H Purdue ........................................................... L 13-17
1-7-1942 A Purdue ........................................................... L 3-21
2-5-1944 H Purdue .......................................................... W 16-14
2-10-1945 - Purdue ........................................................... L 13-17
2-9-1946 A Purdue .......................................................... W 16-10
2-15-1947 H Purdue ........................................................... T 12-12
2-21-1948 A Purdue ........................................................... T 17-17
2-19-1949 H Purdue ........................................................... L 8-21
2-18-1950 A Purdue ........................................................... T 12-12
2-17-1951 H Purdue .......................................................... W 23-3
2 0 1 1 - 1 2  W R E S T L I N G M E D I A  I N F O R M A T I O N
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2-16-1952 A Purdue .......................................................... W 19-8
2-14-1953 H Purdue ........................................................... L 6-20
2-13-1954 H Purdue ........................................................... L 0-30
2-12-1955 H Purdue .......................................................... W 19-13
2-11-1956 A Purdue ........................................................... L 14-18
2-9-1957 H Purdue ........................................................... L 10-21
2-7-1959 H Purdue ........................................................... L 12-15
2-6-1960 A Purdue ........................................................... T 12-12
2-4-1961 H Purdue ........................................................... L 16-19
2-2-1963 H Purdue .......................................................... W 16-11
2-6-1965 H Purdue .......................................................... W 16-12
2-5-1966 A Purdue .......................................................... W 22-6
2-4-1967 H Purdue .......................................................... W 21-16
2-1-1969 H Purdue .......................................................... W 28-5
2-15-1969 A Purdue .......................................................... W 22-9
2-7-1970 A Purdue ........................................................... L 13-19
2-6-1971 H Purdue .......................................................... W 23-11
2-12-1972 A Purdue .......................................................... W 20-17
2-3-1973 H Purdue .......................................................... W 30-9
2-4-1974 A Purdue ........................................................... L 16-26
2-1-1975 H Purdue .......................................................... W 19-16
2-7-1976 A Purdue .......................................................... W 30-12
1-15-1977 A Purdue .......................................................... W 27-10
2-5-1977 H Purdue .......................................................... W 29-5
2-4-1978 A Purdue .......................................................... W 30-8
2-3-1979 H Purdue .......................................................... W 52-0
2-1-1980 A Purdue .......................................................... W 26-15
2-5-1981 H Purdue .......................................................... W 38-3
1-31-1982 H Purdue .......................................................... W 33-10
2-18-1983 A Purdue .......................................................... W 26-12
1-28-1984 H Purdue .......................................................... W 26-16
2-15-1985 H Purdue ........................................................... L 18-23
1-25-1986 H Purdue ........................................................... L 13-22
1-24-1987 A Purdue ........................................................... L 18-20
1-30-1988 H Purdue .......................................................... W 26-8
1-14-1989 A Purdue .......................................................... W 20-12
1-27-1990 H Purdue .......................................................... W 25-13
1-27-1991 A Purdue .......................................................... W 20-16
1-12-1992 H Purdue .......................................................... W 23-13
1-30-1993 A Purdue .......................................................... W 23-15
1-30-1994 H Purdue ........................................................... T 18-18
1-28-1995 A Purdue .......................................................... W 23-13
1-27-1996 H Purdue ........................................................... T 16-16
2-1-1997 A Purdue .......................................................... W 18-16
12-13-1997 H Purdue ........................................................... L 13-19
1-29-1999 H Purdue ........................................................... T 19-19
2-4-2000 A Purdue .......................................................... W 20-19
1-21-2001 H Purdue .......................................................... W 19-12
2-3-2002 A Purdue .......................................................... W 27-8
2-9-2003 H Purdue ........................................................... L 17-21
1-30-2004 A Purdue .......................................................... W 22-18
1-28-2005 H Purdue ........................................................... L 12-21
2-10-2006 A Purdue ........................................................... L 15-19
1-14-2007 H Purdue .......................................................... W 28-6
2-3-2008 A Purdue .......................................................... W 35-6
2-8-2009 H Purdue .......................................................... W 28-10
1-29-2010 A Purdue .......................................................... W 35-6
Rider: 2-2
12-15-1984 A Rider............................................................. W 24-10
12-15-1996 N Rider (at Clarion Duals) ................................ L 4-30
12-13-1998 A Rider.............................................................. L 9-21
12-8-2001 N Rider (at Sheridan Duals) ............................ W 24-13
Rutgers: 2-0-1
2-10-1984 A Rutgers.......................................................... T 24-24
12-8-2001 N Rutgers (at Sheridan Duals) ........................ W 33-4
11-26-2007 H Rutgers......................................................... W 37-0
San Francisco State: 2-0
12-15-1982 A San Francisco State ..................................... W 28-15
12-17-1988 N San Francisco State (at CSU Bakersfi eld) ... W 39-8
San Jose State: 0-1
12-16-1982 A San Jose State ............................................. L 16-33
Shippensburg: 1-0
1-12-1987 N Shippensburg (at Lock Haven) ..................... W 40-8
Southern Connecticut: 1-0
12-15-1984 A Southern Connecticut .................................. W 41-6
Southern Illinois: 0-1
2-9-1974 H Southern Illinois............................................ L 9-30
Southern Oregon: 1-0
12-30-1993 N Southern Oregon (at Oregon State) ............. W 27-6
Syracuse: 0-1
1-10-1986 H Syracuse ....................................................... L 14-24
Tampa: 1-0
1975-76 A Tampa .......................................................... W 37-6
Tennessee: 1-0
1-22-1983 H Tennessee .................................................... W 18-16
The Citadel: 1-0
1-13-2006 N The Citadel (at Virginia Duals) ..................... W 38-10
Toledo: 10-1
1-20-1968 H Toledo .......................................................... W 22-11
1-18-1969 A Toledo ........................................................... L 16-18
2-14-1970 H Toledo .......................................................... W 20-11
1-25-1975 H Toledo .......................................................... W 21-11
2-2-1985 A Toledo .......................................................... W 33-9
2-15-1986 A Toledo .......................................................... W 31-10
1-17-1987 A Toledo .......................................................... W 26-13
1-19-1990 N Toledo (at Wendy’s Classic) ......................... W 29-8
1-19-1992 N Toledo (at Wendy’s Classic) ......................... W 28-10
1-17-1993 N Toledo (at Wendy’s Classic) ......................... W 45-0
1-16-1994 N Toledo (at Wendy’s Classic) ......................... W 30-12
UNC Greensboro: 1-0
12-16-2007 N UNC Greensboro (Ohio Duals) ..................... W 39-6
Villanova: 1-0
12-13-1987 H Villanova ...................................................... W 37-9
Virginia: 4-0
2-10-1973 A Virginia ......................................................... W 25-9
1-12-1985 A Virginia ......................................................... W 25-14
1-30-2005 H Virginia ......................................................... W 36-6
1-22-2006 A Virginia ......................................................... W 28-10
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Virginia Tech: 11-1
2-2-1963 H Virginia Tech ................................................ W 23-5
1-11-1964 A Virginia Tech ................................................ W 24-7
2-6-1965 H Virginia Tech ................................................ W 19-10
1-22-1966 A Virginia Tech ................................................ W 24-5
2-17-1968 H Virginia Tech ................................................ W 18-15
2-8-1969 A Virginia Tech ................................................ W 18-13
2-14-1970 H Virginia Tech ................................................ W 34-0
2-20-1971 A Virginia Tech ................................................ W 26-8
1-29-1972 H Virginia Tech ................................................ W 32-6
2-10-1973 A Virginia Tech ................................................ W 37-3
12-18-2004 H Virginia Tech ................................................. L 12-29
1-22-2006 A Virginia Tech ................................................ W 38-10
Waynesburg: 1-2
1-15-1955 A Waynesburg .................................................. L 11-16
3-2-1957 H Waynesburg .................................................. L 12-18
12-20-1965 A Waynesburg ................................................. W 20-6
West Point: 2-0
2-10-1984 A West Point ................................................... W 24-8
2-11-1984 A West Point ................................................... W 26-17
West Virginia: 13-5
1-26-1929 A West Virginia ................................................ L 11-17
1-25-1930 H West Virginia ............................................... W 22-6
1-30-1932 - West Virginia ................................................ L 9-15
2-6-1937 A West Virginia ............................................... W 22-10
1-10-1942 A West Virginia ............................................... W 34-0
2-20-1960 H West Virginia ............................................... W 21-9
2-18-1961 H West Virginia ............................................... W 20-8
1-6-1962 H West Virginia ............................................... W 17-11
12-21-1964 A West Virginia ............................................... W 21-8
1-14-1976 A West Virginia ............................................... W 30-8
12-20-1986 A West Virginia ................................................ L 15-18
1-9-1988 H West Virginia ............................................... W 25-10
12-12-1992 N West Virginia (at Clarion Duals) ................... L 17-22
1-2-1997 N West Virginia (at Nebraska) ......................... L 15-22
1-12-2002 H West Virginia ............................................... W 26-13
1-9-2003 A West Virginia ............................................... W 21-14
1-13-2006 N West Virginia (at Virginia Duals) ................. W 17-15
1-12/13-2008 N West Virginia (National Duals) .................... W 29-9
Western Michigan: 1-0
1-25-1975 H Western Michigan ....................................... W 26-6
Wheaton: 1-0
1-5-1945 - Wheaton ...................................................... W 24-10
Wilkes: 1-0
1-13-1984 A Wilkes .......................................................... W 27-10
Wisconsin: 18-28-1
1925 - Wisconsin .................................................... W 8-6
1928 - Wisconsin .................................................... W 21-0
2-4-1950 A Wisconsin .................................................... W 17-9
2-3-1951 H Wisconsin .................................................... W 16-11
2-7-1953 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 11-15
2-20-1954 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 11-17
2-19-1955 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 6-18
1-7-1961 H Wisconsin .................................................... W 29-8
1-6-1962 H Wisconsin .................................................... W 15-14
1-12-1963 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 7-19
2-20-1965 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 8-17
2-19-1966 H Wisconsin ..................................................... T 12-12
2-18-1967 A Wisconsin .................................................... W 18-8
2-17-1968 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 14-19
2-15-1969 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 8-21
2-14-1970 H Wisconsin .................................................... W 20-11
2-13-1971 A Wisconsin .................................................... W 17-16
1-27-1973 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 14-25
1-26-1974 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 8-23
1-15-1977 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 7-34
2-5-1978 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 3-34
2-4-1979 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 6-35
2-3-1980 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 6-36
2-8-1981 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 12-24
2-7-1982 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 8-34
2-5-1983 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 17-19
2-3-1984 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 10-26
2-10-1985 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 8-35
2-1-1986 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 9-24
2-14-1987 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 9-32
2-14-1988 A Wisconsin .................................................... W 21-14
2-12-1989 H Wisconsin .................................................... W 24-16
2-11-1990 A Wisconsin .................................................... W 19-18
2-10-1991 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 19-20
2-8-1992 N Wisconsin (at Wendy’s Classic) .................. W 25-17
2-2-1996 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 13-22
2-16-1997 H Wisconsin .................................................... W 27-11
2-15-1998 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 13-23
2-14-1999 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 17-20
1-30-2000 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 15-22
1-27-2002 H Wisconsin .................................................... W 21-18
2-23-2003 A Wisconsin .................................................... W 28-17
2-4-2005 H Wisconsin ..................................................... L 18-20
2-5-2006 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 12-38 
12-10-2007 H Wisconsin .................................................... W 23-13
2-22-2009 A Wisconsin .................................................... W 24-18
2-13-2011 A Wisconsin ..................................................... L 18-23
Wisconsin-Milwaukee: 1-0
2-20-1965 A Wisconsin-Milwaukee ................................ W 26-0
Wittenberg: 1-0
1-24-1984 A Wittenberg................................................... W 36-5
Wright State: 1-0
1-17-1987 N Wright State ................................................ W 37-8
